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The settlement spelled an end to the
longest industrywide shutdown in
history, a dispute that forced mass
layoffs in the auto industry but
otherwise caused little damage to the
nation's economy.
The dispute began at midnight March
31, when the two sides failed to meet a
deadline for agreeing roe new contract.
The Teamsters launched strikes
against 73, companies, and Trucking
Management • Inc., the industry
bargaining arm that represents about
500 firms, responded with a lockout that
prevented union members from
working at any -of their companies.
Sources, who asked not to be identified, say the tentative settlement
gives Teamsters wage increases of
$1.50 an hour over three years, plus
semi-annual cost-of-living adjustments.
Increased fringe benefits are worth
another 75 cents an hour, the sources
said.

By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Reporter
Gary Hohman, parksAlgecter,-tald—
members of the Murray-Calloway
County Parks Board Tuesday night that
there will be a $6,000 deficit after the
completion of a $35,429 matching grant
for construction work in the park.
The grant, which was initially applied
for in 1977, provides for fencing of four
ball parks, replacement of four park
shelters, the addition of eight sections
of bleachers and the addition of four
basketball goals.
The parks director stated that he was
presently working with the construction
cOmmittee on the project and on
methods to finance the additional
$6,000.

Chancellor Alex Darnell said
Tuesday he was stepping down because
he has worked with two of the defendants, Clarksville lawyers Thomas
Bateman and Paul Welker.
"It would be poor judgment," he said.
"I would be ill at ease to try them."
Darnell said he was leaving today for
a state judges' conference and would
try to find a retired judge to take the
ease. A hearing is scheduled April 2)
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The two groups are part of- the
Eastern Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
headquartered
in
Association,
Springfield for 11 districts in Tennessee
and Kentucky. The factions have filed
suits in Springfield.
Led by president Marvis Ellis,
growers' association officials elected
_ lost ,Swiust are challenAhig the validity
of a Feb. 15 election at Hoiikinivilie,
Ky.,•thal-inAtglied new officers. A group led by the board of directors
installed in the February election asks
Ott the officers elected last August

In other business, the board set hours
for the park swimming pool for the
Murray-Calloway County Swim Team,
the Red Cross Learn-To-Swim program
and the public.

• TRUCKS — Several Murmy and_CAPpway County businesses have been touched by the recent strike by the Teamsters union and trucking comparlks. These trucks, owned by Tappan and located at the plant loading dock,
have
enabled the company to continue business.
Staff Photo By Matt Sanders

The swim team will have we of the
large pool from 8 to 10 a.m. during its
seven-week season of June and July.
The Learn-To-Swim program will use
the small pool from $_to 10 a.m., bOth_ pools from 10 am. to noon, and bothpools from 8 to 10 p.m.

- At Least 49 Dead After Tornado Strikes
By The Associated Press
reported seeing armed homeowners
Tornadoes smashed into four comguarding damaged homes.
munities in North Texas and
In Lawton,Okla., where at least three
Oklahoma, sucking up people and _ died in a twister, Gov.
George Nigh
property; tossing cars about and
activated 100 National Guard troops to
leveling homes and businesses.
aid in search and rescue efforts and
Authorities said at least 49 persons
police patrols. There were reports of
were killed and more than 800 were
looting there, too, but no arrests.
injured.
Texas Gov. Bill Clements, who acIn Wichita Falls, site of the worst
tivated 150 National Guardsmen- in
damage, National Guard troops
Wichita Falls, was to tour the stricken
patrolled debris-strewn streets today to
areas today.
ward off any looters who might want to
"As the storm started, you could see
take advantage of the disaster that
the clouds being sucked into the cents,
struck Tuesday afternoon.
of the storm — the debris and huge
Vandals gnashed plate glass winpieces of house roofs, and tree limbs,"
dows in downtown stores and scooped
said Wichita Falls Record-News
up booty after a twister tore through the
reporter Rpcky Scott, who watched the
city of 96,000. One Red Cross worker
tornado prom the county courthouse.

"All of a sudden there was a
tremendous roar, and the storm appeared to move very quickly. It
like it lasted about five or
minutes
and it looked like a huge snow cone."
The first major twister at 3:50 p.m.
killed at least 12 persons and injured
more than 60 in Vernon, a jown of 11,500
about 75 miles northwest of Wichita
Falls. "It looks like we have been
bombed," one resident there said. The
National Guard armory was blown
down.
4i-Two hours later, Wichita Falls: was
hit, with the path of destruction eight
miles long,and up to lks miles wide. Red
Cross officials said at least 33 were
killed and more than 700 injured —
many of them seriously enough to

MS(J Given Federal Research
Grant To Assist Rural Schools
Murray State University has been
awarded a $140,000 federal grant for
1979-80 for research designed to assist
rural school systems in meeting the
needs of handicapped students.
Funded by the U.S. Bureau of
Education for the Handicapped, the
project of the Center for Innovation and
Development(CID) at Murray State is
based on the findings of a 1978-79 CID
rural education study supported by a
$50,000 federal grant.
Involved in the projectare Dr. Doris
Helge, CID director, as project director
and Dr. John Merbler and John Boltz.
Known as the Personnel Preparation
Needs for Creative Use of Scarce
Resources in Rural School Systems

project, the study is intended to aid
School districts in determining what
kind of strategies work best in specific
rural environments.
While noting that 75 percent of the
school districts In the U.S., are
classified as rural, Dr. Helge pointed
Put:_thal a wide variation exists in
available professional and specialized
resources, in geographic and transportation barriers, and in general life
styles in those areas.
Stie said the thrust &the- Study Is to
address the needs of rural school
systems attempting to'implement the
Education of All Handicapped
Children's Act, Public Law 94-142.

Retired Judge Needed To Hear
Two Sides Of Tobacco Argument
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — A
chancellor says he will try to find a
retired state judge to hear arguments
by two factions suing each other for
control of a tobacco growers'
association.
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RemainAfter
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With moderate effects of the strike on
local industry, the Teamsters union and
trucking companies are getting ready
to roll again, ending a nationwide
shutdown. A tentative contract
agreement that reportedly meets
President Carter's anti-inflation
guidelines has been reached.
"The strike and defensive shutdOwn
(by the industry ) are being terminated," chief federal mediator
Wayne L. Horvitz said shortly before
midnight Tuesday as he announced a
settlement in the 10-day work stoppage.
"Procedures for return to work will
be made within 24 hc-irs," he said.
The new package would provide
increases in wages, cost-of-living and
fringe benefits estimated at 26 to 30
percent over three years.
The Murray Division of the Tappan
Co. has not been greatly affected by the
strike, according to Jerry Smith, traffic
coordinator. He said that Tappan
mostly uses its own trucks. However,
some runs could not be made by
company trucks, he added.
The Fisher-Price Toys Division of the
Quaker Oats Co. could be hurt if the
strike were to continue for a few more
weeks, John Warren, personnel
manager of the plant, said.
He commented that the company has
not been affected at this time because
Fisher-Price and Quaker Oats each
have their own truck service. But, he
added that a truckload of toy parts
received Tuesday was shipped by a
Quaker Oats vehicle.
Shelley Frenett, payroll Supervisor at
Calloway Manufacturing Co., stated
that that company has been renting UHaul trucks for the last four weeks in
order to make pick-ups and deliveries.
Fitts Block and Ready Mix hie. has
not been affected, according to George
Weeks, office clerk. He said that the
company primarily deals with private
haulers.
Larry Robirison of the Interstate
Filter and Supply Co., a division of
Murray Fabrics Inc.,said that the filter
company has suffered in both incoming
and outgoing business. Most of the
company's business is out of state, he
added. However, he said no drastic
changes would be made unless the
strike were to continue for three or four
more weeks.
No one was available for comment at
the Vanderbilt Chemical Corp.
Teamsters union president Frank
FI4Simmons said he would recommend
ratc.tion of the contract by the
member rank and file covered
by 'the pact. "I'm sure they'll be
satisfied with this agreement; at least I
hope so," he said.
The union said it would take four to
six weeks to complete the ratification
vote.
The two sides reached their
agreement under the prodding of
federal mediators in a final marathon
round of bargaining that stretched over
two clays.
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show what authority would entitle them
to the positions.
William Deatherage Jr., Hopkinsville
lawyer representing the officers
elected last August, said state courts in
Kentucky and Tennessee have
restrained seven directors on the new
board from conducting association
business pending court hearings. The
officers Deatherage is representing
have filed related suits in U.S. District
Court at Paducah, Ky., and Circuit
Court in Hopkinsville.
Bateman, representing the opposing
group, said the suit filed in •Paducah
was dismissed on the defendants'

Calloway School
Board Changes
Meeting To Monday
The Calloway County Board of
Education meeting, scheduled for
Thursday, Apri112, has been changed to
Monday. April 16, according to Dr. Jack
Rose, superintendenk-of the board,,,
Dr. Rose said the Monday meeting
will be at 7 p.m. in the board office on
College_ Farm Road, next to the
Calloway County High School.

motion. He said, however,the plaintiffs
have appealed to the 6th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals in Cincinnati.
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The study, which includes retraining
of educators to prOvide better delivery
of services for handicapped students,
will be done,in three phases:
— Development of profile strategies
to determine which method of delivery
of services is most appropriate for
particular rural subcultures.
— Development of interdisciplinary
models of personnel preparation for the
most effective and efficient service
delivery. These models will be made
available to state education agencies
and to cplleges and universities across
the country.
— Submission of findings to the
Bureau of Education for the Handicapped to assist that agency in
making a determination about which
pre-service should be funded.
The grant raises to more than $1
million the amount of money awarded
for projects proposed by or coordinated
through the CID since 1977.

The pool will be open to the public
from noon to 8 p.m. These hours are the
same as were allotted to the groups last
year.
The park board secretary will write
letters to the program directors of both
organizations requesting that schedules
for the groups be coordinated through
the directors in order for both groups to
have full utilization of the pools.
Hohrnan was authorized by the board
to advertise for season passes for the
pool. The fees will be $20 for a single
season pass and $45 for a family season
pass if purchased prior to the pool
opening. Prices will be $25 and $50 if
bought after the opening of the pool.
The board was notified of the senior
citizens' request for shuffleboard in the
park. The $400 that was allotted for the
group's use when the park was built will
be used for the construction.

26 Packets Still Outstanding

Drive Funds Announced
With 26 ,of the worker packets still
outstanding, the Calloway County
chapter of the American Red Cross has
collected t6,766.90 of the March fund
drive goal of $11,124, according to Dr.
Jack Rose, drive chairman.
The outstanding packets total more
than one-fourth of all the packets given
out, Rose said at the quarterly Red
Cross meeting held Tuesday at the
Calloway- County Public Library.
Rose emphasized that money is
needed to keep the Red Cross office
open. Funds are used for local Red
Cress activities, veterans assistance
and disaster victims.

Other reports were given by Mrs.
Lucy Wright, newly appointed
executive secretary of the local
chapter.

City School Board
Faces Short Agenda
Members of the Murray Independent
Board of Education will face a short
agenda when they meet in regular
session at 7 p.m. Thursday, April 12.
Personnel recommendations will be
the highlight of the meeting, to be held
at the board office building.
The public is invited to ail school
board meetings.

Basketball Coach To Be Speaker
At Alumni Association Banquet
Ron Greene, who returned to his
Murray State University alma mater as
the head basketball coach in the spring
Of 1978, will be the speaker at the
school's annual Alumni Association
banquet on Saturday evening, April 28.

windy
and
warm
Windy, warm and cloudy with
showers and thunderstorms
tonight
ending
Thursday
Thunderstorms may be locally
heavy at times this evening with
possible hail Lows tonight in the
low and mid 50s. Highs Thursday
from the upper 60s to the low 70s

require surgery. About 2,000 homes
were destroyed or seriously damaged
and two shopping centers were heavily
damaged.
"The only thing left of my house is the
closet I was lying in," said one woman,
who asked not to be identified. "I got so
scared I just laid there and prayed. I've
been through five hurricanes, but
hurricanes are nothing compared to
this. Take me back to hurricanes."
Some of those injured in Vernon had
been taken to Wichita Falls hospitals.
"We were taking injured in from
Vernon when this one hit here," said
Dr. Jack Lee, medical coordinator for
the Red Cross in Wichita Falls.
Another tornado later struck
Harrold, a small town nine miles west
of Vernon, killing one person.
Across the Red River in Oklahoma, a
twister killed at least three persons and
injured at least 70 in Lawton. "The
destruction is going to be in the millions
of dollars. We got hit hard," said Police
Capt. Bob Edmonson.

Ron Greene
His address will be the highlight of
the banquet to begin at 6:30 p.m.(CST)
IT) the Student Center. The program wilt

also include salutes to the distinguished
professor of the year, outstanding
alumni, scholarship winners, 25-year
employees, and the classes of 1979, 1954,
and 1929.
The banquet is the climax for a day of
activities that also includes a luncheon
at 11:30 a.m. in Winslow Cafeteria for
the classes of 1929 and 1954, followed-by
reunions of the classes from 2 to 4 p.m.
in Winslow Cafeteria, and a President's
Reception from 4 to 6 p.m. in the lobby
of Ordway Hall for Alumni Association
scholarship recipients..
,
Greene, a Terre Haute,Inc., native
who earned the WS.. degree in 1962 and
the M.A. in education degree in 1963 at
Murray State, played three years for
the Racers and served as freshman
coach during the year he was doing,
graduate work.
•
Its wife, the former Ailene Hodge of
Reidland, also earned the B.S. degree
in 1962.
Prior to accepting the coaching
duties at Murray State, Greene had
served as head coach at Loyola of New
Orleans, the University of New

Orleans, and Mississippi State
University. His teams have compiled a
record of 192-120 in 12 yawn.
District Judge Sid Easley of Murray,
president of the Alumni Association,
will introduce Greene and preside
during the banquet program before
relinquishing the gavel to a new
presttretti; Mike Peek of Nashville,
formerly of Benton, at its conclusion.
A president-elect, vice-president, and
five new representatives to the Alumni
Council will also take office during
installation ceremonies.
Reservations are $4.50 each for the
reunion luncheon and $5.50 each for the
banquet. They should be made no later
than April 20.
Anyone wishing to make reservations
for the luncheon or banquet may send
name and address, along with a check
for the proper amount made payable to
Murray State University Alumni
Association, before the reservation
deadline to:
Alumni Affairs Office, Fourth Floor,
Sparks Hall, Murray State University,
Murray, Ky., 42071, telephone (502) 7623737.

•
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Know Kentucky---- •

Unconvinced alcoholic

Miss Dys
To
Marry Mr. Marvin

Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D.

Special hems AnciEvents
OfState Now In Booklet

By Helen Price Stacy
Indiana? Ironton, Ohio?! from Ironton was either
.to know Kentucky better
Aberdeen, Ohio? Brookport, Ashland or Russell; across
ness. They think there's
is to love Kentucky more."
Aberdeen
nothing wrong with them
Illinois? Jeffersonville, In- from
was
when,in fact,they're getting
This is part of a sentence
diana? I Answers at the end of Maysville; Brookport,
worsesovery day.
from a 16-page booklet
Paducah, and Jeffersonville,
question section)
In our free society, it's
published several years ago
Louisville.
clue
This
question
reveals
a
difficult to make people do
by Ashland Oil Co. There is no
Robert Penn Warren wrote
as to when the booklet was
things against their will,
date in the red-and-white
published. "This current best -World Enough and Time"
even when it for their own
cover collection of facts about
good. The alcohol and cigaseller contains some of the about the Sharp-Beauchamp
rette habit are two outstandthe bluegrass state, but it was
facts and some fancies about trial.
tng examples. The combinain the days of radio and was
Jarnes Lane Allen wrote
Sharp-,
the
dramatic
tion of these two habits repbased on the popular
Beauchamp murder trial of "King Solomon of Kentucky"
resents an enormous
"Romance of Kentucky Quiz
t,ho buried the dead in an
the 1820s."
financial load to our society.
Show" radio programs.
What is the name of the epidemic.
It's sometimes,said that
KNOW
YOUR
KENIrvin S. Cobb wrote "The
we get a lot of taxes from
story and who wrote it about a
these-habitsand-they_helyte
TUCKY!
man who gave all he could to Belled Buzzard" and "Words
support our society. That's
- The
booklet contains
Music." Elizabeth
his community — the job of and
totally false. The combined
questions
and answers about
burying the dead in time of Waddiii-R01*rts"Black Is My
habits create medical exKentucky history, sports, epidemic?
True Love's Hair" and "The
peifses which far exceed any
geography, travel, literature,
Who wrote The Belled Great Meadow." Jesse Stuart
tales that are obtained from
prominent persons, music, Buzzard" and "Words and -The Thread That Runs So
these products. Society as a
whole has to pay for it in the
laws, government and other
Music?" Who wrote "Black is True" and "Hie to the Hunform of increased inset-once
subjects. Many of the answers
My
True Love's Hair" and ters." Robert Penn Warren
costs as well as providing
would
not
be
correct
today
"The
Great Meadow?" Who "Night Rider." Harriette
direct medical support for
since parkways and in- , wrote "The. Thread That Runs Arnow "Hunter's Horn" and
those who can no longer
terstates have shortened
afford it.
So True"; and "Hie to the "Mountain Path."
travel distances, trains have Hunters? Who wrote "World
Well, what can you do
Maysville is .the Golder
about it? I'M sending you
been discontinued and road
Enough and Time" and Buckle on the Burley Belt;
The Health Letter number
changes made.
"Night Rider?" Who wrote 1,0uisville is the Gateway Co
4, Alcohol, Whiskey, G•
geography
section,
In
the
and the South; Henderson is on the
Horn"
'Bunters
to
Rum,
Wine,
Beef
Vodka,
names of cities in states "Mountain Path"
Miss Jill Drvsdale
Ohio but never in it; Paducah
.give you .more tnforrrAtion
Kentucky .were
bordering
on what alcohol does,'to the
is
the capital of western
What
town
is
known
as
the
and Scott 3larrin
body..It might help y u some _
given arid the person an- Golden Btfekle on the Burley Kentucky, and Glasgow Jape
your
in coping wit
Mr.and Mrs. William Edgar Drysdale of Bardwell and Mr. swering was to name the
Belt? What city is known as Biggest Little City in'Kenhusband's probln. Other and Mrs. Bill Marvin of Murray announce the engagement Kentucky city "just across the the
Gateway, to the South?. tucky.
readers who w t this issue
river." The' river was the What city is on the Ohio but
and approaching marriage eitheir children, Jill Marian and
Napoleon's
tomb
is
can send 50 ceqts with a
'
--- Ohio. Can you nine the city never in - it? What is the reproduced atop the Capitol in
•
long, stamped, self-ad- Scott Andrew.
dressed envelope for it. Send _ Miss Duadale is tbegraeddatighter of the late Mr. and across the Ohio from Evan- Capital of western K ucty Frankfort; Man O'Wat was
your request to me in care of Mrs.Ed Drysdale of Fulton and Mr.and Mis71cifin M:K-etey
Indiana'- New .Albany, -What-is-knownas-the-Biggest---lineww--- -as
Red+"-this newspaper; P.O. Box
of Bardwell.
Little
City
in
Kentucky?
•
Elmendorf,
Mereworth
and
1551,Radio city Station, New
„ Mr. Marvin is the grandson of Mr.and Mrs. Harold Marvin
, Whose-tomb.is . reproduced Walnut Hall are names of
18019.
•
NY
York,
flhem as°nip onest*Place Oadt WOO§a•
and the late Porter Huie and Mrs. Otho Bartell of Murray...
on the dome of Kentucky's ; Worse farms.
In addition to being incapitol? What' famous Ken-' Cities and towns in the
formed you've got to enlist - The bride-elect is a graduate of Carlisle County High
,
the help of whatever agenSchool and is presently attending Murray State.University.
• tucky 'thoroughbred was musical selections are Buffalo
cies are available to you
Sheis employed by the Murray Drug Corporation.
known as"pig Red?" What do and LaRue County; Paris in
locally to see if you cao.get
- -Mr, Marvinis a graduate of.0.41urray High School. He is em. the names Elmendorf, Bourbon; Praise in PILO;
your husband to do sBmeployed by FisherPrice toys and is also aftending-Murray
Mereworth and Walnut Hall -Warsaw in Gallatin; Martha'
thing for himself.
University. .
State
have in coniinori?-of
In ta*rence-;-2.4aryin:Waft Look in the yellow pages
The wedding will take place Saturday, May 26 at 3 p.m. on
your telephone directory unIn the section On music, and Cecilia in Hardin.
The Creative • Arts Deparder alcoholism and see what
the front lawn of the bride-elecVspvents.home. The recepThe booklet is lascinatbig
tment of the Murray Woman's questions included finding the
centers and services are
tion will immediately follow the ceremony and will be held on
names of towns or cities ih with its questions and games.
sponsor
the
again
Club
will
available to your communi- thebacitlavrn of the home.
Art musical selections. The music An update would be useful
Schmidt
- Annette
ty. If there are none because
All friends and relatives are invited'to attend both the wed- Scholarship, in the amount of played:-"Buffalo -Gel,'--"The.-• - today. Such a booklet could
ofthe size Of your communiding cetemony and the reception. Only out ef-in- $250.
Last Time I Saw Paris," help children pass time on
ty, get a telephone directory
from the nearest large city
vitations are being sent.
• Guidelines are that the "Praise the Lord and Pass the long trips and also be
that you might'be able to
applicant be an art major at Ammunition," "Warsaw educational.
utilize. These run the gambit
For instance, who are these
Murray State University and Concerto," "Martha,"
from Alcoholics Anonymous
people: Pewee; _Hoot; The
be
from Calloway County, "Mary," "Cecilia."
_ _mental health clinics.
Some answers:
Baron; Oom Paul; WahlWir
-Kentucky. Applications will be
of. these
Across from Evansville is Tiny; Bans Nose; Uncle Ed;
groups will be able to give
taken until April 20, 1979, and
• you some-pretty good advice
may be addressed to Eva Henderson; across from New Bo; Shipwreck, and Bib and
as to what's possible to be
Hopkins,
1500 Cardinal Drive, Albany was Louisville; across Little Chug?
achieved in your husband's
Murray :(scholarshfp chaircase.
man)orLo Mike Bruri, Murray
Sometimes a spouse has to
Art
University
be very firm and at some
State
Get Ready For Easter With A New Permanent
point just refuse to have to
Department.
, from
live with such a problem
when _tbe - other individual
refuses to do anything about
it. That's tough to do with a
6t•A
$0. 4 4
i•ae..JkstiV intaiM"• w A
'LICitio iktitivtit
Beauty Salon
loved one but sometimes it's
1.411RE5I 4.1 TREVOR EuAR.nNnnO BOTTOMS• ye Drumm brant. LA SI••rixo.Die
•
the only solution that's left.
TWIT I • rote I,LORENZO SFJAPLE JR • male'
, mum ItRENZO.SEMPLE. JR
terra r
_
,
759-1800'
Ulmlaur.•
,
WAS
FAMOV-5 FILMS FRArTIGMS
i•
3 Operotors To Serve You:
•
IpOt=.0.002.0111101.111.
• Four faculty members in
Suzette Vaughn, Edith Sleci„ Doris Brittoin
2\
the Department of Sociology
'—CLOSED MONDAYS—
and Anthropology at Murray
NEWLY ELLCTID teague_of Women Voters president
State University read papers
Sallie Guy (left) discusses league program with retiring
at the Southern Sociological
president
Ruth
Howard.
The home of Mrs. Clinton
Association meetings in
•
•
Burchett was the scene of the
Atlanta,GA,April 5-7.
'meeting of the Wadesboro
Faculty member and the
Homemakers Club held on
titles of their papers were: Dr.
Wednesday, March 28,at 10:30
Miles E. Simpson, chairman,
Free Open House in
a.m.
"Regional Culture and Rates
"Microwave Cooking" was
of Hornicidel", Dr. Michael
Murray
the major lesson presented by
Election of officers and Lowry, nominations; and Hanks, assistant professor,
' ..For Program Information,Please Call 753-3314
Palmer
who
_Mrs— David
program plans for the coming Ruth Howard, legislative.
and Dr. Dennis Poplin,
DATE: Moniay, April 16-6:30 P.M.
conked a meat casserole, year were among the items of
associate
professor,
The league membership
ehocolate cake, and fudge business at the recent annual
"Labeling
Theory
and
Role
LOCATION:
Fist Presbyterian Church,
SALLY
candy in her Microwave oven business meeting of the voted to continue the--city. Transition: The Case of the
1601 Main Stre i.
1008 Chestnut
FIELD
county
government
for
the
and
brought
them
study Visibly Handicapped," and
7:10,
Murray-Calloway League of
begun last year.
potluck lunch for the members Women Voters.
9:20
Dr. Edward Armstrong, "A
Ends'Thur. we
and guests to sample.
• A Meet the Candidatei Critique of Interpretive
New
officers
are
Sallie
Guy,
Mrs. Palmer distributed
forum is planned for Monday, Sociology."
The cost t;10 to join then $5 weekly thereafter.
favorite microwave recipes to president; Philis Alvic, rice- April 23, al 7:30 p.m.
at the
president;
Irma
LaFollette,
Hear
the members and guests
Wanda Wright tell her inspiring success
secretary; and Leu Ann Mw-ray Woman's Club House.
present.
sotry
of
how she lost 105 pounds and kept it off
-sponsored
by
the
League
Of
Co
715,+IMO Chestnut
The minor lesson on "The Philpot, treosurer.
10
years.
Women Voters and the
IN THE 25th CENTURY 14;
Look of - Spring" . was
9:10
Newly elected di
ors are Murray Woman's Club, the
Held Over
by
Mrs.
Dinah
presented
B J Berrtlltharlotte' rhaatitsigwiriti--.peaville an op.
Palmer.
Hammack, voter service; portunity for the public to hear
Lose weight... Look letter— Feel good:
Mrs.
Wayne
Hardie, Clara --Burriihrey and Diane candidates for
offices of local
president, presided. Eight Spurlock, fund-raising; Betty
interest.
YOU DESERVE IT!
members volunteered to take
641-N Central Ctr
More immigrants come to
a dish-to- the tasting luncheon
.1.10(..illb
7:15,
• .•
the U.S. from Mexico than
•..•• ;,••• •'11
planned by the Calloway
9:20
from any other country.
County Homemakers at the
social hall of the First United
Methodist Church on May 10.
Dunaway
!eight
•
Faye
Jon
Other members present
Ciogi
were Mrs. Clarence Culver,
THE
CHAMP
, ' entra;
Mrs. Audra Futrell, Mrs.
Gladys Mitchell, Mrs. Gusta
7:15, 9:20 1
Conner, Mrs. Max Hurt, and
Mrs. Lowt11 Palmer. Visitors
Slip into our casuals. You'll see
present were Mrs. Dacus
their classic good looks, You'll feel
Bedwell, Mps. Layton Lawson,
their fashionable, easy-walking
and Mrs. Jean Cloar,
o•••115,,,••••o45w.c• crepe soles, and,foot cradling,
,
The nett meeting will be
cushioited aith. held Wednesday, April 18; at
1:30 p.m,\at thehorne of Mrs.
Lowell Palmer.

DEAR DR. LAMB — I am from his sinus drainage into
worried about my husband. his throat. Do you think all of
He is a constant beer drink- that beer is.good for him? Do'
er.. He drinks it like it was you think he is an alcoholic?
water. He smokes two packs What should I do?
of cigarettes daily. He used
PEAR ftEADER — If
to drink coffee upon rising in' your description is even
the morning and now it's 'halfway correct, your husonly one cup of coffee and band is an alcoholic. One of
right away he switches to the awfuL_aspects about albeer. It's between 8 to 12 coholism is that a number of
cans a day. Never less than thenrhave to hit rock bottom
six and sometisties many and have severe medical
complications,of -total coraIn the morning when he plete ftnancial collapse bedrives-to- week,--he starts_in fore._ they're yiilliag_, to .do
coughing real hard and ends anything for themselves.
up vomiting a whole lot of The picture is complicated
liquid. He won't see a doctor. by the point that rnany.peoI've begged him to go to one ple with alcohol problems
but he won't. He says it's have complete denial of ill-
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Facutiy-Members
At Murray State
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Sue-Z-Q's

Mrs. David Palmer
Gives Lesson
At Burchett Home

League-Pf-Women Voters
Elea Officers For Year

tonite's movies

WEIGHT•WATCHERS

FREE---"Open House"

BUCK
ROGER
• W•nr1.1•11.

•1.1.

,
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Now

Comfortable casuals
in soft,natural leather.

Opens Friday

MISS YOUR PAPER?
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CONVOY
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-Sebeaiben rim bore mot
received their bemo•Iolivormil
copy of Tleo Mom rodeo I
' Times by 5:30 p.m. bleeday
friday or by 340 p.m. eo
%hooey; ere greed tecd
753-1116 interne 5301p.m.
end 4p.., Meeday-fridry,
338 p..mod 4 p.m. 5,.
dupe, te More delivery of Wm
oewepoper. Cm& meet be
pieced byS p.m weiAdeys er
4p... Seterdro to peeresivite
delivery.
--It

$3399.
PALL CLAYTON, soh to( James and Betty Clayton, 1304
Bouleyard,_Merra3„ &a/se-tenor with the Northwestern
University Choreic in the ,erfririniince of I, 5.lisichT1-1-11:Minor Mass,"-on March I at miller Chapel, Chicago, Ill.
chorale, one of five chorui• it-Northwestern; is composedThe
of
School of Masic Faeult‘ and outstanding voice students..
Clayton previously attended David Lipscorra College, Nashville, Tenn., where he %as g niember of the Lipscomb A
calwila churns. He is a vet& major at Northwestern
University and a member f the phi Mu Alpha fraternity.
,

Scholl
Casuals
Ilms• Am'Le.a•D

Court Square*
Murray

753-2414

s.•
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June Wedding Is
Planned By Couple

Ledger & Times

Wednesday; April 11'
Murray Bass Club will meet
at 6:30 p.m. at Triangle Inn.
Circles of First Vititted
Methodist Church Women will
at 7:30 p.m. as follows:
Ruth Wilson at church an
Alice
with
Wesleyan
Koenecke.

Your Individual
Horoscope
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FOR THt:HSDAY,AITIL 12, 1979
and
politics,
acting,
What kind of day will LIBRA
pihiichiag are some of the
o
t
)sept.
2a
what
To
out
be?
find
tomorrow
areas in which you'll find
the stars say, read the
be happiness. Your best success
not
may
Others
forecast given for your birth cooperative. A mate or close
comes when you learn to think
Sign.
extra before you act. A good,
have
may
ally
responsibilities. Avoid talking education in the field of your
indiscreetly at a social func- choice will guarantee yo
ARIES
tion.
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
success. Avoid a tendency
Overdoing physically or SCORPIO
d
scatter your enargies
mentally could lead to a health t Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
don't let your self-confi. A secret romantic tryst may let you become too aggr. 'ye
upset. Be trusting and don't let
not work out according to or egotistical. Bi
suspicisms accumulate.
of;
plan. Responsibilities in Henry Clay, state -.
TAURUS
; Ann
connection with work and Miller, actress;
( Apr. 20 to May 20) 1-14(tif
. Warren
Doing too many things at friends may take priority.
tor.
Magnuson, U.S.
once could mar work efforts or SAGITTARIUS
lead to a run-down feeling. (NOV. 22 to Dec. 21)
Friendships and romantic
Attend to the concerns of
By CECILY BROWNSTONE
interests demand attention
children and dependents.
Maoist/M.0 Press Food Editor
now. You may cut short lateGEMINI
LUNCH FARE
night partying because of
May 21 to June 20)
Toast
salad
Cottage
responsibilities.
fire
the
work related
Too many irons in
CupcakesBeverage
could disrupt friendships. You CAPRICORN
COTTAGE SALAD
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) la
know your options, but
You can add minced parsley
speaking
Care is needed in
recognize your limits. You
if it's on hand.
can't be everywhere at once. with higher-ups. 'Career
8 ounces creamstyle
CANCER
matters reach a turning point.
cottage cheese (small
June 21 to July 22)etc) Don't be neglectful of
curd)
A career or domestic matter domestic responsibilities.
1-3rd cup mayonnaise
1-3rd cup commercial sour
comes to a head. Avoid worry_ AQUARIUS
cream
and seek concrete methods kit. (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)=
current_
with
News from a distance. , A,scallion. minced .
dealing_
Romaine with sliced
problems. Accent prac- pertaining to financial mattomato, cucumber and •
ters may not be the full story.
ticality.
avocado
before
details
all
Finalize
LEO
Whisk together the cheese,
making travel plans.
(July 23 to Aug. 22)4
mayonnaise, sour cream and
Principles of right and PISCES
Serve as a topping for
scallion.
,
20)
140.
Mar.
to
communications
19
I Feb.
wrong affect
Store any revegetables.
the
Avoid excessive spending or
now. Fulfill promises, keep
mixture in the
cheese
maining
appointments, and don't get there could be a confrontation refrigerator.
with a mate or concerned
careless in what you say.
party. Joint financial dealings
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) WP%. are subject to ups and downs.
YOU BORN TODAY know
_Try to maintain a balance
between work and play. how to communicate ideas. A
Chances are you'll follow up born salesman, your gift for
self- the written and spoken word is
with
overwork
indulgence. Learn to pace a valuable asset in any field
you choose. Law, literature,
yourself.

MSU Student Government
and WKYX will present
Jimmy Buffett plus the Coral
Reefer Band at 8 p.m. at the
Murray State University
Fieldhouse.

oci:n)

rit,et•

from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens including
devotion at 10:05 a.m., lesson
by Frances Brown on Consumer Buying at 11 a.m.,
lunch at noon, and table
games at 1 p.m.

Shopping for Senior Citizen-will be held and call 753-0929
by 9 a.m. for niorning shopping and by 11:30 a.m. fo:
afternoon shopping.
Seminar dealing with
metastable ion kinetics will be
at 3:30 p.m. in Room 312,
Blackburn Science Building,
Murray State University.
Speaker will be Dr. R. Kaiser,
University of Kentucky.

Seminar on notetaking and
listening, sponsored by
Murray State Learning
Center, wilt be in Room 313,
Special Education Building.
Thursday, April 12
Murray Chapter No. 92 Sessions will be at 9:30 a.m.,
Senior tuba recital by Don
Royal Arch Masons and 11:30 a.m., 12:30 p.m. and 7
McClure, Brandenburg, will
• Murray Council No. 50 Royal- p.m.,
be at 8:15 p.m. in Farrell
and Select Masters will meet
"Amarcord," Italian film,
at 7:30 p.ni. at the Masonic will be shown at 2:30 p.m. and Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center,
State
Murray
Hall.
7 p.m. at the Murray State
University.
Center
Pre-Easter service, spon- College Student
of the
one
is
This
auclitoriuni.
sored by Murray-Calloway
Exhibits of works in metal
Film
International
the
in
films
by Michael Alan Sanders,
Ministerial Association, will
be at 12 noon at First Baptist Festival.
Louisville, paintings by David
Church.
Annual spring concert.. by Carlson, Glasgow, arid threedimensional design by Jane
Grove 6126 of Woodmen of the Murray State University Ellen Viterisi, Paducah, Will
syniphony
be
will
Orchestra
World is scheduled to meet at
held at 8:15 p.m. at Lovett be shown at Eagle Gallery,
6 p.m. at the Triangle Inn.
Auditorium, Murray State. Fine Arts Center, Murray
is free and open to the- State, through April 25.
This
Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Miss Vicki Lee Humphreys
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at public.
Annual exhibition of Muray
and David Dallas Willoughby
the home of Julie English at
Baptist Young Women of State student work as judged
7:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church will have by visiting professionals will
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Humphreys of Hazel announce the
Dallas
salad Supper at 6:30 p.ni. at be at Eagle Gallery, Fine Arts
a
David
to
Lee,
Vicki
daughter,
engagement of their
Western Kentucky Rock
Center, Murray!tate,through
Willoughby, son of Mr. and Mrs. Dallas Willoughby of Can- Club will meet at 7:30 pan. in _ the home of DebbiaNewell.
May 9.
—
y.
Estates,-Murray.
terbur
the Community Room, North
Friday, April 13
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Odell
Branch, Peoples Bank.
Open Horse Show, sponTeams of girls from White
Orr and Mrs. Pearl Humphreys and the late Fred HumHall,
the
sored
by
State
Murray
Murray_Jtate, will at.
phreys.
Dexter Homemakers Club University 4-H Club, will be tempt to break the Guiness
GarHenry
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
grandson
the
is
Mr. Willoughby
will meet at 9:30 a.m. at the held at 7 p.m. at the West Book of Records' mark of 54
ner and Roy Arlon Willoughb and the late Geneva Willough- Dexter Community Center.
Kentucky Livestock and hours of continuous: softball
by.
Exposition Center. Admission play by girls at Roy Stewart
The couple is planning a Jure wedding.
Meeting of Welcome Wagon will be one dollar per person.
Stadiuni.
Club has, been changed to
April 26.
0.•
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church Women will meet with
Mrs. Ralph Robertson Dorothy Dean Cochran at 7
opened her home for the p.ni.
meeting of the Martin's
BIRD PATIENT
Chapel United Methodist
•
FINISH YOUR EASTER OUTFIT
Church Women held on
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A
Tuesday, March 20, with Mrs. Kentucky cardinal showed
WITH ACCESSORIES FROM JU DON'S
David Bynuni, president, human judgment recently by
walking into the emergency
presiding.
•14 K. Gold Necklaces, Bracelets it Chains
d
1979 C., Cm capo 1bnN S News Sy,
"Just 15 Minutes A Day" room of Western Baptist
•Hats *Jewelry *Scarves
eye
an
was the subject of the Hospital suffering from
O0-fandbogs *Pins
program directed by Mrs. ailment.
room
emergency
An
'Come See Our Baby Jewelry'
Linda Carter. A discussion on physician, Dr. Ronald Barlow,
Women's Rights was held. The treated the bird.- The bird was
tape of the recosd,"Telephone quickly named Rhonda after the
Call From God" by Jerry physician.
Jordan, was played.
The bird was then taken to the
DEAR ABBY:. Would you please say something in your
Fund raising projects were humane society. A volunteer
column about girls who get involved with married men?
discussed. A silver tea worker 'there said the bird's
_ My 23-year-old daughter has entered into such a relationwith a
Central
can
but
charming,
and
successful
planned for Palm Sunday was eyes were being washed
ship. The man is handsome,
that
and
solution
Center
commercial
romance.
office
after-hours
offer her nothing but a sleazy
cancelled.
the bird would be turned loose in
(The same old story: his marriage is "empty and loveless'
be
will
meeting
The next
the woods near the hospital
but he can't give up his children.)
held Tuesday, April _17, at 7 when she recovered.
devoted
completely
and
intelligent
pretty,
My daughter is
p.m. at the home of Mrs. W. A.
to this man. (She works for him.) It hurts me to see her
Cunningham.
waste her best years in a hopeless relationship.
Since my-information about this affair is confidential, _I.
can't approach my daughter with warnings and "motherly
advice.
Perhaps a word from you might help. She reads your
column faithfully and believes in you.
DEPENDING ON YOU

COOKING FUN

r

Robertson Home Is
.- Scene Of Martin's
Chapel UM Meet

.ccessorie4
in action!

1:)ewt.--A66t
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"Murray's Exclusive
Tobacco Shop"
102 N.5th

Open 9:30-5:30, Mon.-Sat.

Just
Arrived
It et oleo know,*iv

Itressiollerouglef

.11 NiircipTINE-FILFE.
TIMM'4'41-FREE
SNNIKE
1

Abigail Van Buren

Second-Hand Love
Simply Won't Wear

1222Wcie:Elt-

FREE

ch,

Regular anti Menthol.

er.
ess
off

Thursday, April 12
Friday, April 13
Independence , United
North Murray HomemakerMethodist Church Women will Club will meet at 1:30 p.m. at
meet at 7 p.m. at the church.
the home of Mrs. Charles
Robertson.
6211.ii.fl_Xpahmt„wilt :
114s,

Also Just Arrived Large
Selection Of Gift Items

DEAR DEPENDING: A "word" from me isn't likely to
help much. What your daughter needs is a word from
someone who has been down that road and found that it
usually leads to heartbreak alley. If she has read me
"faithfully," she -will have,seen many such letters.
A.1 involvement wial_turtneekaiiiiiiii7n. wialu. etegi sdig
and hopeless at best. But some women have to learn the •
hard way.

Friday, The 13th!
4446 FIR4T E,..01006.5cocc0NEW
WAS E5TAf3tASHEr
voRK ciTy (THEN WEI*
4.i.=.1-FQrAkl) 1,4 1661.'

-5"

D4AR ABBY: Do you think girls who wear glasses come
on as exy as girls who don't?
G.IN PERRY,IOWA

For Information
Regarding

MIMS
BIGGER, BETTER VALUES!

.

10% Discount
On Custom Drapes

No Thru April 21st
OVER 150
PATTERNS and Colors!

DRAPES
made to your measurements

NO CHARGE
for LABOR
•SOLID color or Patterned
•LINED or Unlined
•ANY SIZE you need...
Perfect Fit-.7.-SelfiraCtion Guaranteed

P.N.!HIRSCH a CO.
Olympic Plato

hen 910)0 300 Daily I 5 Sunday

(Permanent
Removal of Hair)

Call 753-8856

Favorites for Easter

a

Name Brand - First Quality
Ladies'& Men's
Spring & Summer Shoes
At GreatPrices Too!
$1500
c 5(1° T„
Save From );

Ptsr Pan

Conte Out & Look Over Our Selection

Jim's Shoe Outlet

go - A..
selr`"

Problems'You'll feel.better if you get them off your chest
For a personal reply write to Abby, Box 69700. I 0°
Angeles, Cal 90069. Please enclose stamped, self-addressed
envelope,

Benton Plaza Mall
Highway 641 South, Benton, Ky.
0

DEAR ABBY: Like many others, I never thought I would
have to write to you, but something so offended my sen
sitivities that I felt compelled to write for your opinion. ,
What do you think of a 4 year-old child who chews tobac
co? His parents think it's cute. The little bq always carries
a plug of tobacco and chews and spits jiast like a little old
man.
When I told his-parents that it c uld damage the child's',
health, they laughed and said, "He
sift smoke it, so it
not harmful.- •
Cab your experts come up with any facts aboqt the possi
ble dangers of chewing tobacco? Especially. to a 4-year old
Maybe they will listen to you.
A FRIENII
DEAR FRIEND: The American Cancer Society inform'
me that there in evidence that chewing tobacco can cause
,cancer of the lips, tongue, mouth or throat. The parents of
that child should be hauled into court fbr child abut?'

v Betsy's Hallmark Shop
v The Corner
Mr. i's

Electrolysis

Dg R G.: It depends on their frames.
DEAt ABBY: After many years of marriage my husband
began t get careless about his personal hygiene. He'd
forget 1. use a deodorant, or his tbothbrush, work hard al.
day, the'p join me in bed without showering. He was
physically very unattractive.
I didn't nag or scold him. Instead I became the aggressor.
I'd slip a cute little poem to him which read something like
this:
"Brush your teeth and take a shower
And meet me in the bedroom in half an hour!"
Or,after dinner, I'd lay out his good pajamas and tell h ;
just HAD to have him, and he'd better hurry'up and shim , •
and get to bed before 1 got out of the mood!
Let me tell you, it worked! '••
If only women would realize how much more they can ac
complish with a little humor and sweet words. Also.
like to be pursued for 11 change.
My little game has made -a big difference in our marriage.
Abby. Now sometimes, he even writes ME a note. Pass this
along.
"TIGER WOMAN"(his name for me

SPRING FLING SALE

o.

I` yi

_No

Southside Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
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Looking Back
10 Years Ago

'Letters To The Editor
IESIM

In Response To Letter
: Dear Editor:
of Murray, it would be a city in which
; I would like to comment on the letter
most any one would like to live.
of the Honorable Mayor, Mr. Melvin
I do not'intend to criticize destrucHenley, printed in your paper under
tively, but constructively, only. The
1 date of March V. 1979.
mistake the council and mayors' had
I feel quite sure that most adults
made in the past was to not adjust their
know that an elected official cannot
salaries according as the work load
vote himself an increase in salary
became greater. If dons in this way, I
during the tenure of time he was elected
doubt very seriously ii there would
to serve but would take effect the next
have been any complaint, provided you
time he Or anyone was elected to fill the
had the money with which to do so.
vacancy.
After reading the report of the
The Mayor also commented that the
Paducah Sun staff writer, Steve Winnews commentary of which I referred
field, it appears to liae that the Mayor
was buried fairly deep and could only
and some council member lost control
be found by extremely close
of themselves according to the report of
. examination. Such a remark makes a
the way they talked and acted.
'person think the Mayor does not apTo my knowledge the Honorable
preciate close examination of his
George Hart was the last mayor that
operations.
considered it an honor to serve as
Mr. Mayor, if you will recall you ask
mayor_and whenhe WaS[rid endorsed
,me for my opinion of your running for
the check back to the city. That is not ,
'mayor in the Martins Chapel Church
hear say. He told me and I questioned
:and I replied to you to first run for
his lovely wife as to my being correct.'
council and become familiar with the
She replied I was correct. I have known
operation of the city and then run for
councilmen who did likewise.
Mayor. You also told me it would cut
I don't think I would put my name on
your salary some but you did not know
the ballot if I felt that $30 per month was
at that time how much it would cut it.
nothing as one council member does. It
Now as to the city furnishinkyou an
would not surprise me if they cut it
automobile which had over 100,000 (council members pay) nothin
to
g then,
miles on the odometer and price paid
Henley said.
for it was $100. How lucky you are to
I agree that there is a law against
have the city furnish you a car of any
paying council members according to
description, so you should feel honored. the number of meeti
ngs. In that same
The Mayor who served 16 years (4
law it states a limit as to how much they
years previous l• to your being elected
can be paid.
was not furnished a car of any
I neither believe that our councilmen
description. The $12,000 limousine For
should consider it an insult to be
the mayor of Paducah, to ride in would
representing the city in a manner which
have gone a long way towards cleaning
they surely knew which is considered
up garbage scattered in their city.
an honorary way of helping the growth
I have had some experience in
and improvement of our city in which I
supervising employees (approximately
am very proud to have lived sixty (60 i
200 ladies and men. Thirty five of
of my seventy-three years of life.
.,omen 'were head shaven before
I have lived in larger cities ana
leaving Germany and what a sight to be
would not give up MURRAY AS MY
seen. I only had one interpreter to work
HOME for any of them.
between us). In my position I evaluated
Respectively submitted,
each person's workmanship, their
Wildie H. Ellis
interest in operating the machines
Murray, Ky1
assigned to _each and most of all their
cooperation, in adjustment of wages
paid to them. If none of thee
qualifications existed there was no
' increases in wages and when work
slowed dawn, they were the first to be
eliminated temporarily but not fired).
Dear Editor,
In my working witha friend of more
The Blue Grass CB Club would like to
than 44 years) I found him to be deeply
exten
d their appreciation to the Nortoneerned-abeut being -a councilman.
thwestern Tenn. Radio Club- of Paris,
Lots of morning's you could find him
Tenn. and all the others who partraveling the streets looking for things
ticipa
ted in the recent Benefit Jamthat needed repair or cleaning up. He
boree held for Dwayne Bucy, who was
did this before the time of opening his
injured while teaching school in
business. I personally feel that if all
Providence Ky.
council members and the Mayor. had
;
Signed, •
worked as hard trying to uplift the city
Harold Turner-,-President

Extends Their
Appreciation

11EARTEiN
Nr.'44111110411111111110Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems - fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street. West
Alexandria. Ohio 45381. You will
receive _a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
" be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am 60 years old. I
am the common-law wife of a man who
will turn 65 this year'and start drawing
Social Security benefits. We have two
children who are 12 and 13 years old.
When my husband retires, will my
children be eligible for Social Security
benefits on their father's work record?
- V.H.They inay be. In many states a child
born of a common-law marriage may
be recognized for inheritance purposes
even if the state does not recognize the
validity of the common-law marriage.
If the child has inheritance rights with
respect to his father and he is living
with or receiving contributions from his
father, he can receive' dependent
children's benefits.
Even if the childis not eligible under
the applicable state law,there are other
alternatives..-4f your commorelaw
husband has been declared the father
by a court action, or is ordered to pay
support because he is the father or if he
has acknowledged your children in
writing, the children can qualify. In
addition, if you have Other evidence to
show that he is the father of your
children and he is living with or contributing to the support of the children,
they can qualify for benefits on his
earnings record. To be sure, contact
your nearest.Social Security office.
HEARTLINE: I am going to turn 65
very soon and I will be under Medicare.
I have heard that a person is. only
covered for 90 lifetime days in the
hospital under Medicare. Is this true?
- J.T.
You are confusing your regular 90day benefit with the 60-day lifetime
. reserve which was explained in a
previous column. Under the regular 90day benefit, you have up to 90 days of
hospital Covarge during one -behefit

period." A benefit period begins when
you go into the hospital and ends when
you leave the hospital and are at home
for at least 60 days. For example, if you
go into the hospital for 25 days, then are
released-and have bken at home for 60
days, your benefit period has ended and
.you will then be eligible for a new
benefit period and 90 more days of
coverage.
HEARTLINE: As a senior citizen, I
am thoroughly confused regarding
Social Security benefits for a husband
and wife. I am receiving a Social
Security check of my own. My wife has
worked and paid into Social Security for
over 25 years. She intends to apply for
benefits at age 62(1980). Will her Social
Security benefits be less because I am
receiving my own benefit? Will my
benefits be recomputed? - R.E.
Your wife can apply for benefits at
age 62 on her own work record and also
on your work record. She will be
awarded the highest benefit of the two,
Mit not both. Whichever she receives, it
will have no effect on your benefits and
your benefit will have no effect on her
benefits.
HEARTLINE: Does a widow or
widower lose entitlement for life to VA
benefits if he or she remarries? - T.J.
No. A widow or widower may reclaim
eligibility for VA benefits if the
remarriage is terminated by death,
divorce or annulment.

(stRAIF1FITIP
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National Airport Has
Become Beggar's Mecca

C. 0. Bondurant, Cooperative
Extensiog Service Specialist, spoke at
the monthly' seminar of professional
workers in the Tennessee Valley
Authority's Agricultural Development
Divison and in the TVA Operated
National Fertilizer Development
Center at Muscle Shoals, Ala.
Deaths reported include Ira S.
Windsor, 57.
Buron Jeffrey, superintendent, and
William B. Miller, assistant superintendent, Calloway County Schools, will
speak at the meeting of the Alrno School
Parent-Teacher Association on April
14, according to Mrs. Paul Hopkins,
PTA president.
Charles F. Hinds, University Library
Director, Murray State University, was
elected president of the Kentucky Sons
or the American Revolution at the
meeting held at tetirtgtun. —
The Rev. Terry Sills, pastor of the
First Baptist Church, Fredonia, former
pastor of the Kirksey Baptist Church,
will be speaker at the revival at the
North Fork Baptist Church, April 14 to
20, according to the Rev. A. D. Vaden,
church pastor.
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SENATOR ROBERT MORGAN (N.C.)
verbal abuse, and no policeman could
"... It is estimated that 60,000 people
be found to stop it. The Ours, Inc.,
pass through National's two terminals
people use taunts, insults, demands,
every day. These people are from all
and accusations of racism. They are
over the country and from all parts of
deliberately loud, ( even shouting) so as
the world. They are traveling for
to draw attention, humiliation and
education or pleasure. or other private
embarrassment to their prey. They
reaons,
•Many are arriving in
occasionally push, shove or grab them.
Washington for the first time and
"Even since these remarks were
receiving their first impression of this
prepared, they have grabbed my
Nation's Capital. They include
secretary by her arm as she tried to go
students, military servicemen and
through the airport.
senior citizens. .
The language is abrasive and ob"National --Airport---has- --become a
noxious. (They ) chart the course of
beggar's mecca in the last 4 years with
movement of their victim and
sometimes as many as a half-dozen
maneuver themselves directly in the
different organizations vigorously
pathway. If the victim tries a diversoliciting donations there in a single
sionary route, they readjust their
Ye have not chosen me, but • have
day. Millions of dollars have passed
position so as to continue the blockade.
chose
n you, and ordained you, that
hands. . . Some of the beggars use
Customarily a young woman at :ye should go and bring
forth fruit.
cleverness and guile; and some use
National Airport will then stand very
fohn. 15:16.
threats and insults. . .
close, and attempt to place some ojbect
This verse gives ample evidence
•'On numerous occasions I have
in the victim's lapel. . . All of this
of what we mean to Jesus Christ.
personally witnessed the harassment
prOcedes the pitch for a donation.
techniques of one of the groups of
"The airport's ostensible reason for
beggars known as Ours, Inc., I, too
permitting this conduct is that it is
have personally experienced their
protected by the first amendment- the
free exercise of speech and religion.
These are indeed cherished freedoms. .
New york - Dog owners
glanced
• . But the Supreme Court has never held
furtively about looking for
lurking
that first amendment freedoms are
policemen, policemen lurked in bushe
s
witbout limitations.. .
looking for law-breaking dogs, and
the
"If the FAA (Federal Aviation
dogs themselves took the whole thing
in
Administration) is incapable of
Whereas,
-stride_ as a tough, new canine litter
law
devis
ing reasonable: controls, then
The Woodmen of the World Life
went into effect.
legislation might be necessary, and I
Insurance, since its founding and
Those who-don't heed the law face
$25
will urge that hearings be held•by the
establishment, and for all its years of
tickets. If they ignor the tickets, the
fine
Senate Commerce Committee.. ."
existence, has championed and
rises to $100.
CRUMP'S GRASS
exemplified the Democratic concept of
One officer .)sued 13 ticket
s . in
ROOTS COMMENT
government; and
Central Park between 6 a.m. and
9 a JD.
Soliciting funds for a religion, at an
Whereas,
Another, Frank 13rucale, descri
bed the
airport, is not prohibited by law. But
This Fraternal benefit Society has
"cat and mouse game" that
occured
there is no excuse for harassment in the
sought to encourage good citizenship,
when he wrote his first dog
ticket at
process.
true patriotism and love for country, by
6:50 a.m. one Lower East
.Side.
various programs such as American
+4444-4444+•-.44+4+444-e44-44-4-44-4-4,
44-44-4-44-44-4444-44-e.
History awar, markers at places of
historic interest, presentation of
-73
Kentucky State and United States flags
and flag poles, encouraging Boy and
Girl Scouts in patriotic programs, and
generally cultivating a sense uf
fraternal, neighborly, and civic concern, and
Whereas,
By Dorothy entiCarby Jennings
The operations of the Woodmen of the
World have demonstrated the com,
+•+•+++++++++44+++++++++
"
"
figilt
++++
1911 +-•••-•+++44-+
++++
bination of sharing benevolent and
fraternal services with sound and
The barber shop quart-et lingers on today, but not
with the
substantial business management, so
gusto it did in the old tVoodruff. The male
foursome that once
as to undergird the financial and
clustered in front of Buel Stroud's Bon Ton Cafe on
social
the west side of
stability of a free, political, and comthe
square was supreme. Bud's Bon-Ton shoul
mercial economy, and
d not be confused
with later Bonton cafes on Main Street operated at interv
Whereas,
als by Orvil
_Simmons, Burgess Parker Jr., "Miss Lucy" Smith
Statistics from, Frankfort, Kentucky
and
others
. Buers
(the Capitol) indicate that in the last
quatet was fragmented from time to time with
replacements, but
primary election, only 9.7 percent voted.
it retained its superb' capacity for melody with the help
and in the last general election,
of Clyde
only
Downs, Rudy Allbritten, Hamer Thomas, Elmo
33.4 percent voted; thus, indicating
Hayes, Clyde Brooks,
a
Taz Miller, Edgar Robertson, Gussie and Lubie Veal,
potential, political, and patriotic
Tom Banks,
apathy that could seriously undermine
Tom Williams, and other town dandies. They would
sing until
the strength of ow- country in its
midnight at which time the night watchman Elias
patRobertson would
tern of freedom.
call a halt to the square serenade, long past the street
Now Be It Therefore Resolved,
lights had
blinked out at 10 o'clock.
. First: that this Jurisdicti
on,of Woodmen of the World Life
EARLY SQUARE DANCES
Insurance
Society in Kentucky duly repres
ented
Merriment was not limited to theaters and barbe
by delegates from various units,
r shop quartets
here
old court house was once the scene of fantas
the
for
assembled in Convention in Louisv
tic squarrdancille,
Kentucky, on this April 7, 1979, go
mg, according to John Mu Meloan's recollections.
on
Once each week
record as urging every member to
squar
.
e dances were held in addition to holidays
vote,
with "Uncle Andy".
and to be personally active in his or
Meloan fiddling the music. John Mc adds that
her
the events occurred
own community to encourage .all
other
after
prayer meetings on Wednesday nights and
qualified voters to exercise
would continue
their
Until midnight. Be that as it was, with the coini
Sacred right of suffrage and in a
ng of the Rev.
free
Boyce Taylor to the Baptist Church, that was
Democracy in our beloved country.
one worldly pursuit
Second: that a copy of this resolution
that rapidly bit the dust, never to be revived until lot&
in this century.
be spread upon the permanent minut
The Covington House, a pretentious hotel for
es
of the proceedings of this Conven
the
times, was
tion
constructed at the corner of North 4th Stree
assembled, a copy to be sent to
t and Main in 1878,
Sunday noon dinners were a feature that attrac
Honorable Nick T. Newberry, presid
ted the elite of the
ent
of this Society for his exami
.villa
ge, in addition 'to being a site for dancing befor
nation
e the building
toward approval or modification,
was removed from the square. The Covington Hous
and
e was moved
Finally: that a copy be made
north to a big vacant lot across from where the
available to Sovereign -George Owen,
Ledger building
now stands. Other uses of hotel after its removal
executive vice president for his
included a kindergarten sch1 conducta by Miss Eunice Oury
discretion in transmitting to
and forpassional
the
Society's Fraternal Committee
offices until fire destroyed the place
in 1906. The hotel's former
RS a
pattern for action on a National
site was the location of the present Gatlin
scale
Building. The Cherry
throughout other and all Jur.sclictio
Hotel at the old Methodist Church anted
m,
ates the Covington House.
of the Woodmen of the World -til
e
1
tnsd ance Society.
To Be Conti

Bible Thought

Funny,
Funny World

Resolution

The Story Of

Calloway County
1822-1976

nued

Gerald Owen, Harold Craig, Robert
Park, Jerry Waters, Leroy Bennett,
Hughes Bennett, Billy Wilson, David
Lamb, Michael Parker, James Erwin,
and Robert Clark, members of the
Hazel High School Chapter of the
Future Farmers of America, won
hccors at the FFA Purchase District
Field Day held at Murray State College.
Their advisor is Carman Parks,
Mrs. Richard Armstrong of the
Penny Homemakers Club demon
strated "hat making" at the meeting
of
the Murray High School Chapter of the
Future Homemakers of America held
March 30 at the Austin School. '
Cub Scout Pack 90 of the Murray
Training School will hold a father and
son fish fry on April 25 at the Wildc
at
Creek Area on Kentucky Lake.
Donald Doron presided at the
meeting of the Lynn-Grove 4-H Club.
A
hayride was planned for a later date.
,Showing:at the varsity Theatre
is
"Gunman's Walk" starring Tab Hunte
r
and Van Heflin and "Tank
Force"
starring Victor Mature.

30 Years Ago
U. Thomas R. Sammons, son ,of Mr.
and Mrs. J. T.Sammons of Murray, has
been assigned for a tour of duty in
England. He is now at Roswell AMY
Air Base, Roswell, New Mexii-o. Deaths reported include Randall
- Eugene Wilson, 2'42 months.
Over 200 persons attended the Dress
Revue , of the Calloway County
Homemakers held April 8 in the Little
Auditorium, Murray State College.
Mrs. C. B. Crawford was narrator and
Mrs. Ortis Key was pianist.
The Jubilare, presented a musical
program at the meeting of the Calloway
County Teachers Association held at
the Faxon School. Holman Jones,
Faxon principal, introduced those on
the program. "
Mrs. Fannie MCIntosh has returned
totter home in Tulsa, Okla., after a visit
With her sop, R. C. McIntosh and family
of Murray.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is
"Loaded Pistols" starring Gene Autry
and Barbara Britton.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, April 11, the
101st day of 1979. There are 264 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history
On this date in 1899, the Philippine
Islands were transferred froth Spain to
the United States as part of the settlement of the Spanish-American War
On this date'.'
In 1689, William and Mary were
crowned king-and queen of England.
In 1713, Spain' formally ceded the
strategic fortress peninsula of
Gibraltar to England under the Treaty
of Utrecht.
In 1814, Napoleon Bonaparte abdicated as Emperor of France and was
banished to Elba by the Treaty of
Fontainebleau.'
In 1921, a telephone line between the
United States and Cuba was opened by
President Warren Harding.
In 1951, President Harry Truman
relieved General Douglas MacArthur of
his command in the Far East.
In 1961, France served notice it no
longer would contribute men or money
to United Nations military Operations.
Ten years ago: The United States and
the Soviet Unioitwere considering ways
to provide peaceful nuclear services to
nations that renounced having their
own atomic arms.
Five years ago: The House Judiciary
Committee issued a subptena ordering
President Richard Nixon to turn over
all Watergate material previously
requested by the conunitee.
One year ago: Israeli forces began
withdrawing 'from part of southern
Lebanon in 'the first move toward
compliance with a U-N call for complete withdrawal.
Today's 'birthdays: New York
Governor -Hugh Carey Is 80 years old.
Mrs. Ethel Kennedy is 51.
Thought for today: Napoleon did
supremely well many things that it was
supremely ill to do - Herbert Samuel.
English politician and statesman, 18701963.
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Men's
Lightweight
Zip Front

KNIT
TOPS

Jacket
Reg.$56.00

$499

PICNIC TABLE
FuN 8-8 table seats eight comfortably. Two matching benches we
not attached so you can use table
buffet style All three pieces we
constructed of select hardwood,
-then stained with popular redwood
30"H x 29Vi"W x 72"L.

or
100% cotton Togs
in several eye-catching styles. Short
pull-overs
IIIIMPM •
with appealing color
Ian. In eine Mall,
medium, or large in
many colors. ,
100% P3IYOlder

bert
sett,
avid

the
the
won
trict

includes 2 swings, twoseater sky glide, trapeze
"U" bar end side entry

HIBACHI
GRILL

Reg.$1Q9.97

9091

Char-Broil
GAS GRILL
dull looks tor SpOng
WIWI in pater ',tried
dresses Foto styles eel
con be warn e otenplent
comfort Pblyester or
polyester and cotton
Sands In cool wino
clots et blue, mint, pre,
itelne. peach, or aqua
tesiSto lb

Farnly size cooking ghll
mobile/patio
features
base, 20-L. LP tank and
chrome steel grates
with handles Also
stainless steel burner
and cool handle.

kiss steel body with hibu!dr' center post and pedeMeasurqs_
base.
stal
2"L x 10"W x 27"H..
/
161
Has slide out steel tray,
adjustable draft control
and 3 heat levels.
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SLACKS
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BOYS' KNIT SHIRTS

abWas
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First
Quality.
Ladles'

KNEE-HI'S

Knee-Hi nylon for iiidies in
one size Suntan or beige

Ladies' PantiAs
$1 99
3 to pack rayon panties in
sizes 5 to. 10 in white or
pastels.

Choose from a widq selection of fabric blends of knit
shirts for boys. Sizes 8 to
18 in many colors and
styles. Some first quality,
some irregular.

Men's

$577
Men's package of 6 athletic
socks White wicolor trim. ./

Men's and Boys'
Boys' package of 6 athletic
socks. White w/color trim.

POCKET
PLEASERS

JEANS

Fits Easy.
Wears Great.
Looks Casual

Gives you lots of tree
movement and is just a
snap to wash, then wear
again Sizes S-M-L-XL in
a wide selection of
colors and exciting pin-

$288

Athletic Socks

SHIFTS...

$288

Polyester and cotton
shirts for men in sizes
S-M-L-XL. 3 button
front, short sleeves,
and pointed collar.
Many colors.

:$477
10"
leg.$6.77

frame
Wooden
tennis
rackets,
tcteatlor beginners

$588

the
left

$ 47

IVY, ASS'T.
KINDS

rned
visit
mily
Pull-on style slacks of
esti/ care, easy wear
polyester. For dress or
casual times. Sizes 7/8
to 15/18 in several
colors•

MEN'S
SPORT
-SHIRTS

LIVE
-HANGING
BASKETS

yLn
nny

sical
away

Lightweight jacket
heavy
features
duty zipper front
SUSS S-liA-L-XL in
many
colors
Polyester and cotton fabric.
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$21.97
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platform slide. Metallic
Blue. Overall size: 10'8".
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GYM SET.. with four
exciting activities...

MEWS

Men's
& Boys'

Grab a style Cit"two of prewashed
denim jeans that have sassy pockets and sassy prices. Men's sizes
. 28 to 38 and boys' sizes 8 to 18.
- Made of 100% comfortable wearing cotton

Laundry Basket
$277

JOGGERS
Nylon a suede sp
10,212•111 Boys sizes
it*, to 6 Men.
sizes 614 to 12 Okla

$797

BOYS'

Lightweight laundry basket
tWith easy grip handles.
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JUNIORS'

KNIT
TOPS

$599

$497
Slip your feet into a comfortable wearing shoe Sizes 5-10

Rust color. 4 eyelet (
features scouped we -IL.'
heel Sizes 5', tb

ROSE'S ADVERTISING
MERCHANDISE POLICY
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Ox,fords
Ladies' Oxfords
$997

Ladies' Slip-Ons

•

SLIP-ONS
$388
Vinyl slrp-ons for ladies Sizer
61
4 to 10 in many colors
/

CENTRAL SHOPPING
CENTER
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday

Ladies' Bikinis

76c

100% hylon latkfn, with 100%
cotton lined crotch Sizes
567

Men's

SHIRTS

$4"
Men's shirt features short
sierras, 6 button front and

paned collar Sues S-M-I,XL.Sbghtly irregular
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Sulfur Dioxide Emissions
Could Restrict West Ky. Coal Use
W ASH'VI TON
AP — D-Ky.
Sulfur dioxide -emission
"I'm extremely concerned
standards under consideration that the EPA apparently
by
the
Environmental _changed course in mid-strearn
Protection Agency could and now is actively .conseverely restrict use of sidering more stringent
western Kentucky coal, ac- standards
than
were
,cording to Sem Wendell Ford, originally proposed last

December," Ford said
Tuesday in a statement on the
Senate floor.
"This development was
totally unexpected and it now
appears that the EPA is
leaning toward niandating
these standards without
giving the public adequate
Ct ossword Puzzler
opportunity to comprehend
and comment on what the
ACROSS
2 Aunt Sp
Answer to Tuesday's Puzzle
proposal will a"he said.
1 Walk
3 Transgress
WO Cr Caner
5 Stupid one
4 Ideal
In another action Tuesday,
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5 Cotton cloth GOTO 10 012101111113 Ford, introduced legislation to
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CCU
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21 Handle
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GOMM DOM= consideration of a , standard
22 Scale note
27 Spanish arti- 23 Heavenly
00000 GO CCU that would restrict new power
cle
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shield
28 Pamphlet
24 Exact
38 Extreme 52 Time period
dioxide emission of .55.pounds
29 Existed
25 Sun god
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per million BTUs, compared
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with the current -Ceiling of 1.2
34 Gold symbol
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33 Sound a
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by June 1.
guage
Ford said the National Coal
40 Crimson
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5 6 7 8.
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"as much as 100
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markets.
`--"For every ton of coal that
is kept out of the market, four
barrels of imported oil are
needed to replace that coal,''
Ford said.
Ford said his TVA bill would
expand the membership from
three to five and would require
that three nimembers at all
times be residents of states
which consume TVA power.
He also said such a
requirement would serve as a
safeguard that the people
most affected by the TVA's
actions have a voice in those
. decisions.
"The TV A's role in energy
development can only be
to grow in the 'ears
ahead," Ford said in a
statement from his office.
"The president already has
indicated his desire to use
TVA as a national energy
demonstration agency and
this will have a profound effect on the users in the TVA
Service area:" Ford said.
He said that if TVA is to be
in a position to fulfill its new
mandate without sacrificing
its basic obligation to the
people of the region, it has
become "apparent to many of
us from the valley that the
tirrieS-dernand increased and
more intense participation
from the board of directors.
"fhaveserious doubts that
a three-member board .can
give the proper and balanced
representation that . will be
requiredin the years ahead,"
the senator added.
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LOUISVILA, Ky. AP —
Efforts to improve state
regulation and enforcement or
railroa'd'safety apparently.
have made little progress in
Kentucky during the. past
year, according to federal
officials.
The nuniber of railroa
accidents in Kentucky rt•-6,
volving hazardous ni emits
increased last year,1foni 31 to
46.
Roughly
rsons had to
be evacua d after 23 railcars
carryittg dangerdus suestan s were involved in
a 'dents and released"
materials, according to
figures from the Federal
Railroad Administration.
According to Williani F.
Black, chief of the FRA's
hazardous materials division,
110,000 to 120,000 railcars, of
dangerous substances moved
through
Kentucky
and
gouthern Indiana last year.
Information about the types
of materials moving through
the 'region was not available.
Black estimated that roughly
a quarter of the cars moving
through the region either
originate or terminate -within
the two states-.— - • • 'Federhl officials monitor.
'railroad reports on maintenance and safety. But
generally, because of manpower ,Shortages,, federal
inspectors rely primarily on
railroad companies for direct
inspections of equipment and
track.
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Railroad Safety
Makes Little
Progress In Ky.
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$39900(itv
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MICHAEL N. WELLS, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Billy T. Wells,
North 16th Street, Murray,has
been selected for the 1979
Talent Roster of outstanding
minority community college
graduates, according to Joe
Paul Case, associate director
of The College Board. This
was a result of his academic
performance. Case said. Wells
will graduate in May as a prelaw _major at Sheridan
College, Sheridan, Wyoming,
where he is attending on a
basketball scholarship. His
team placed 18th in the nation
'this year. Wells is a 1977
graduate of Calloway County
HighNehool.

2000

1030

$1 99
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t7 oz.
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$89500 tv

33 oz
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3 oz
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2/69'

Tender Leaf
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48 c •
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Dressing

32 oz.

S109

Scot Lod Salad

•

32oz.

Planter's d..s.

Balls

5 oz

69`

Kounty Kist
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Sweet Poiatoes
Carrots

Corn

/201

3/$1

3lbs(99C
2/b bag

'
5 Lb. iiyd or White

.6capefruit

49`
sin

'
5 Lb
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12/99`

Juice Oranges
Lemons
Washington State
Red or Golden
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49eb
COUPON
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11011t0“1111

Margarine
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894
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Compare Our Low ShelfPrices

Folger's

Instant
Coffee
?craft Singles
Wramivi
Americai
Sunflower
Corn
Meal

We Will Be Open 8 a.m. to 11 p.m. Easter Day

Shortening

$399

10 oz

//Weekly Frozen Food Specials"

Crisco
Detergent

5 lb.'bog

Seoltest Frozen

Tide

$129

12 Oz

-

• Yogurt

giant size

Ore Ida Dinner

Fries

Charm in

Bathroom
Tissue

99'

89'

4 roll

Magic Garden Sliced

St'berries
Selatest Light 8 Lively

Save 30°Lb.

USDA Choice
Boneless

/

19

Ice Milk

Water Added
Smoked
Shank Portion

2

gal

Van De Komps Shrimp

CHUCK ROAS

Dinners

With $10.00 Add. Or er
Excluding Tobacco & Dairy Pro

159

Fish Plate

9t

$129
89'
89'
89'

2 Pcs. Fish
Cole'Slow
Hush Puppies

8c

9 "Save 60°Lb.1
'

Save 40°Lb.
Family Pack

Whole Yorkshir
Boneless

1°9

PORK STEAK4A

1°9

Lb.

8`

Save 30°LbSlob Sliced Ai

9`

09

BACON

$1

Lb.

Family Pack

Butt Portion

USDA Choice Boneless

Swiss Steak

lb

$1 99

Cole Slaw
5ubmarine
Sandwich
Butterscotch
Pudding

BAIELSPRIAB
French
Bread
Yum
Yums
Carrot
929
Loaf

69'
6/99'

10 12 lbs
Whole Smoked
Water Added

Cube Steak

Ham

lb

et

Purnell Turkeys

lb

Fields

Pork Roast

lb

Hani

$1 19

79'

lb

Kretschmor Boneless

Fresh Boston Butt

'

loaf

lb

Rani

USDA Choice
- Bonus Pock

CATSUP

lb

5219

Bacon

$j49
lb

I

Bryan Smoked
Fresh
Pork

lb

99'

12oz

89'

Picnic

$1 69

Cutietc

lb

5 Lb. Bag

Campfire

Hyde-Pork Pure Pork

Franks

$1 49

Sausage

lb

We Accept U.S. Gov't
Food Stamps
COUPON
hmit One Per Fam.
•

Mrs. Butterworth

Syrup
340.. $159
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Ex A #1 17
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Phase Ill
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2/79
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•

Aft •

17
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Corn Kix

Cereal
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Mirrray Ledger & Times
Tennis

Racer Men Run
Past UT-Martin
MARTIN, Tenn. — The
Murray State men's tennis
team swamped UT-Martin 9-0
Tuesday afternoon to run its
record to 12-3.
Terje Persson stopped Skeet
Prince 6-3, 6-4 at No. I singles;
Chris Leonard • defeated
Danny,Green 6-5, 6-3 at No. 2;
Roger Berthiaume beat Chris
Fesseden 6-3, 3-6, 6-3 at No. 3;
Finn Swarting whipped Mike
McCrinimon 6-4, 6-4 at.iWo. 4;
Mike Costigan bettered David
Fitzsimmons 6-3, 6-1 at No.

and Steve Willie defeated Ben
Turk 6-5,6-4 at No.6.
In
doubles, PerssonLeonard whipped PrinceFitzsimmons 6-1, 6-2 at No. 1;
Swarting-Costigan defeated
Green-Fesseden 6-3, 6-2 at No.
2; and Berthiaunie-Willie
edged McCrimnion-Turk 6-4,
6-3 at No. 3.
The Racers will continue
their five-match road trip by
playing at Louisville Friday
and
Western
Kentucky
Saturday.

• Women Netters
Decimate Pacers
184

Bitsy Ritt hits -a shot at the net during her match with UT-Martin's Vicki Holder at No. 1

singles Tuesday at the MSU tennis complex. Ritt won

8-0,61.

Staff photo by Tony Wthon

Dorm Clash Isn't A Help To Recruitin
The

hubbub surrounding
State's plans to
t'efurbish a portion of Clark
Flail to house the basketball
team couldn't have come at a
ipore inopportune_ time _in
ferms of recruiting.
-:Almost every coach will
admit that this season — the
tecruiting one — is every bit
as important as the season
(Ewing the winter.
And with numerous schools
dpmpeting for every talented
Player's skills, things that
don't seem important to the

Nurray

outsider. — like housing
'however.
becorrie4great Significance.
Regardless of the quality of
"Housing isimportant in the • a university's academics,they
recruitment of good athletes," rarely are enough to Lure a
Dr. Marshall , Gordon, vice- talented athlete to a univerpresident for university sity. Most of the time, things
services, said last week when
the issue first arose. "I think it
is less important in the
recruitment
of
quality
students."
Gordon, who oversees MSU
athletics, went on to say that
he didn't mean to imply that
he felt athletes were more
important than students,

Murray Women
Blast Salukis
- CARBONDALE, Ill. —
Murray State dominated the
sprint events to help a 79-48
blasting of Southern Illinois in
a wornen's dual track meet
Tuesday afternoon.
The Racers swept all three
spots in the 104-meter.hurdles
and the 100- and 200-meter
dashes. Betty Fox won the
hurdle event in 14.73Glenvira
Williams won the 100 and the
200 in 12.42 and 25.71,
respectively; and Cheryl

Tony Wilson
Sports Editor

like the quality of the arena in
which games-. are played,
Glore captured the 400-meter training facilities and housing
are in his uppermost thoughts.
dash in 58.67.
Both parties have legitimate
Glenda Calabro won the
3000-meter run iji 101515.7 as arguments. Representatives
the Racers took the top two from Clark Hall, the Student
spots in that event, and Allison Government Association and
Residence
Hall
Manley's leap of 17 feet, two the
and three-fourth inches. Association, Murray State
launched another Murray student organizations, say
,sweep of the top three spots of that athletes shouldn't be
provided anything that isn't
the long jump.
accessable to other
The Racers will host an -lust
invitational meet Saturday at students.
But some might say the fact
Roy Stewart Stadium.
that an athlete who is talented
enough to play a sport
( basketball, in this case) for a
university
merits special
benefits, like a guaranteed
private room.
A source close to the
university said the Controversy is already having

Dinner
for '179
4).

a.2 pieces of fish filet
*crisp french fries
*creamy cole slaw
02 Southern-Style
hush puppies
*free 10 oz. soft drink
Reg $2 34

SAVE 55°

Monday thru Thursday

Captain D's.

side' effects in. _.recruikng. priyiliges thai,other students building in • which'other
"There have already been didn't have.
students reside could be a phis
kids who visited here who
The... NCAA Executive for it.
shunned away from Murray Council will meet April 23 in
"Many of the universities
because they didn't know how %--Denver to set down guidelines have seperate athletic dorthings would stand when for the legislation. After that mitories," Yeager
said.
basketball seaon rolled -deciirs,'Yeager.said, it will be 'Based on what I was told,
around," the source said.
easier. :to judge individual Murray won't have that
So even if the issue is cases. The legislation goes problen).
resolved soon — and don't bet into effect Aug. 1.
Seven-foot beds, items Bivin
on it — sortie damage to
"I like to think we're not reported that were on the
recruiting. has apparently going to go around with tape plans for the basketball . BOSTON (AP) — Indiana Tuesday by Bied's Bostonalready occurred. .
measures, trying to find an rooms, probably •won't pose a State star Larry Bird ap- based agent, Bob Woolf, who
.Thus'far, two prayers — athlete's room that is a few problem, either, Yeager said. parently wants to be the met for three hours with
Eminence High's' Mont Sleets inches larger," said Yeager, "I think they would probably highest paid player in Celtics
President
Red
National
Basketball Auerbach.
and Henderson Count's Glen•• -Who is one of a dozen or so be judged as legitimate."
Greene, have signed (Aid 'CAA field investigators.
Yeager said that the call Association history, asking a
Valley Conference letters-ofThe team made a counter
Yeager hinted that the fact from Bivin was the first of that $6 million, six-year contract
intent with the Racers.
offer, believed to be about
I Murray's housing plans nature he had received since from the Boston Celtics.
;The opening salvo in the 6500,000 per year, but AuerThose opposed to the called fon reruaining in a the legislation was passed.
contract talks,. was fired , bach wouldn't comment.
refurbishing didn't waste any -time getting started.: Stuart
Bivin, the Clark Hall Council
President, said last week that
he had contacted Toni-Yeager,.
a NCAA field investigthor, and
explained the situation to hini. •
He (Yeager) said that what
is going to be done is clearly a
violation," Bivin said.
Contacted by phone at his
office
at
the
NCAA
headquarters in Shawnee
Mission., Kan., Tuesday,
'Yeager felt that Bivin may not
have understood his eitHighway Handler II for
planation.
smooth-riding comfort!
'I told him (' Bivin). that,
after reading the applicable
part • of the legislation which
•2 aramicl belts for strength
and exceptional durability
speaks of room furnishings.
ANWZb
and based on what he told me,
•Special wide,deep treadcli..
sg‘A.At,
it could be a violation,'
sign for wet-road traction
b
.
RADIAA.
Yeager said.
TUBELESS
REG':Wi
SAM. PLUS
WHITE W ALL
Legislation was passed ID
ALSO
PRICE
ET.
HE
P1PEG
DORT
SIZE
vas
EACH
EACH EACH
January by the NCAA that, in
BR78-13* 175R-13 $62
$43
1.96
general, prohibited a student
ER78-14 185R-14 $75 — $53 2.27
athlete's having access to
GR78-14 205R-14 $86
/ 1-;•,'
GR78-15 205R-I5-'f-- $89
$60
$62 -2%7
56
/ //
.•
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Bird Wants $6 Million

Auto values.

Tire Sale

Save
10%-15%!

$76-$124 off
set of 4.

t• . pp e

issei's 30 Points
Propel Nuggets;
Phoenix Wins

By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
So who needs George
McGinnis?
Apparently not the Denver
• 'Nuggets.. Center Dan 'met
outplayed Los Angeles'
mighty Kareen) Abdul-Jabbar
;and Ton) Boswell contributed
_ 19 points as a starter in place
of the injured McGinnis as the
Nuggets defeated the lakers
. 110-105 Wednesday night in the
opening game of their
NationalBasketball
Association
• playoff
niiniseries.
Denver_rtin wrap up its
bestof-three first-round series
with a victory at Los Angeles
Friday bight.
In Wednesday night's other
playoff ganie, the Phoenix
Suns beat the Portland Trail.
Blazers 107-101 The second
game. of that series will be
played in Portland Friday
night.
issel led the Nuggets with a
season-high 30 points,- indulling. a three-point play that
,
gave- DemieTlIrtitggest tead

Murray State players won at No. 3 tor the Racers,
four singles matches without beating Donna Abernathy 6• the loss of a game in duniping 00,6-2.
At No. 6 singles, Barbara
UT-Martin 8-1 in women's
-tennis- at the MSU tennis Henessey sustained Murray's
complex Tuesday afternoon. only loss, falling 6-0, 3-6, 7-6.
In doubles, Bat and, Karen
The victory was Murray's
Weis whipped Holder and
ninth in 10 tries.
BitSy Ritt at No. 1 singles, Sandy Buswell 6-1, 6-1 at No.
Lynn Martin at No. 2, Yvonne l; Martin-Ress beat AberUtley at No. 4 and Becky nathy-Patterson 6-3, 6-0 at No.
Jones at No; 5 all won their 2 and Utley-Jones stopped
matches 6-0,6-0 for Murray. , House-Gidcien 6-0,6-0.
Ritt- topped Vicki Holder,
Murray will compete in a
Martin stopped Lisa Pat- triangular match against
terson, Utley whipped Kini Memphis
State
and
Spangler and Jones ripped Mississippi at Memphis
Teresa Roach. Ann Ress won Saturday.

at 85-67 with 4:52 left ir
third period.
Los Angeles got its fast
break going and outscored the
Nuggets 23-8 to close within
three, but could come iv,
closer as David Thompson hit
a free throw and Issel and
Charlie Scott contribukd
baskets to push the lead loarli
up to eight.
Phoenix led' by 10'midway
through the first period before
Portland rallied to 'close within one at 102-101 with 1:11
to go. A basket by )
Paul
Westphal and a free throw by
Walter Davis gave the-Suns
four-point lead, ana a besket
by Portland's Ron Brewer wa,
offset by a ,basket by Davis
the closing seconds.
Westphal led the SUM With
28 points and Davis had 25,
with Dais getting 11 points in
the fourth quarter. and
Westphal 10.
Rookies Ron Brewer and
Mychal Thompson were high
scorers for Portland with 2e.`
and 22.points, respectively.
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• Sale pried- thteu-April 18.

di/Li1
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,
11111
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Special
, Oil, Lube, Filter
$899

REG. PRICES
A78-13
B78-13
C78-14
D78-14
E78-14
F78-14
G78-14
H78-14
G78-15
H78-15
L78-15

28.89
31.07
32.28
33..41
34.63
35.81
37.02
40.30
41.25
43.55
45.95

Includes Up To 5 Quarts.
Major Brand Oil

A78-1.3
B78-13
C78-14
• 1)78-14
E78-14
P78-14
G78-I4
H78-I4
G78-I5
H78-15
L78-15

24.52
26.53
27.111
28.83
31.50
32.57
33.68
34.91
37.54
39.56
41.66

'4 off.
Our smooth-riding
•Easy Street shocks.

.Fast service? You bet.
• USE WARDS
CHARG-ALL
CREDIT

SALE PRICES

99
8each
Regularly 12.99

MOVE(,OVER

Installed

Large I l -r.“' piston .
'combines with :1-stage
valving to assTire comfort, con.trol.
ring seal resists leaks.

Fits most US cars
-

Phone
753-1966

B & V Agency
We Service What We Sell

111

Uncle Jeff's
Shopping Center
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6-8 Hurler Throws 6 Wild Pitches

Richard Is a Wild Astro 1

ii

by

No°
The Calloway County High School Special Olympics basketball team won the state championship in Frankfort in the Class AAA division recently. Front row, from left, are Dana
Ahart. Taft Reeder, James Chadwick and Chuck Cathey. In back are John Canady, Barry
Hinson, Stanley Colson, Ricky Hargrove and Mike Rakestraw.
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Caldwell Leads Brewers;
Yankees Clip BaltiOpre
By HERSCHEL NISSF.NSON
New York relief ace Rich
Robin Yount supplied a
AP Sports Writer
Gossage failed to hold it, homer and sacrifice fly as the
Not only is Mike Caldwell although the Yankees rallied Brewers won their home
after Ron Guidry's Cy Young to nip the Baltimore Oridles 7- opener before a crowd of
Award, it looks like he's out to 6
54,392.
make people forget Guidry as
well
Milwaukee-left-hander,
runnerup to Guidry in. last
year's Cy Young voting,*
hurled a five-hitter Tuesday
LaMotit Sleets,- Eminence,
Two Kentucky high school
and stretched his string of
basketball standouts have signed this morning at his
scoreless innings to 17 as the signed national letters of home with Racer head coach
Brewers blanked the Boston intent with Murray State Ron Greene. Meanwhile,
Red Sox 3-0.
University, according to Doug assistant coaches Steve
Meanwhile, Guidry also was Vance, spifts information Newton and Carr McCalla
staked to a 3-0 lead-but he and director.
signed Glenn Green at his
Henderson home.
The pair are the initial
- Baseball Standings
signees to national letters and
both earlier had signed Ohio
NATIONAL LEAGUE
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Valley Conference letters of
EAST
EAST
- intent with MSU.
L
Vf
Pet. GB
L
Pet. GB
Milwaukee
3
1
0 a 1.000
-St Louis
3
750 -,s Greene stated that he felt
Baltiniore
Montreal
3
.730
1
2
2
1
503
they had signed two of the best
Boston
1
I
2
.11t7
2
New York
500
2
)high school players in the
Philadelphia
Detroit
1
.333
2
2
1
500
1
1
New York
Pittsburgh
3
1
2
503
1
2
2Ls
- state.
Cleveland
Chicago
0• 3
,000 , 3
3
2
1
250
Sleets, a 5-foot-11 guard,
Toronto
1 - 3
350
WEST
2
WEST
NO
I
San Francisco
4
averaged 32.3 points per game
Minnesota
4
•4
Houston
kW
0
1
1 000
and four times scored over 40
Texas
cs
467
1
0
2
1 000
Las Angeles
4
1
Kansas City
points7 He still was heavily
7,
1
333
3
Cincinnati
750
1
4
1
2
Seattle
3
4
Atlanta
667 1
200
2
4
1
recruited
by the University of
California
3
2
400
200
3
4
24
San I hego
1
Louisville, - Southern Illinois
Chicago
I
250
Teesday's Games
1
3
Oakland
0
000
Montreal 3. New York 2. 14 innings
5
University, Mercer College
San Francisco 4, San Diego 2
and Indiana State University
Tuesday's Games
Philadelphia 7, Pittsburgh 3
Toronto 10. Chicago 2 Atlanta 6. Cincumati 4
after signing the OVC letter.
Milwaukee 3, Boston 0
Houston 2. Ion Angeles 1
Green, a 6-foot-6 swingrnan,
New York?, Baltimore 5
St Louis 7, Clucago 0
Texas 5, Cleveland 0
averaged 21 points, 15
- Wedoesday's Games
Detroit at Kansas City, ppd rain
Chicago (Holt:span OTh at St Louis
rebounds, five assists and four
Minnesota II, California 1
(Denny 141
blocked shots a-game. Newton
Seattle 4. Oakland 1
Monelea0.4Grimiley 0-01 at New York
Wedeesday's Games
(faker,.04
said that Green signed a letter
Toronto ( Underwood 0-11 at Chicago
Cincinnati (Hume 0-1) at Atlanta (Soloto Murray State because he
iProly 0-1)
trion 041, n
New York r Figueroa 0-11 at Baltimore
liked the friendliness of the
Pittsburgh i Blyleven 0-0) at PhilaPalmer 141. n )
delphia 'Carlton 0-1i, nt
coaching staff and the size of
•
trott (Billingham 0-0 at Kansas Cif!,
Los Angeles Sutton.141 at Houston
the university.
Leonard 14i, on t
(Forsch 14), rn)
' Cleveland (Wilkins 0-0) at Texas JenSan Diego I Jthes 0-1) at San Francisco
The coaching staff will
kins
(Montefusco 141, in)
continue its recruiting.

High School Standouts
Sign Letters With AM

'By BERT ROSENTHAL
Wheatley of Detroit in 1912
AP-Sports Writer
and equalled by Larry Cheney
At 6-foot-8, J.R. Richard is of Brooklyn in 1918. John Ryan
the tallest player in /he niajur of the 1876 Louisville learn
leagues.
holds the all-time record of iq
He also is the "wildest',
wild pitches in one game.
Not in the sense of wild and
In other National League
crazy. Richard, despite - his games, Philadelphia beat
size, is quiet and soft spoken.
Pittsburgh 7-3, San Francisco
But wild in the sense of wild downed San Diego 4-2, Atlanta
pitches. Oh,is he wild!
topped Cincinnati 6-4, St.
Richard, in fact, established 'Louis whipped the Chicago
hintself as the wildest pitcher Cubs 7-0, and Montreal
in modern baseball history, outlasted the New York Mets
throwing a record six wild 3-2 in 14 innings.
pitches in a 2-1 victory over
the I,os Angeles Dodgers
Phillies 7, Pirates 3
Tuesday night.
Pete Rose, who cost the
"Maybe some.** them (at , Pinnies'83.2 million for a foursix wild pitelies;_staiuktlittve year contract during the ofbeen stopped," Richard Said fseason,
began . paying
after his scatter-armed . dividends against the Pirates.
performance against the. two-- Rose ripped two doubles and a
time National League West single, walked once and
champions. "Bid catching me scored once, while advancing
isn't easy son,etin les."
two places on baseball's allRichard, who set a National time career -list. The two
League record for right- doubles lifted Rose's career
handers with 303 strikeouts total to 504, putting him ahead
last year, is too strong to hit of Charley Gehringer for
frequently. He struck out 13 eighth place, and his four atand allowed only six hits.
bats increased his total to
The six wild pitches broke 10,210, passing Tris.Speaker
the niodern mark — since 1900 for eighth place on the all-time
--of five set by Charles list.
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Eastern Kentucky May Have
Lost Its 1980 Indiana Game
RICHMOND, Ky. (API —
Eastern Kentucky may have
lost a scheduled 1980
basketball game with Indiana
University after accepting
former Hoosier guard Toniniy
Baker as a transfer student.
Baker was one of three
players dropped front the
Hoosier squad early last
season for disciplinary
reasons. Five others were put
on probation.

Coach Bobby Knight neve; "He said that coach Knitht
announced the reason for the had a policy that he didn't play
action, , but senior Jim against schools than he
Roberson, one of the three players who transferred frefll
chsrnissed, said later it in- Indiana."
volved the use of marijuana. ,
"I don't remember anything
"Our athletic director Don about that policy being in the
Con tbs) told me that Indiana's contract we signed with them
athletic, director
Ralph but we're not going to fight
Floyd) called and said they with them. Irs not worth the
didn't want the ganie hassle.. We don't have to goup
anyniore," said Eastern and play Indiana to prove that
Kentucky Coach Ed Byhre. our Program is credible. :

Phone
753-2571

It's
Unbelievable
But
True!

InterestFree

LUNCHEON MENU
Corned Beet on Rye (Reuben)

McCovey, who singled during spring training but new
preceding Tarnargo's game- is playing third base because
winning shot, received three of an injury to Bob Horner,
,standing ovations — during itroked -fr•urluts, drove in one
the pregame introduction of run and scored another for
players, when he came out to Atlanta.
pinch hit and ,when he was
Expos 3, Mets 2, 14 innings
removed for a pinch runner.
Montreal broke a 2-2 tie its
McCovey has three pinch hits the 14th on Jerry Whitt's
in three attempts this year.pinch single and Andte
Dawson's RBI triple.
Braves 6, Reds 4
:,1
"It was a good garue,
Jerry Royster, who lost his thought," said Montreal
shortstop job to Pepe Frias Manager Dick Willianis.

Murray Home
& Auto

e4rArin- c- t,
1

Giants 4, Padtee 2
.
John Tarnargo, the-Gianti
No.3 catcher, was the hero,
blasting a twoLoutr
, two-run
pinch homer in the bottom of
the ninth inning, breaking a 22 tie -.But it was Willie
McCovey, the Giants' 41-yearold elder statesn an who was
given the most applause by
the crowd of 56,196, the largest
opening-day attendance for
the Giants in Candlestick Park
history.

Sale!
Buy From
$5500 to$50000

Worth of Merchandise
Electric
Drills
at...
No Money Down
p•- No Interest For
12 Full Months
v No Carrying Charges
Chain Saws
12 Months To Pay
At No Interest
3DAYS ONLY!
Thurs.,Fri.,&Sat.
April 12-13-14
"Just A Small Way To Say,
Thanks For You Business"

dna

C.B's

Tillers

OUR FAMOUS SALAD BAR, ALWAYS A FAVORITE

8
9

A meal in itself

French Dip

0%1

Tubs

$2.50

..

$2.50

I Cfl.e

fl

Phone 753-1314
OUR REGULAR ME NU ITEMS SERVED ANYTIME

Radios

Fisher Stoves Calculators Mowers

•

Ill- %ft lift 11 •

pA

& TIMES, Wednescia, April II. 1579

•

Pura Cane
Godchaux

Campbell's

With 510.00 Order Or More

10

$359
11 Oz.
Save 10'

Sealtest
Pure

Cream
Cheese

U.S. No. 1 Red

Bathroom
Tissue
Save 26'

Flavor Kist

Fresh Crisp

Orange
Juice
1 gal Jug - Savo 50'

4 69

Celery

Roll

Yellow

Onions
Ruby led

1 Lb. Box

Grapefruit

$119

BIG MEC

5 Lb. Bat

Golden Grain

Macaroni &
Cheese Dinner

Ora-Ida Hash Brown

16 oz.

3/ 1

Potatoes

8 Bottle
Carton

12 oz. pkg.

ith Bottles or

De

•

Frosty Acres Broccoli

8o, 39c

Spears

Godchaux
Powdered

Sugar

1 lb. box
Save 296

Frosty Acres Sliced

Strawberries ,00: 49c
Frosty Whip Dessert

Topping

Jumbo
Pies

5

9 or

7 Oz.
Rog. 81.82

Colgate

22 oz.
Save 26'

Fantastik

Cleaner

8 Oz. Sire il

Right Guard

2/99cIAntisrersynirant
Armour Test Tender
$

.1141EAT•'Chuck Roast:

Whoatiis

Cereal
fan 211'
Is h.
Witt' This Coupia

1

89°

COUPON
Sony Crocker
Instant

L.

Catfish Steak

Fresh
Water

Armour Test Tender
Round Bone
Boneless

Shoulder
Roast
Worthmore

Armour Test Tender
Boneless

$129
Lb. 111
Armour Test Tender

39 Chuck 139 Shoulder $ 29
lb.

Roast

Roast

Sliced Bacon
"If You Matc

,

12 Oz. Pkg.

•Potarto
BUDS

Field Sliced

Mashed
Potatoes
1.,. 1I
Wit% This Coupon

Bologna
$119

79c
Expires 418-79
1:00,10n1% At l'Arket,

1 lb. pkg.

COUPON

Lb.

Total

Lean Boneless

Beef
89c Stew

Cereal
Save 14'
1207..

L
—

With
This

99

C

COU.1011
Etpir., 4 18-;9
(;,...10nIN Nt Park...r •

ur •ua y..• au ant :e t ur rice
Home Own
Ted

We Reset ve the
Right to Limit
Quantities

and
Home Operated
Joe M. Parker

•
and
Sammy Joe Parker.
Owners •

We Accept U.S.
• Government
Food Stomps

Downtown Shopping Center

NOM: 7a. m.-9 p. m. Mon.-Sat.

•

IP
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Ky. To Use Prisoners In Highway Clean Up-Repairs
By MARIA BRADEN
said the program will'provide
Associated Press Writer
needed job opportunities for
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API — prisoners.
Kentucky will begin using
"One of the niost important
prisoners to clean up and tasks of the Bureau of
repair the state's highways Corrections is to teach inmonth under an mates the importance of work
next
agreement between the state and the necessity of work to
Transportation and Justice having a stable society,"
departments.
Bland said at a news conTransportation Secretary ference.
Calvin Grayson said Tuesday
He called it a "travesty"
that prison otnmates will do that 500 of the 1,830 inmates at
main- the state reformatory in
highway
routine
tainance jobs and cleanup that LaGrange have nothing to do.
"We can leave inmates
the state cannot otherwise
afford to do, while Corrections sitting inside the walls and let
Commissioner David Bland them while away 24 hours a
SCIENCE FAIR WINNER: Natalie Simpson, 15, a freshman at Murray High School, won
the trophy for the best earth science exhibit entered Saturday in the annual Science
and Mathematics fair at Murray State University with this analogous experiment in archeology. The daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Miles Simpson, 1322 Main Street, she also won
the gold, first-place medal as the best senior high earth science exhibitor. The project
dealt with what could be determined by our culture from a 2,000-year-old "modern"
house. kir teacher is Jerry Crider.

day,( but) my maninia always
told me idle hands were the
devil's workshop," Bland
said.
"It make a lot more sense if
a person* can come back to a
decent meal and go to bed
tired," he said. -One of the
most important therapies is to
know what it is to work and to
be satisfied with ilinb done."
Inmates from the LaGrange
the
and
reforniatory
penitentiary at Eddyville will
be given a chance to volunteer
for a place on one of six road
crews. They will be paid from
$1. to $1.80 a day for jobs

ranging from fence repair and
painting guardrails to paving
ditches and picking up litter.
-There are a lot of
miscellaneous jobs that we
don't have the manpower to do
now," Grayson said. "We
have not had sufficient
manpower to keep -ahead of
repairs, mowing and litter
pickup."
Each 10-man crew will be
guarded by three corrections
officers, two of them armed.
The prisoners will not wear
prison clothing and will not be
shackled.
The work sites will be within

a 50-mile radius of thllk
reformatory or the peruteskUary, and prisoners will be"
transported in specially-;
Transportation:
equipped
Department vans.
Bland
said
inmate.,
volunteering for the program
would be carefully screened
by institution • verse/met
Inmates are ineligible who are .„
serving time for rape, at;..
tempted rape, sodomy, 0%
several other crimes involvidir
personal injury, or who ha*
escaped or attempted tD
escape within the last fly.
years.

Prices Good
Urn Sat.

LIMITED QUANTITIES IN SOME STORES

-•••••1111

MENS

SPORT SHIRT

88won
SCIENCE FAIR WINNERS:Shannon -Gardner, 13, is shown with the'exhibit which
s
Mathematic
and
Science
annual
the
in
Saturday
medal
for him a bronze, third-place
and the son of
Elementary
Calloway
East
at
student
A
University.
State
Murray
at
Fair
of
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Gardner, Route 8, Murray, he based- his project on a study
chromatography.

Smartly styled short
sleeve shirt has 2" top
center, flap pocket, 7
button front; tail bottom, chalk buttons, full
standup collar. 100%
nylon. Sizes S-XL.

REG. 2.68

MENS

A tee-rific tee shirt. Great topper for
shorts and jeans. 55145 cotton/rayon interlock. Colors: White.
Blue, Navy, Maize. Fink. Red or Mint.
Sizes S, M, L.

DRESS
SLACKS

WHAT EFFECT
N
DOES IRRIGATio
TOE
HAVE UPON
SAN %WOW
VA 1.1.1y

097
Men's 100% textured polyester
woven slacks feature 2 front.,
western top pockets, 2 double welt
beasom back pockets; curtain
waistband, nylon zipper. 29-40
waist. Fashion colors.

Ni."14.1?-7

„it .•,
ssi
iiei
.114111stik

-17

14.

at North
SCIENCE FAIR ENTRAN1: John Warren Nix, 12, a seventh grade student
in the anCalloway Elementary School, is shown with the exhibit he entered Saturday
dealing with
nual Science and Mathematics fair at Murray State University. The project,
junior high
the
in
entered
was
Valley,
Joaquin
San
California's
in
irrigation
the effect of
Mrs. Ben
and
Mr.
of
son
the
individual competition in the geography category. He is
Payne.
Steve
is
Elementary
h
at-Nort
-teacher
geography
Nix, Route 2, Murray, and his
• --

.

GIRLS 7-14
KNIT
LADIES

—

54

JAMAICAS or
SHORT SHORTS

I: N.SY

k,
444k1
sellw

Pretty peasant stretch gauze knit
top. Colors:* Pink, Bide, Bone.

" GIRLS 7-14

• •••••

1 97

SLACKS
Comfortable slacks. with
zip front, self belt, stash
pockets. Polyester/cotton
gabardine. Colors: Blue.
Maize, Mint.

REG. 2.33
Spring's here! Basic Jamaica short or short
shorts in 100% nylon will keep you cool.
Sizes 8-18. Colors. White, Navy, Black', and

697

Brown

GIRLS 4-6x

'144P'fr
A

KNIT TOP
Shdrt sleeve cotton/nylan
stretch terry with multi-color
triple binding. Fashion colors.

277

SCIENCE FAIR EXHIBITS: Bill Maddox,10, left, a fourth rade student at Carter Elementary School, Murray, and Jon Muehleman, a, a second grade student at Robertson Elementary, are shown with the projects they entered Saturday in the annual Science
and Mathematics Fair at Murray State University. Maddox, the son of Dr. and Mrs.
William E. Maddox, 1205 Doran Road, won third place in the elementary individual
mathematics category with his mathematical system used in art. Jon, the son of-Dr. and
Mrs. Tom Muehleman, 1620 Magnolia, ,entered a project dealing with "easy
mathematics with popsickle sticks."

,
..,
..,._

FASHION WEDGE

00

GIRLS 4-6x

--

REG 11.99- -,.

SLACKS
597

Snippy Polyurethane

uppers tied in_
a lovekriot; cushioned innersole.
sole Sizes
heel,
crepe
wedge
Rope
to 10
"'..
7: ...

ff 1 i 1
1 ---------

TEENS -& LADIES`k

SANDAL

00

Cool and comfortable slacks
of polyesterlcotton sheeting.
with duffle bag waist,
pockets. Colors. Blue, Tan.
Light Gold.

Cu'

•I
REG 11.99
.04111."

• ir'N r T`g.
BIG K RAINCHECK
what we
Big K values its customers and will do everything possible TO -have
and
an
fail
itern is not received from the facadvertised
we
advertise. Should
quantities are
tory by the start of the '.'le. Rainchecks will be issued. Where
corresponding
limited for an item and -umber available for sale is noted, a
be issued.
number of rainchocks

1
,

•

Uppers-of woven canvas strips with bold
studs. High wood-like heel and platform
Sires to-10

Bet-Air Shopping Center

-

LAST-MINUTE PREPARATIONS — Such Jast minute preparations as nding another
extension cord or bailing water always occur when there's a Science Fair. In the photo
above, Mary Jane Littleton, Murray Middle School science teacher, helps Denise Randolph set up her exhibit before the judges'arrival at the annual event held recently.

I
;I
..
i.

TEENS & LADIES

VISA

8711,
-111,453,
Limit Rights Reserved- -7-1
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
Ky.
Murray,
t
Opportuni
Employer
1-6 Sunday Equal

master charge
a

‘•• le'
I-1

-

•

•

•
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HOP INTO KROGER

ADVERTISIb
ITEM POLICY
• EACH OF THESE ADVERTISED
ITEMS IS itECIUIRED TO BE
READILY AVAILABLE FOR SALE
IN EACH KROGER STORE,
EXCEPT AS SPECIFICALLY NOTED
IN THIS AD. IF WE DO RUN OUT
OF AN ADVERTISED ITEM, WE
WILL OFFER YOU YOUR CHOICE
OF A COMPARABLE ITEM, WHEN
AVAILABLE, REFLECTING THE
SAME SAVINGS, OR A RAIN
CHECK, WHICH WILL ENTITLE
YOU TO PURCHASE THE
ADVERTISED ITEM AT THE
ADVERTISED PRICE, WITHIN 30
DAYS

TER

Pr•cri effective trwu Apr,4 • •
Ouomoty right resiwww1
Copynght 1979
The Kroger Co

U S GO V GRADED

CHOICE

U.S.D.A. Grade A
Holly Farms Mixed Ports of

rut:t

Whole

1

CANNED
HAM

Ej-BONELESS

HAM

$159 $599
Wear
Added

lb

U.S. GOVT.GRAND CHOICE REEF

Chuck Steak
Kroger's Pro
Cubed Steak
Boneless Flat Brisket
Short Ribs

LB $

39

BEEF & HYDRATED SOYA PROTEIN MIX

LI 894

LB $2$9

U.S GOV'T. GRADED CHOICE BEEF

MEATY TENDER BEEF

3 b.
cas

iH ci;110KED
,PICNICS
FAMILY PAK
Pork Steak
FRESH QUARTER SLICED
Pork Loin
ITS NEVI TYSON
Corn Dogs
FRES-SNOIE FISN-N•SATTER
Fish Fillets
FRES-SNORE INSII•N-11AMIt
Fish Sticks
GRADED CHOICE REEF BONELESS
Boston Roll Roast

huh Otean Perch or

fresh

HADDOCK OCEAN
FILLETS SCALLOPS
$199

U.S.D.A: Choice

Pond Raised

LEG-0
LAMB
$199

FRESH
CATFISH
$17
9

lb.

I

$
lb. 4
9
9

NEVER FROZEN

NEVER /ROM

NEVER FROZEN

lb.

the Kroger Garden

FRYING
CHICKEN
Femily4
Pak411pc

Pak

lb.

lb.

U.S D A. GRADE A HOLLY FARMS

99: FRYER
LI
BACKS
is 2
FRESH FROZEN
$1 19
Baking Hens
694
Sliced Bacon
a
HICKORY
NOG PORK
Smoked Turkeys
•
Rudy's Sausage
TINDER
LEAN
Ib ta ORC
$1 69
Turkey Breast
etisiew
Ls
Alt MEAT
ilot.$ 1 39
72.bt 994 Turkey Roast
POO. 1
King Cotton Wieners
MEATY TINDER
KROGER BY
I LS $ 169
$j19
Turkey Drumsticks
PIG
Jumbo Bologna
,t0ST-CUTTER COUPON
SERVE IL SAVE SLICED
99
$ 1 49
LI
Lunch Meats
U
g WORTH
CK KRIS/

12 01
PSG

LB $

49

$

39

AMOS"

e$

LB

MG

11

110

2L11$/$9
BOX LELIF

PIG

THE PIECE

LS 594

Li

ii
PIG

$2.00 OFF

U.S.D.A. Choice Shred

fresh Picnic Style

A Lima, Favorite

LAMB.
SHOULDER
$139

PORK
ROAST

SERVE 'N SAVE
WIENERS

b.119C
row after row of freshness
at down to earth prices

I

CALIFORNiA
STRAWBERRIES

towerd the purchase of eoch
Glendn'e Old Fnsh(oned

WHOLE BONELESS
HAM

pkg:8
,-

12

b.

Kroger Deli-Bakery
HAPPY EASTER
BASKET OF VALUES!

MU FANCY CALLECLIMI

Fancy

CELERY
HEARTS
FANCY 10 SIZE
JUMBO
PINEAPPLES
MUSTARD
TURNIP
GREENS

COLLARD,

LET THE DELI DO IT!

-

BE roua OWN GUEST AT CASTER DINNER THIS Yrdii IToitF
BAKE YOUR HAM MAKE YOUR -SALADS SUPPLY DELECTABLE
DESSERTS THE FROGER DELI STANDS READY TO PROVIDE PREPARED
FOODS FOR HOLIDAYS OR ANY DAY FROM A SNACK TO A
BANQUET Al SENSIBLE PRICfs

e;et,
;
of
_
-r:411
•-..1-

09

Sweet Baked Flavor

EXTRA FANCY

BUNNY CAKE

ARTICHOKES
Avocados
Carrots
3
FIACICCirarecriiipples

$'1 00
FOR

BUNCH RED RADISFIES OR cam TOP

BAKED
HAM

Ailiff
t

FRESH

CALIFORNIA PION

39

WHITE

U S GOVT

FRESH SEAFOOD
SAT

- ciunilailb
.BACON
$118
Family

$2
99

RIPE RED•

Watermelons
Juice Lemons 1 2
D'Anjou Pears

HOPAESTYLE
PLATE
LUNCHES
AVAILABLE
DAILY!

2TO ORDER
SLICED

lb.

SUNKIST FANCY

$100
111UNCHIS

Creamy Mild

LORRAINE
SWISS CHEESE

NORTHWEST FANCY

I LB
BAG 994

U.S. No. 1 AM Purpose

California

RED
POTATOES
15938

FANCY
ASPARAGUS

-,)especially 7)f\y forEaster
EASTER
MUMS
";;Ssirit
LILIES

Er,t

••

y
11; T

$499

TURKEY
BREAST
$59
lb.3

2
lb $
99

Free Large Pepsi
$288
with Plate Lunch
89' me Loaf
Li $22-9
smIlliaPii"Sandwich -/A "8-94 ifirriPiutAP6efight - ts $1 59
Free Small Pepsi
maw
WITH SANDWICH
Jewish Rye
to 69'
IRISH

FLORIST GROWN ASSORTED COLORS
I
f

Center Slices of White Meat

DELI rivet

Strawlierry Pies
COCK CREAMY
Macaroni Salad

IA

1(1111:01 PAP OR

LI

MI

PACI1130A
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FOR COST-CUTTE- R

COST-CUTTER COUPON

PURE r.
CANE
SUGAR bItg
with this coupon and '10.00
odditional puithoso locludthil ItOrS
addition to tint cost of coupon
rnorchorso. Suhtoct to oflokohto
AD/1117th.

SAVE
1.4A Al C

SAVE

80c

U.S.D.A.irode A Kroger

LARGE
EGGS _
plastic
gallon

WITH COUPON ABOVE

KROGER

Cottage Cheese

2401,
TUB

994

Kroger Ice Cream

A530013 FLAVORS

-Old World Yogurt

$01
TUB

KROGER

2

Sour Cream Dips

0/
TUBS

UOGER

ASSORTED FLAVORS NATURAL FLAVOR
2

FREEZER PLEEZER

34'
894

Ice Cream Sandwiches

•

12(1
PIG

-

12C1.$ 1
PKG. •

le $ 1 99
BAG
•

CARNATION
.CAN
02
17' Coffee-Mate

Buttermilk Biscuits
ELIMINATES 00011

19

Spotlight Coffee

SOL PSI 4/01kle

PILLSBURY

$1 19

FREEZER MUER

Ice Cream Bars

GRIND IT FRESH

Pot Pies

GAL.$ 1 69
CTI1

'169
.

Lysol-Spray

220$
JAR

$1 77

NAMSCO

12 02 $
CAN

Crackers

1102
BOX

69f

SAVE
SAVE

SAVE

14c

Assorted Varieties

LAY
Ds
ER
CAKE MIXES

BANQUET
DINNERS

181
/
2 oz.

1 lb.
pkg.

FROZEN

E'
am ft Velveeta

16 OZ.
MIX

$169

JALAPEN9

Kraft Velveeta

1601 $J75
BOX

KROGER RIG Of JALAPENO

Pimento Spread

7.H 0l
Or
TU1

594

KROGER

so: $ 1 69

Grated Parmesan

PIG

KROGER

Real Cream Topping

202
CA N

ig rrin Milk

65'

KROGER CRIIKLE CUT
.

HOME & FAMILY
2 „Gs 884
3
2
co RACK I ROAST
2 14.1 vi
' ROASTERS .

REGULAR OR

French Fries

Black Forest Rye

sztaso$ 1 39

IltOcElt FROZEN

2

Whipped Topping
K
rep

11 oz.
pkgs.

BAKERY

Mill Pie Shells

4

"2
TUBS
1201.
PIG

ASSORTED PATIO

Mexican Dinners

1201.
PIG.

KROGCR [MUST SPROUTS BROCCOLI SPEARS FORDHOOK OR

Baby Lima Beans

m

10 02
PIGS

3.

10 02
PIGS.

KROtER COIN, PEAS P1*56 CARROTS OR

'14AL

Mixed Vegetables

KH
ROG
ofit SriD
ICHilu
o
Wg
ItSn
ORs

89

GOLDEN
CORN

C-110-20 or C-126-20

1602

KODAK FILM

I CT $ 1 09
PUGS

594
694
894

iiamnmdwich Bread
CoRua ntry Style Rolls
COUNTRY OV

Pound"Cake

99."

each
pkg.

24
794
L 02.0AVES

11 02
PIG

$ 1 09

$149

$166
thai

60, 7501 100 WATT WESTINGHOUSE

SOFT WHITE
'2pa. 694 LIGHT BULBS

GITIcR e'vDonuts

COST0CUTTERS!

STOKELY WHOLE KERNEL

38c

10c

2 CT
PIG

69

HEALTHA BEA UT
Non Aerosol

You'll find the cost-cutter symbols on hundreds of
your fovorite items throughout our stoore. Plus
each week
you'll find cost-cutter weekly ad specials for
extra sovings on grocery items, dairy, frozen
foods, health it
beauty aids, meats and produce.

FINAL NET
411
.;AiR SPRAY

NOW

1601.
CANS

mown
Biscuit Mix

99c
WAS

2 11

—
WAS I

STOKELY
16 02.
CAN

Sliced Beets
Peanut Butter

2102
JAR s

97'
JUMBO IOU
hod.4
Scott TowelsROLL
796
MAIM WWI MX MIX
Flapstax Mix s 412/49'
MARINA WWII! STRAY/GERRY OR BLUEBERRY

Muffin Mix

7.2i

510111(1 WHOLE

Tomatoes

16 02

$181

1 8'

NOW

$1 13

S I 17

22 02
CAN

36"

39'

SMOOTH OR CRUNCHY in

WAS

LIBBY FRENCH STYLI OR BLUE LAKE CUT
16 02 A
CAN -r

Green Beans

tt

LISP!
160
IN

-Al'41
ASSORTED COLORS
Kleenex Tissue 20041x 75I
Golden Corn

_

NOW

41"
394
734

WAS I
SUPER SIZE
7 Or
BAR

Coast Soap

656

JOAN OF ARC

Kidney Beans

1S02
,
CAN

394

brl

GREEN GIANT

NIBLETS
CORN

92'
74"
2/47'
29"

NOW

3

3I
494 F2o475
(

Glad Wrap
SANDWICH

Glad Bags
ALL PURPOSE

Formula 409
aa I CHOPPED
Mushrooms
I A I SUM

1201.1
CANS

Mushrooms
massruer

Nestle etunch

71-'
isoz 934

"
Wu

56'
34(

- 4444114W.

JOHNSON
SOFT PUFFS
69c

JOHNSON

PAM 1 Dia4iX
SPRAY

SE

SPRAY

260 CT
PIG

694

50Z $1144 1 7 01177
III
CAN

KROGER

89'
27457" 98'
6S'
77
73'
j".E. $1 77 $167
302.
CAN

M/

NOW

WIDI

NIAGARA

Spray Starch

NOW

CRESCENT

41
/7,f
*
P
Ca()
TORE
TAMPONS
TABLETS

REGULAR

ROLLS
WAS

'2

NOW

30(1

lox

61

Oz
CAN /

-

sin

50 ct
pkg

$233

CANS
'QM\

WAS.

PURI VEGETAILE

Crisco Oil

STOKELY

31 oz.

1 79

APPLESAUCE Garbage
GLAD KITCHEN

NOW

Bags

41'

38'

WILMS
$1

19

Grape Jelly
our
Tomato Joke

450!. 7I
CAN •

Fruit Cocktail

1401
CAN •

5

574

$109

71
55"

NOW

PRISM,PIG COUNTRY

$176

$1 14

IS CT.
32 02
INTL

WAS
KRAFT PHILADELPHIA

GREEN GIANT TRENCH STYLE OR

Cut Green Beans"a

NOW

CREAM
CHEE
NOWSEx
59c9

Biscuits
Margarine,

PIG, 010
1.02 TUBS

DIET PAIMAY

Margarine

254
83'
71'

5114

SOFT PARICAY

1602.

tue

HALE MOON LONGHORN

Kraft Cheese

1001

S 1 59

79'
65'
$1 49

0—re
GOLD
('REST

(.14

ITELSOURT
I 07

PIG

Crescent Nisi. -*3671*
RAN L RATION SIM ortt
Tender Chunks "A $399

DOW CIIITY

$369
7 02
PIG

9c

• DOCK
• EGGS
10 02 59
C
PIG

GOLD CREST

JELLY BEANS
Or
PIG

79c

1 ••

op
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Funerals 1 Benefit Bake Sale

Funeral Is lioday
At Miller Chapel
For Thurman Jobe

National
Bass Tourney
Underway

For Johnny Scott
To Be Saturday

A benefit bake sale for
Johnny Scott who was
severely injured in a car-truck
The funeral for Thurman collision on Feb.
10 between
(Buck) Jobe of Hazel Route 2 Hazel and
Puryear, Tenn.,
is being held today at 2p.m. at will be held Saturd
ay, April 14,
the chapel of the Miller starting' at 9 a.m.
in front of
intlesal..Hnnue„.Hasel, with Say-Rite in
the Bel Air
the Rev. James T. Garland Shopping Center.
officiating and Mrs. Oneida
White as organist arid soloist.
The sale is being coorServing as pallbearers are dinated by persons at Jerry's
Wallace Jobe, Frank Ward, Restaurant where Scott's
George Culpepper, Kelly brother is employed. Persons
Walker, Jim Smothers, and wishing to make donations of
George Zak. Burial will follow baked items for the sale or
in the cemetery at Puryear, who wish to make donations
Tenn.
for Scott were call the
Mr. Jobe, 74, died Monday restaurant or 753-5240.
at 9:30 a.m. att the Murray-.
Scott, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors inclode his wife, Garnie Scott,415 North Fourth
'Mrs. Kate Hawley Jobe, to Street, Murray, is now home
whom he was married on Oct. from the hospital, but will
24, 1924; one son, Darrel Jobe, return to the Methodist
Flint,-Mich.;one sister, Mrs. Hospital, Memphis, Tenn., on
Vester Orr, Merry Haven, Friday for further tests and
possibly two more operations.
Fla.; six grandchildren.

Murrayan's Mother
Methodists Plan
Dies On Saturday
Service Thursday
Mrs. L.-A.(Irene) Reichert,
mother of Mrs. John D.
Mikulcik, 1613 - Keenland
Drive, Murray, died Saturday
_ _at the Methodist Hospital,
Memphis,Tenn.
She __was a resident of
Catuthersville, Mo.
Funeral and burial services
were held at Caruthersville,
Mo., on Tuesday.

April 11, 1979

Ampf, "art,
Stumping Toward May

The Kentucky National
Tournament is being held out
of Sportsman's Dock on
Kentucky Lake April 11, 12
and 13.
Because of bad weather and
10 inches of rain there are only
82 entrants from 15 states.
Twenty-three people are
entered from Kentueky.
Among these are Hugh
Massey and Don Gilbert,
Murray; Ronald Colbert,
Mayfield; John Vinson, Cadiz;
Ron Shearer, Hardin; Bob
Bellow, Kuttawa; and Mike
Whittaker,Gilbertsville.
Prizes and cash totaling
$32,250 will be awarded to the
winners. First-place winner
will ieceive $2,500 cash and
boat, motor, trailer, depth
finder and trolling motor
worth $5,000. Second place will
receive $1,000 cash, and third
place $900 cash. Money will be
distributed among 20 places.
The first largest bass
winner will receive a $5,000
bass boat rig. For second
largest bass, the winner will
receive a 85 horsepower
Chrysler_ outboard niolor and
third largest will receive $500
cash.
The public is invited to
attend. The weigh-in times are
4:30 p.m. Wednesday; 4:30
Thursday.,and 3:30 p.m.
Friday.
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Tickets for a Carroll Hubbard for Govtraor fundraising luncheon in Mayfield
on Saturday, April 14, are
available in Murray through
David Graham, chairman of
the Calloway. County campaign organization.
Graham said anyone; who
does not have a ticket yet for
the noon luncheon at the
Holiday Inn in Mayfield and
who would like to attend
should call753-3212 or 753-3843.
He added that tickets are $25
each for the luncheon, which is.,
the major fund-raising effort
in the area.

Service Thursday
By Presbyterians

Two Chapters Will
Meet Here Thursday

pta-t.
Dr. Roos said a feature of
the Tenebrae service will be
the gradual extinction of lights
in. the chnrcht except one
candle, which is removed at
the end of the Scripture
readings and will be brought
back to the sanctuary on
Easter Sunday morning.

Good Shepherd
Church Plans
For Service

MARY
PPINS — During National library Week, Mary
Poppins could be found at Carter Elementary School
assisting students with assignments and otherwise entening them..16(the photo Above Miss Poppins Barbara Priddy, school librarian) offers advice to students
coloRhg a poster in preparation for Easter.
Photo By Kaye Peebles

MEW
78 Chevrolet
Monte Carlo
Power steering and brakes,
wire wheetcovers, AM/FM
stereo radio, white wall
tires, landau eqwpment.
cloth interior, local one
owner car, 4,065 miles,
dark carmine color, just
like-new?!

The Good Shepherd United'
Methisiist ChÜ1i iTflibit a
Community Sunrise Easter
service on Sunday. April 15,at
5:30 a.no.
The Rev. William Taylor,
minister of the Cherry Corner
Baptist Church, will be the
.speaker. He will be assisted by
the Rev:- -Daniel Tucker.
minister of the host church.
Jerri Marsh of Memphis,
Tenn will be the guest soloist.
Emma Knight, Aganist, and
Betty Poole,
will
accompany the Community
Choir and congregation for
other songs.
Doughnuts and coffee will
be served followed the .service .
.

ornist,

77 Chevrolet Corvette

Two door, power steering,
power brakes, air conditioner, a ornatic transmission, i tilt steering
wheel. Landau
roof,
custom
wheels, low
mileage, see to believe,
green and White

Beige, white interior:,
power windows, AWFMradio, aluminum wheels,
white letter tires, luggage
rack, removable tops,
35,000 miles,sharp.

Murr4 Chapter Nn
Royal . Arch Masons p• :
Murray Council No. 50
and Select Masters will n.e.c:
Thursday; April 12.-- at --r-Yr
p.m. at the lodge hall. Hi,way 121 North. .
An inspection in the cour.r.i.
degree will be held, and all
York nite- nagirislreirrged t.
attend, a spokesman said

South, Murray
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Join. John 1.:Biwa n's'campaign
.stature.
businesslike effioertc). and
• leadership for progre‘s to aid
responsible e‘..onomi-,:

learn!aloe Kentucky

John Y Brown,Jr.
%ill bring more jobs atiJ a
hetler en‘2m,.

John Y. Brown, Jr
•
itr.ctuntent
creeping -KtreacKrih:s.

J

arcdgernmcniTiiThs
•

hritn2 .•

go%ernmerii and

1 and equal
I k1,
treatment 1,1N...ntLr..k‘

John Y. Brown, Jr
cares about Kentucky
He needs your help.
Volunteet Now!
Call 502-589-2001
•

Bru.n to!
iio South th ird

ouissier
sc, h r 1.1o.

amommommum

77 Mercury Comet

Four door, power steering,
automatic transmi
air conditioner. AM radio,
vinyl roof, custom wheel
,!overs,low mileage.
GM QUAUTY
SIIRVICI 'PARTS

GM

76 Chevrolet
Caprice Classic

78 Chevrolet
Caprice Wagon

Two door, power steering
and brakes. AM tape, Landau roof, 32,000 miles, local
one owner car, silver and
red, isear will be said!! •

Power steering and brakes,
AM/FM stereo., luggage
rack,this car is Waded with
options, perfect pr the big
family, burgundy with
wood grain.

11110101313 PARTS gIVISKIN

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET Inc.
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John Y. Brown, Jr.

Keep That Great G.M. Feeling
With Genuine G.M.Parts •
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resOUrceN.

4

Highway 64 1

Help us
to make a
great Kentucky
even greater!

salesman tor kentu,..1,. .
,

Jim Sloan, minister
Macedonia Church of (
will be the speaker
series of gospel n;estos s
planned April 12 to 15 at th(•
Macedonia Church, locatod
the Old Dublin Road off
way 80 west of Mayfield
Services will be at 7 :to
evening with the S-:- •
morning service at 10:43.
Mr. Sloan has serye,
minister of the chura
1971. Prior to that to:
served as minister of
Walnut Grove Church ic
Union Grove Church li•
graduate of Benton H.
School and - Freed-Harden
College, and has the MA p'
30 hours from' Murray L.
University.

Two door power steering
and brakes, split seats, this
car is loaded with luxury
options, low mileage, one
owner.
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John Y. Brown, Jr.
oili thing arong lea-ch:114

Macedonia Church
To Hear Jim Sloan

78 Oldsmobile
98 Regency -
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77 Buick Regal
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Hog Market

Christian Church
Maundy Thursday
Service Planned

Stock Market

Miss Milani has been *actively engaged in many activities of the Democratic
Party some of which include:
one of 13 delegates from the
County Democratic Party to
attend the First District
Convention at Eddyville;,
campaign coordinator .at MAI
for U.S. Sen. Walter "Dee"
Huddleston's re-eelction; past
vice president, secretary and
current president of the MSU
Young DeniocraW campaign
advisory corsfniittee for
Mancil J. Virtson, candidate
for
coruniissioner
DWAYNE BUCY,center, was presen
of
ted with a check from the proceeds of the
agricultu,e; attended the
recent ,Benefit Jamobree held at
Beshear Gym in his behalf. Making the check presenYoung, Democrats Golden
tation are Horace Tucker, left, preside
nt of the Northwestern Tennessee Radio
Anniversary in Lexington and
Club,
sponsor of the benefit, and Harold
Turner, right, president of the Blue Grass CB Club of
thy' state convention in
Murray, cosponsor of the event. Bury,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Hawley Bury of Murray and
uisville: past member Of
married to the former Edwina Vance,
received severe injuries to his hands in an acudents for Carter; youngest
cident at the vocational school in
Hopkins County where he is a teacher.
member of the Calloway
County Democratic Executive
Main, Murray, James D. Collie A. Moody (expire
Committee; and is currently
d), Rt.
Nesbitt, t. 1 Bx. 140, Murray, 3 Bx.85, Puryear,
working on a forum with other
Tenn.
Mrs. Kathy G. Underhill, Rt. 3
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
MSU Young DemoCrats for
Sherrod, Baby Girl I Kathy, Bx. 395, Murray, Mrs. Thelma
the Democratic candidates for
governor and lieutenant Bt. 2 Bx. 169, Paris, Tenn., I.. Chad*ick, 106 S. 12th,
-Taylor, Baby Girl (Wilma), Murray,,Scarlett D. Grimes, Fecieral-Itate Market New"
, Service
governor.
April 11,Mg/
A dean's list student at MSU Rt. 8, Benton, Murdock, Baby Rt. I, Puryear,Tenn., Heather Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
majoring in pre-law, she is a Boy )Linda), Rt. 7 Bx. 508, I.. Rose, litt. 8 Bx. 290, Benton, Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 659
Barrows &
member 'of Psi Chi honorary Murray, Powers, Baby _Girl- Ray Mullins, 1316 ,Poplar, Gilts uneven mostlyEst 25450higher
Sows
Murray
,
mostly
,
(
Marsha
William
steady
),
few
901
41.00
Biggins, Paris,
Evans, Rt. 1,
society for
psychology
*US
1-2
200-ZX
lbs..
$44.50-44.
75
few
4100
Almo,
thomer Cohoon, 806 N. 1JS 2200-2401W
students. Pi Sigma Alpha 'Tenn.
$44 25-44 50
18th
US
2-3
Murray
240-230Ibs
.
Mrs
---- —.France
honorary society'for political:
143 23-44 23
1.13 1110-11101ts.
IC 23-43 13
Mrs. Victoria A. Rushing M. Kirkland, Bx. 53, Hazel, Sows
science - students and , a
US 1-2 270490 lbs.
member of the Student Law and Baby Girl, Rt. 1 Bx. 360A Carlie Thorn, Rt. 1, Hardin, US
138.00.40.00
1-3 300430 lbs.
1311.1111-311.00
Cottage Grove,Tenn., William Hillard T. Rogers, 1502 Car- US 1-3
Association.
450-30016s.
136.111140.410
G. Cutchin, 1504 chestnut, dinal,
Murray,
Earie USg14 WOOSits. me.os.41.56few 41.30
2-3 300.600 Its
$37.111-3111.00
Murray, Jennie L. Hill, 1627 Williams, 104.N. 12th, Murray, Boarsnix
ialoo

HOSPITAL NEWS

The First United Methodist
Church will hold its annual
Maundy Thursday Holy
Communion service on
Thursday, April 12,,at 7 p.m.
in the church sanctuary.
This will be a service of
ritual and elements for the
congregation
Cheryl Milam
on
. this
traditional night of Jesus' Last
A 20-year-old Murray
...Supper with his disciples,
native, Cheryl Lynn Milani,
according to the church.
_has been-i
nal
re-as-the youth
pastors, the Rev. Dr. Walter
The traditional Maundy chairperson .at Murray State
E. Mischke, Jr., and the Rev.
Thursday and Office of University for the Terry'
Robert E. Farless.
The church invites the Tenebrae will be celebrated at McBrayer for Governor
public to attend, the pastors the First Christian Church campaign. She is the daughter
Disciples of Christ) on of Mr. and Mrs. Newton J.
said.
Thursday, April 12, at 7:30 Milani.
p.m. with Bill Marvin in
There will be a life-saving
charge of the planning and
course offered at the Murray
Prices of stock of local interest at arrangements.
University
State
PA, noon, EDT.• today, furnished to the
Presiding at the Last Supper
beginning Monday, April 23, Ledger di Times by First of Michigan.
celebration will be Walt
Corp., of Murray, are as follows
from 6:00 to 9:30 p.m. This
Apperson with Mrs. Margaret s.. The First
Presbyterian
class will meet each oight at Industrial Average
-9.36
Porter as soloist and directing Church will hold
its Maundy
the same time through Air Products
.
the Chancel Choir.
Thursday service at 7:30 pro.
Friday.
American Motors
isnc
Scriptu
res relating t6events Thursday, April 12,Ashland Oil
at the
There is a maximum
American Telephone
of the last Week of Our Lord -church, located at
61%
16th and
number of students who-iiiay Bonanza
41.1B 4TsA
will
be
read
by persons Main Streets, Murray.
10 uric
be accepted. Anyone whb is Chrysler
Ford Motor
representing the twelve
43% -L.
-Were You There?" wi.1 be
interested in this course, G AF
11% -ts
disciples, from the Passion the subject of the
General
Care
SILL
-4
sermor by
8
should report to the Red Cross General
Dynamics
Narrative, seated at a long the pastor, the
33% -It
Rev.
R . E.
office in the courthouse or call General Motors511,
s'
table in front of the sanctuary Rabatin. His scriptu
General Tire
re w:1 be
25%4 unC
753-1421 to place their name on Goodrich
depicting the scene of the Last front Luke 23.
19's A.
the waiting list. Books for this Hardee
12 unc
Supper, according to the
The celebration of Holy
Heublein
course may be purchased at IBM
church pastor, the Rev. Dr. Communion will follow
314% -4
thithe Red Cross office.
Pennwalt
31%. -6s
13avid C. Roos.
sermon, and the public 15
Oats
731 -ks
This will be the only Quaker
Tappan
Readers will include Don invited to attend, said
11% unc
Rev
lifesaving course to be offered Tesaeo
26k. -19
McCord, Eugene Scott, John Rabatin.
Wal-Mart
26% —‘•
this spring.
Pasco,
Sr., Charlie Denton,
Wendys
lft%B 14k4A
Jeff Koch, Gary Martin, Ken
Heintzelman, Kent Forrester,
Clegg Austin, Woodfinliutson,
Lyle Underwood, and Bailey

Lae Saving
Class Offered
At MSU Pool

• Mo

74 Chevrolet
Pick-Up Truck
Power
steering
and
brakes, tilt steering
wheel, silverado equipment, long wheel base,
burgundy arid white, 50,000
actilaTrffiles.

Telephone
753-2617

_
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The Fine, Fallible Twelve-3

Efficient Andrew Contrasts With Cautious Philip
EDITOR'S NOTE - This
third installment of a fist-part
1-:isater liertes, drawn from tbe
Bible and other ancient ChrisUse manuscripts, focuses on
Andrew and Philip.
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spicuous, concrete display of
visible proof, finally had
blurted out, "Lord, show us the
Father, and we shall be satisfied"
Jesus, there in his last hours
of them final supper together,
spread his hands in a gesture
of dismayed entreaty. "Have I
been with you so tong and yet
you do not know me, Philip
The question, the surprised
pain on Jesus' face, hurled
Philip back, back over the dusty miles, the pleading voices,
the tears become laughter, the
afflictions turned into vigor, the
crutches thrown jubilantly
away, the blind seeing the sun,
the lives. cheered, brightened
and lifted up, the high, bold et. sluff of abounding love. Ree rse fluoeosdted
morse
. Philip at his brarequest.
"He who has seen me has
seen the Father," Jesus said
quietly.
Philip swallowed hard, his
throat constricted. No, no more
did he want some spectacle,
some dazzling wizardry. He
didn't want it because Jesus
didn't want it. No ostentation,
no showiness of tricks or marvels, no mere passing sensations only to be dismissed in
afteryears as fables. Jesus'
identification with human need
ran deeper than that, arid Philip•now realized it.
"Do you not believe that I
am in the Father and the Father in me?"
-Philip nodded, his eyes filming with tears. Jesus' 'gazZ
like a strong, silent handclasp.
In the ensuing years, the
methodical, unimaginative butdedicated-Philip taught in Samaria, converted an Ethiopian
traveler and preached anixong
philosophers in Athens, the accounts say. Eventually, in an
Asian city of Hierapolis devoted
toil -great snake" idol, he was
martyred, -pierced in ankles
and thighs, hanged and buried
wrapped in papyrus rather than
linen.
Andrew, the traditions say,
preached in Scythia, a barbarous area north of the Black
Sea, now the Armenian part of
Russia, and also in Greece
where he was _scoweed .with
rods by seven lictors and crucified on an X-shaped cross. The
impact of that first-called, mediating apostle also was felt in
Scotland, of which he is patron
saint, as he is of Greece and

,By GEORGE W. CORNELL
AP Religion Writer
The strains increased but Andrew stayed steady. He had to
maintain his tact and patience
despite the clamor. The "way"
had been buffeted from the
start, but the gusts came thicker. Now, even some aliens some shaven Greek philosophe-s -- sought audience with
Jesus
They had put the request to
another of the 12 apostles who
also had a Hellenistic name
and connection.s, the cautious.
methodical Philip, that "lover
of horses" who had a distinct
distaste for obscurities and controversial situations.
"Sir, we with to see Jesus,"
the Gentile group had told Philip as a jostling crowd pressed
around the heckled leader of
the Galilean band outside the
Temple porch m Jerusalem,
their comments making a murmurous hubbub.
"He IS a good man." "No, he
is leading peoPle. astray." "He....
has a demon." "Is not this the
man whom they seek to kill?"
"How is it this man has learnBut Jesus continually acted
•' "This is really the prophto break off his work fixing
"protokletos" as he's
as if there were something else,
et." "This is the Christ." "God
leads to the fringe of a long,
termed in Greek. Actually, as,
has visited his people."
something outside the usual
circular fishing net and to go
Philip;7blinking uncertainly,
__measurements and calculations
the teacher Jesus.
characteristic of his. friend-.
liverse to risking decisions in
drew prodded, "We have found . that could nevertheless be exliness, he huinself had initiated
-perienced and relied on. "Do
such tense circumstances,
the meeting. He and apparently
the Messiah." The word for the
edged forward and relayed the
not labor for the food that perPhilip had been among listenleaped
had
redeemer
longed-for
Greeks' interest to the levelishes but for the food which enem's to the fiery. preacher, John
Yet he
lips.
his
to
unexpectedly
headed, diplomatic Andrew. .
the Baptist,-/-on the Jordan
dures to eternal
felt it so.'
Andrew, whose name meant
banks when'--Jesus passed by
He brought his brother,
What • did he mean? Philip,
-manly," was a tall, dignified
.along the river road.
grumbling at the delayed work,
;
acquainted with Greek scienfigure at elongated countenance
"Behold the Lamb of God," . to Jesus and the sun-darkened,
ces,favored clear-cut formulas,
and full, dark beard. Mild-manthe grizzled, rough-clad Baptist
thin rabbi gazed at him apsimple answers and precision.
nered and openly approachable,
exclaimed, pointing a bony finpramingly. "So you are Simon,
He shared the demands often
he always seemed to be the
ger at the departing Jesus, who
the son of John?" John, or Joput to Jesus for "a sign," a
man in the middle, the interatm, meant "dove:, a nutter.
several weeks earlier had of-.
lordly.Maleslemesistration_of
mediary, the arranger. That's
fered himself for baptism..
11,l'norous creature: But SitY and might.
how it all had begun, with his
Intrigued, drawn by some inMai was something else, Jesus
at such irndistressed
Jesus.
handling introductions to Jesus,
voluntary attraction he could
saw. A twinkle in his eye, he
portunings, sighed, "Why does
and that role remained his as
not name, Andrew, with Philip,
said, "You shall be called
this generation seek a sign?
the turmoil heightened around
followed the purposefully stridCephas."
Truly I say to you, no sign
them
ing figure as he moved off -toThat meant "rock," in the
shall be given.•'
To him, their Movemept had
ward the sinking sun. It was
common Aramaic dialect, as
Often in cases of apparently
surged with 3irtnder„...refreshthe 10th hour, after 4 p.m.,
did the Greek form of it, "PeMiraculous cures, he would
ment and prZmise, yet- ittelso
John 139 notes.
ter." A man of "granite- incredit it not to himself, as
had been /strange, unpredicThey didn't speak and Anstead of a cooing dove. Peter
would a magician, but rather to
table, often shocking, arousing
drew had no specific inqhiry in
grinned, stroking his red beard.
some inner strength evoked in
offictals to furious threats, esmind, but still that indefinable
Although Peter became the
others. "Your faith has made
pe9filly after Jesus and his, , demand tugged him along.
chief apostle, the courtly, se
you whole."
wen had stormed through the
Abruptly Jesus ..halted and
Andrew never displayed a trace
,.iTernple's outer court, tempoBy Philip's inclinations, Jesus
•
swung around, looking back at
of jealousy or jousting for posiJudas Iscariot
OiaD
TOMORROW:
Ts
Rtis
_ rakilz; clearing it of blaring
should have capitalized on the
them.
did some of the .others.
as
tion
commerce.
and Three Quiet Ones.
episodes, staged exhibitions.
-What do you seek?" His feahimwith
ease
at
seemed
He
"My 'house shall be called a
But instead, he rgpeatedly
tures. appeared darkly 'gaunt
self,
-boyar of prayer, but you have
beneath his cowl in the fading
urged the ,joyously rejuvenated
amegracioim,
obviously
An
• made it a den of robbers."
light, but his voice had an into keep it quiet, often to no
accessible
readily
man,
nable
driving
Jesus had thundered,
viting, forceful warmth.
avail.
even to children, Andrew inout the awed traders. Temple
Philip, though wary of argu-Rabbi." Andrew groped for
a
with
bey
young
a
troduced
arto
then
guards had sought
ment or complexities but naga response, -Where are you
amid
Jesus;
to
basket
lunch
fear
in
back
drew
rest him but
staying"
ged by -his wish for some congeneral anxiety about how to
of the people's massive support
"Come and see." he beckhad
who
people
5,000
feed
for him.
oned. They followed a trail into
tracked him to a rural hillside.
Andrew nodded obligingly to
the Judean uplands to his camp
Adults and youngsters, they
large-eyed
the disconcerted,
on a high plateau. Although
had been there three days,.far
Philip and shouldered a path
emaciated from long fasting, he - from home villages, without
for the Greek delegation
Spoke with them until well after
food.
through the churning throng.
rughtfall.
"I have conipassion on the
for-the-peace
-sighed,
Ah,
He had spent 40 days there
crowd," Jesus said. He had put
of daybreak on the sea again.
after his baptism, alone without
the problem to the businesslike
The contrast with the present
food among the jackals and
Philip, whose - mathematical
flickered in him momentarily,
serpents, testing himself
and organizational bent appar,
recalling the muffled cadences
against the temptations to powently had made •him the cornof oars in their rope locks, the
er of ministering for God. Truly
misanat on such occasions.
soft murmur orGablean waters
done, it meant inevitable agony
"How are we to buylloread that
against the prow of a fishing
from the world's resistance,
these people may eat?" Jesus
skiff.
But "God so loved the world
asked him.
That fisherman's livelihood
rtierthat
i
that he gave his onlyint
Philip, casting his eyes over
had been 'serene and simple
hould
believes in h•
wever
ho
the crowd and making a quick
compared to the headlong fernal
not perish but have
rough calculation, replied,
ment, the exhilarations, the tidlife."
"Two hundred denarii would
al rush of events around Jesus
The two visitors finally left. ,.not buy enough bread for each
these past two years.
The nes-VW, Andrew -meged-- of them to get a little." That
his bumptious brother, Simon,
He had been the first'called,
amounted to a laborer's wages
,e.
for about seven months' work,
and it still would provide just a
nibble each for the multitude
PrIcKINNEY, daughter-ef-Alr-.there.
But the gregarious Andrew,
and Mrs. Lloyd McKinney.
always the social deputy,
Sr., Murray, is now stationed
brought the boy to Jesus, volunat
at Karlsrule, Germany.
teering, "There is a lad here
Neurent Kaserve, with the
who has five barley loaves and
15th A. G. Postal Detachment
two fishes." The excited boy,
where she is being trained to
eager to share it, opened up. his
a finance clerk. She aas
be
Andres'
snacks.
of
bundle
small
promoted to E-2 on Jan. 1.
smiled wanly. "But what are
they among so many""
1979, and is the only female
"Make the people sit-dt;wh,"
in her company. She
driver
Jesus directed. He embraced
drives an M890 pickup
the boy as the crowd settled on
McKinney entered the service
the green grass in orderly companies of 50s. He offer-ed.-thanksJuly 18;-1978,- graduated -from
to God for the few pancakeat Fort
basic training
shaped loaves, about a span in
Jackson, S. C„ on Sept. 15, and
diameter, and pair of pickred
from administration clerk
mullets. With the help of the
boy and his met. he began disschool on Nov. 4. She qualified
tributing it.
as a sharpshooter in grenades
Strangely, astoundingly; it
and marksmanship with the
didn't run out, but became
M16A1 rifle while learning
abundance. The people were
filled and content- with more
basic combat techniques.
than enough from the nourishment Jesus provided. It
amazed Andrew and the others
and Jesus told them later they
had misconstrued it. thinking it
pertained only to physical fare.
"Are your hearts hardened"'
he worried over them He inWrth Garl,r Bread ci,.,i 2 Pr.r• On fill
Twelve rrienibers of the
sisted-that somehow the feeding
Combonahon Soiod i ev,th Meal!
had not been meant just for orMurray State University
dinary appetites but that it conSunirner Orientation staff
veyed his own deeper nurture
attended a Southern Regional
of life. "How is it," he asked,
Qrientation Workshop at the
I
perceive
that
to
fail
you
"that
Super Special For Kids
did not speak about bread^w
University of Alabama in
Simv,tietti And Salad
Again and again, he pointed
Tuscaloosa April 4-6.
to that unseen, unseeable eleThe. Murray State staff had
ment, some inner need or hunbeen asked by 'the host school
ger not satisfied by. wonders or
bulging baskets, but by faith in
to present three programs
his sustenance:-"0 men of little- the workshop. . Participar.t,
faith. . do you not see?"
are staff members of freshlaCluaas As Always
It particularly baffled Philip,
man orientation programs
fIREE REIMS ON DRINKS
a prosaically rationalistic man
froni niost of the private an
of black hair and fair skin from
the cosmopolitan trading port
You Can't Eat This Good
state-supported colleges sr!
of Bethsaida. He had associuniversities in the Southern
at home for 99'
ations and possibly family ties
Region of the United States.
to Greeks and their systematic
NOW LUXURIOUS
The ' conference is held
logic as implied in his name.
Ted seetried inclined toward-a-- annually to discuss problems
DINING FOR
narrowly materialistic view of
and share ideas concerning
.3.1Q PEOPLE
reality, that only what could be
the best ways to orient freshweighed, counted and observed
men to their universities. .•
was real

Ranona Gay Ligon Receives
Glenda Boone Scholarship
Ranona Gay Ligon, a
sophomore of Murray State
University from Bardwell, has
been named recipient of the
$500 Glenda Boone Memorial
Scholarship for the 1979-80
school year.
The daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Ray Lee Ligon, Route 4,
Bardwell, she is a 1977
graduate of Carlisle County
High School. Crowned, the
university's 1978 Homecoming
Queen last fall, she was
Kentucky's representative to
the Orange Bowl Jan. 1 in the
All-American
Agree
Queen
Homecoming
Program.
An elementary education
and English major at Murray
State, she won many honors
while at Carlisle County High,
where she was an honor
student and a cheerleader.
Her activities include&
service on the yearbook staff;
membership in the Beta Club,
FBLA, the Science Club, and
on the algebra, history and
mathematics
advanced
teams. Her honors were: first
place chemistry award in the
Region I Science Fair, French
and American Government
awards; and listing in "Who's
Who Among American High
School Students."
At Murray State, she has
served as a summer orientation counselor, president of
the campus chapter of the
National Education
Association and is the present
state president of the same
organization.
The scholarship which she
has received is named in
memory of Mrs. 0. B.
(Glenda) Boone, Jr., a native
of Carmi, 1111., and a 1957

graduate of Murray State. One
of Murray's most prominent
young ladies, she died
unexpectedly on April 7, 1974.
The scholarship primarily is
for students concentrating in
the area of elementary
education and interested in
teaching kindergarten or in
the lower elementary grades.
The establishment of a
kindergarten program in the
Murray sciaools was an important goal of Mrs. Boone's
and the program has been
the
through
attained
cooperative efforts oh the
Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club of
which she was a member.
The award is among 89 and

totaling $68,600 in honorary,
and
memorial
alumni
scholarships which have been
made at the university by the
alumni association this year.
Of these, 45 and totaling
$22,500 are going to high
the
in
school
seniors
association's Century Club
and made possible by $100
contributions made yearly by
Century Club members.
AU the scholarships will be
presented officially April 28 at
a reception in the lobby of
Ordway Hall and preceeding
the university's annual alumni
banquet in the Student Center,
at which the recipients and
their parents will be special
guests.

Governor Thinks Todd
Hollenbach Should Resign
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Jefferson County
Fornier
Judge Todd Hollenbach, a
Candidate for the Democratic
for lieutenant
nonrination
governor, should resign from
the state Board of Tax
Appeals, according to Gov.
Julian Carroll, who appointed
hint to the post.
Hollenbach, a Louisville
lawyer, could not in in iediitely
be reached for comment.
However, last week he'saidhe
saw no conflict between his
$22,000-acandidacy and his (
year post on the tax board. Carroll's press secretary,
Gary Auxier, said Monday the
opinion that
governor's
should
resign
Hollenbach

front the tax board is based on
both legal advice and on
Carroll's standing policy.
Auxier cited.a 1974 attorney
general's opinion that said
nientbers of the Kentucky Tax
Con in ussion, a Oredecessor of
the Board of Tax Appeals,
were covered by a state law
that prohibits nienibers of a'
state boarcPor adniinistration
front becoming candidates for
public office.
In addition, tarroll's policy
has been that appointed state
officials should resign- if they
become political candidates,.
Auxier said.
Carroll appointed Hollenbach to the board last August.
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It makes Cents
to shop with
Miierray Ledger & Times
money-saving
food coupons.

start saving today
by calling our
circulation department
-*for home delivery..'"

Now Enjoy Our

Spaghetti Special
Two Places!

Italian Spaghetti
Special

Wednesday Night
4 to 10 p.m.

MSU Staff Members
Attend Workshop

T.P. Delaney Jr.,
Circulation Mgr,

Wray Ledger & Times
753-1916
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TOURNAMENT — At the fourth annual, reading and
mathematics tournament held March 31 at SouthweSf Calloway Elementary School. fifteen Schools, featuring
seventh and eighth graders who eycell in math and
reading, participated. The math test was prepared by
Brenda Call, math teacher at Calloway County High
School, and the reading test was prepared by Lam
Salmon from the Murray State University reading department. Winners in the seventh grade math contest were
(from left) first place, Scott Hoover, Mayfield Middle
School; second place, Stephen Vaughn, Heath Middle
School and third place, Ricky Rogers, Murray Middle
School.

EIGHTH GRADE READING WINNERS — Winners in the
eighth grade reading contest were (from lett) first place,
Carl Anderson, Southwest Calloway; second place, Mack
Humphreys, Mayfield Middle and third place, Greg
English, North Marshall Junior High.

survivors of the fire.
The Schillings presented
architectural plans for the
new club to the conunission on
Tuesday. The club will be
located on 20 acres of a 40 acre
site on Ohio 747 just north of
.the Hamilton County line
above Springdale, Ohio.

111anufacturer s Sale
Elack Again)

The Schillings noted that
most property in-thearea was
commercial in nature. The
property' is own‘d by Eunice
Hauser, wtdow -Of a Butler
County physician and her
attorneys Made the zoning
change request.

1

SEVENTH GRADE READING WINNERS. — Top finishers
in the reading contest for seventh graders were(from left)
first place. Renae _Taylor,. Southwest-Calloway: second
place, Andrea Brent, Carlisle County and third place, Mike
Goheen, North Marshall Junior High._

On Monday, . the Union
Light, Heat & Power Co. and
its insurance firms announced
a $5.7 million out-of-court
SWEEPSTAKES WINNERS — North Marshall junior High
i.settlernent in 'US: District
compiled the most points ovetall to win the sweepstakes
Court, Covington, Ky.
award. Members were (from left) Mike Goheen; Kapy
Market Insurance Co. also
Walker Mrs. Wanda Stephens, teacher femelle Walker
announced a $928,000 out-ofand Greg English.
cotart settlement. More
litigafion is .planned with
manufacturers and other
insurance groups concerning
the fire disaster. attorneys for
the victims said.
The location is near the
heavily developed commercial area north of CinHAMILTON, Ohio AP
the plans saying an. an- cinnati known as Northgate.
The former owners of the nouncenient would be made
.
Beverly Hills Supper Club. later.
PROJEM FOR WOMEN
,EW YORK AP — More
which claimed 165 lives when
his father, tw
.o '
an $20 million in grants have
it burned May ;8, 1977, plan to brothers and the familyreopen this fall in Ohio.
owned 4-R Corp. turned over teen rraade_by the Ford-FOun"We feel this is a growing the Southgate. Ky:, clut .kition to support projects of direct concern to women since
area and .this is where it property and • mat of. the if 1972 ,when the foundation
should be," Richard J. surance rnoney totaling $3.G1 , launched a -formal program.to
Schilling. Jr. said Tuesday n Union in an out-of-court cit
promote equality ok.opportunity
following a meeting with'the settlen tent ui January
for woinen.
Butler County Planning
Con in
The commission voted
unanin tously -to recomn lend.a
zone change for, the new club.
but hearings n lust be held first
by the county zoning Com'n
inifThe-Btillef County
ComMissioners which have
the final say. ,
Barring delays,"We should
be able to open up sornetinie in
September 'or October," said
Schilling. He said the new club
will seat about 1,200 with
facilities for dining, dancing
and entertainment. However,.
it will be private-.---with
membership limited,
said.
He declined to elaborate on

Beverly Hills Club
To Reopen In Ohio

Thank God
for April 15th.
Yes, that's the day yo-Thave to give to your Uncle Sam. But
that's also the day that your Father gives you life. It's Easter
Sunday.
If there was ever a day that you should be close to your God
and fellowman, it is on this day — the day that God showed us
his love and his power.
Go to church an.ct worship Him.
We at the-Christian Church irDisciples of Christ weTcome
you to join us this Easter Sunday morning, but, even more important. we hope you will bean some church somewhere.
if you do c.ome
. to worship with us, we invite you to share
communion. It's your personal beliefs that Matter, not your
church affiliation,
We are going to be joyous on April 15th regardless of what
Uncle Sam Says.

Women's Fashions
Wholesale

0%
.
75%
Three Days Only

•

TOURNAMENT GUIDES — Those who served as guides
for the read'
nd math tournament were from
Sandy Turner, Lynn Cothran, Donna Coles, Christy McCallon and Tina Harr

SOUTHWEST TEAM — Members and teachers of Southwest Calloway who—competed in the tournament were
(from left, front row) Carl Anderson; Jennifer Rice and
Renae Taylor.(Second row) Bill Murray and Vicki Travis
and Eleanor Miller, teachers.

EIGHTH GRADE MATH WINNERS — Those pl,cing
highest in the eighth grade math contest were(from left)
first place, Wallace Lai, Reidland Middle; second place,
Ricky Jones, Benton junior High and third place, jemelle
Walker, Mayfield Middle.

Off

April 12, 131 14
This Thurs., Friday & Sat.
9 a.m. to 6 p.m.-

at Holiday Inn Banquet Room
Murray
*Spring Corchette Tops 5.99
*(Modern Junior)
Label 61(31:nes 6.99
Designer Polyester
Gab Pants 10.99 .

•PolyesterSheer

Tops Floral Solids 10.99
*Sun D,.esses. Brand Names! 11 10.99
*Knit Jean Tops 6.98
*Colvin Klein Design
rediri 140z 14.99

.

This savings spectacular cue*,be matched in Murray.

Holiday Inn Banquet Room-Murray

THESE ARE
HIGHLY RATED
PLANS
TYPE-TERM

ANNUAL RATE

8.00%
7.75%
7.50%
6.75%
6.50%
5.75% ,
5.25%

8-10 year Certificate*
6-7 year Certificate*
4 year Certificate*
21
/
2 year Certificate*
1-2 year Certificate*
90-day Notice '
Day-in Day-out

ANNUAL YIELD

8.33%
8.06%
7.79%
6.98%
6.72%
5.92%
5.39%

*Substantial interest penalty required by Federal law on early withdrawals
All 'accounts listed above are compounded daily.
Cirilficates have o $1,000 min. dep., 90-day notice $100, Day-in Day-out
$1.00.

.‘1
•4

Ask about details on our Money Market Certificates!
"The place where thousand4 ore saving fpillionr

HOME FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
PADUCAlt

The First Christian Church
North Of the square on Fifth Street
Dr. David(). Roos, Minister....

,••••••
tr—N•

e

annr CA.

*4
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THIS IS SAY-rite's 16TH YEAR FOR PROVIDING THE
BEST IN SAVINGS itt SERVICE TO THE CUSTOMER.
JOIN US IN 041R"SAVINGS CELEBRATION"!

SHAKE
AN EGG

•

Pistol" Dryer
by GE

WE'VE GOT
EVERYTHING
FOR THE PERFECT

FROM COLUMBIA RECORDS
POPULAR RECORDINGS
BY CONTEMPORARY ARTISTS

FASTER
. KNOT

‘T.ASTER,THWE'PLAY Kin
3atilut

REG.

4

CONTAINS:

EGG TOYS
PUPPETS
PUNCH-OUT

CANDY, TOYS,
STUFFED ANIMALS,
ARTIFICAL GRASSI;
RIBBONS, BOWS.

AND...
EGG DYE
MATERIALS

/
1
2
PRICE
$14.911

1400 watts
Pro 1 1/5116-005

BASKETS

new unwav

KIT!CLIMES:

MCGEE SIENIMEED 1413% eiErs cam amas330311,01 EGG ZAP MING Kt • a mu MEI
51112 11/E1 CMS•SRN:SW WR Pir EEG •0.110 147e5 1011% 5 FLOOKUT
ie. WOO P

s Ow SEVel NG •

• 1400 watts of bow drying power

• 3 heat/speed combinations •
• 5,styling/drying accessories

KODAK
COLOR PRINT
FILM
C12$ 12 EXP.
or
0110 12 EXP.

lain*

• 4 separate light settings—
.Day-Home-Evening-Office
• Dual Swivel Mirror—
regular or magnified
• In off-white with gold
color accent

PROCESSING

WINDSONG
NATURAL
SPRAY COLOGNE

1.40L

-

CACHET NATURAL
SPRAT COLOGNE

CUDDLY

Oz.

STUFFED ANIMAL

TOYS
ASSORTED ANIMALS
71:eek#4
"commas ni an American trodn.on
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OIVE Ctop•cllop

CRACKERS
POWDERED
LIGHT OR
DARK BROWN

WIN $1.50 ADDITIONAL PURCHASE
EXCLUDING DAIRY I TOBACCO

PRINGLES REG. COUNTRY OR RIPPLE

9.z. 89c
69c
75

POTATO CHIPS
DAWN DISHWASHING

PURITAN

OIL

DETERGENT

16 OZ.

220Z.at
BETTY CROCKER WHITE & CHOCOLATE READi SPREAD
e STOVE TOP CHICKEN OR CORNBREAD
161
/
2OZ

99- STUFFING

r FROSTING

6 OZ.

FOLGERS

COFFEE
COCKTAIL.

1 LB. CAN

303 SIZE

DEL MONTE

PEAS

30L

DEL MONTE SEASONED
303 SIZE 3/$11

DEL MONTE

GREEN BEANS
DEL MONTE ASPARAGUS

GREEN

SOL9PVI

SPEARS

CHOC. FLAVORED MOPS
INSTAFOLGER

•AMAMI
WHIP

COFFEE
KRACKLIN CHUNK

SALAD DRESSING

DOG FOOD

ri SWEET POTATOES
IGA.MIN. OR REG.

I* MARSHMALLOWS

Ro.
ALUMI
NUM
FOIL
2/
1
2OZ.
%Fur

IOA

31100 NAPKINS

LIPTON INSTANT

3..$1 99

G

MEDAL

LOUR

COTTONELLE

5 LB. BAG

BAT
HRO
ssuE OM

16A BROWN-N-SERVE

.•- uattaloS .

•

4/89

ROLLS
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Prices Good April 11 through April 17
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

//
MARGARINE QUARTERS
NATURES BEST

illITIglatEniTTER OR SWEETISH"

KRAFT PHILADELPHIA
CREAM CHEESE
//
(GA SHREADED
MOZZARELLA

BANQUET ASSORTED

CANNED HAMS

DINNERS
ORE IDA

BONELESS HAM

TATER TOTS

TENDER BONELESS

COOKIE MIX
GRADE A LAME

BONELESS43.-CHOICE

EGGS
PRODUCE

LB.$269
SMALL BONELESS

TIP EYE STEAK
FREfZER SPECIAL WHOLE

SIRLOIN TIPS
FROZEN

•

BAKING HENS

$
2
6
LB $1

99 SWEET CORN

SWEET POTATOES
FREsillAWBERRIES
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department, a member of the
school's chemistry scholarship team, a member of the
Teen's Who Care Club and
served as a jumor assistant
Scoutmaster and as a Sunday
School teacher
The Blackburn scloolarship
the name of the late
bears
ntal
in
environme
career
Harry Brooke Fannin, a
the College of Enof
dean
sieruor at Murray High School. chemistry.
al Sciences at
vironment
High,
at
Murray
While
has been named recipient of
and who died
State
Murray
• the $500 Walter Blackburn Harry, an Eagle Scout, had
after 42 years as
1974,
20,
Sept.
ng
of
outstandi
years
two
at
Memorial Scholarship
a member of the faculty. He
Murray State University for performance on National
became chairman- of the
ent
Developm
al
Education
the 1979-80 school year.
t of Chemistry in
Departmen
to
The son of Mr. and Mrs. Tests, was selected
of the College of
dean
1958,
Talmadge E. Fannin, Route 5, represent Calloway County at
in 1968 and
Sciences
and
Arts
Private
American
Murray, Harry has main- the State
of EnCollege
the
of
dean
tained a scholastic average of Enterprise Seminar, was
Sciences in 1974.
l
vironmenta
in
placement
advanced
given
96.81 percent throughout his
A native of Marion, Ky., he
four years of high school and mathematics and social
the
awarded
was
a
was
and
classes
studies
ranks second in a graduating
r
Professo
shed
Distingui
participant in the talented
class of 155.
the Murray State
by
Award
program.
student
At Murray State, he plans to
Alumni Association in 1967,
He also was a laboratory
major in chemistry and
the building housing the
and
chemistry
school's
the
in
aide
a
for
n
biology in preparatio

Fannin Is Blackburn
Scholarship Recipient

biological
physical and
science departments at the
\iniversity is named in his
honor.

Italian Film Imarcord'
To Show Twice At MSU

Fannin's award is among 89
Aniarcord," a 1974 Italian
and totaling $68,600 in
directed by Federico
filth
and
honorary, memorial
will be shown twice at
alumni scholarships wNich
State University on
Murray
the
at
have been made
April 12, as the last
university by the alumni Thursday,
in the Infilms
eight
of
these,
Of
year.
this
association
Film Festival on
45 and totaling $22,500 are ternational
for 1978-79.
going to high school seniors in the campus
are
Showings
scheduled at
the association's Century Club
7 p.m. in the
program and made possible 2:30 and
of the Student
by $100 contributions made auditorium
The evening program
yearly by "Century Club Center.
will consist of a short inmembers.
troduction to the film and a
All the scholarships will be panel discussion immediately
presented officially April 28 at following.
the university's annual alumni
Each of the films in the
banquet on the campus with International Film Festival,
the recipients and their which is funded in part by a
parents as special guests.
grant from the Kentucky

Humanities Council, is
presented as a community
service and is open to the
public at no charge. Each of
the eight films orginated in a
different country.
David Earnest, assistant
professor of English, will
present the short introduction
to "Amarcord" and lead the
panel discussion. He will be
joined on the panel by Dr.
Michael Cohen and Jorie
Graham, both also assistant
professors of English.
Both Earnest and Graham
are fluent in Italian and have
traveled widely in Italy.
Cohen was the program
director for the third film of
the festival series — "Wild

Strawberries."
Starring Magali Noel, Bruno
Zanin, and Puriella Maggio,
a
is
"Aniarcord"
reminiscence of Fellini's
youth in a small town in
fascist Italy. It conibines the
concerns of his, early, neorealistic comedies with the
style of his later films.
The result is one of Fellini's
best and most imaginative
films and one of the most
popular foreign films ever
made. ''Arnarcord" grossed
more than $10 million.
Earnest said his introduction will point out the
social, cultural, and political
themes of the movie.
"I especially will call attention to the question of
authority in provincial Italy:
Does authority come from the
family, the Church, or the
state?" Earnest explained.

Tax Refunds
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
The state Revenue Department is behind last year':
pace in issuing state income
tax refunds, Coninussioner
Maurice Carpenter says, but
overtime work is helpino
reduce the backlog.
As of Friday, the depart
ment had issued 365,29$
refunds, 14,880 fewer than or
the same date last year.
Carpenter said a six-day
computer breakdown ir
February arid the resignatior
of six processing workers
caused the slowdown.
The backlog has been partly
eliniinated by voluntary
overtime work and the hirinE
of four temporary employe
from a coniputer service, he
.
said.

oimumwwwwwwissismallaw1181111.
et-

Discount Stores

RELIEVES ITCHY
DRY SKIN

Lanacane,
Medicated
Dry Skin Lotion
• Relieves
Itchy
Dry Skin
• 6 oz

REDIC•TED

DRY SKIN 'LOTION

letamrcil

516 Main Street
Open:8:30-6:00 p.m.
Mon. thru Thurs. & Sat.
8:30 a.m.-8:00 p.m. Fri.

• A Natural
Vegetable
Powder
• 14 oz

09

And Throughout The South

Lanacane
Medicated
Cream

InPa•PEEDER
BABY"-FOOD FEEDER

25

FOR DISHES

SOOTHES ITCHING AND BuRNiNG

LANACANE.
kh1( ,.-4f TIC COOL

ME(MCAT'CR4

Pleasant
New Fragrance
• 32 oz.
• 4 oz

23

Mal

160
W / Coupon
Offer expires Sat.
Limit 1 per customer

167
Wisk
Detergent
• Heavy Duty
Detergent
• 32 oz

Non-Aerosol
4 oz

• Antiseptic
For The Skin
• 10 oz

• All Day
Or.
All Night
• 15 cc

s u NG
wHnT.NESS

Final
Net

Sea
Breeze
Antiseptic

Final
Touch
SWING
roa
WHITEN

275

_
• Bleach
Borax &
Brighteners
• Concentrated
• 9 lbs 13 oz

Frost

Noxzema
AntiFriction
Cream-Gel
Shave
• Regular
& Menthol

Tip

t7FRct§t -np

00

Regular

425

.R4DD
14
Discount Stores
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FRANKFORT — What does
a typical white collar criminal
look like?
According to testimony
given during a legislative
study on white collar crime,
the average "economic

SPEED PHOTO EXHIBIT — A major photographic exhibition,"Mirrors and Windows
American Photography Since 1960," will be displayed at the J.B. Speed Art Museum in
lquisville April 3-May 13. This photography, titled "Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania, June,
1975," is included in the exhibition of over 200 photos. "Mirrors and Windows" was
organized by the Museum of Modern Art, New York City, with the support of Philip
Worth Inc. and the National Endowment for the Arts. Speed Mu*uiri is open Tuesday
through Saturday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.,and Sunday, 1 to 6 p.m.

FRANKFORT — Age is not
the real key to the new state
law on school entrance age —
readiness is.
Any way of setting entrance
ageby month is arbitrary, but
;-educators now look for
reading readiness, social
readiness, developmental
readiness . as qualifiers for
entering schei.
The law chadges the entry
age to first grade and kindergarten: For the first time,
students entering first grade
must be six and those entering
kindergarten must be five by
Sept. I. The former cut-off,
date was Dec. 31. The law also
provides for parents to
petition for their child to be
••readiness-tested" for early
entrance if his birthday falls
between Sept. 1 and Dec. 31.
The readiness test to be
given to children for early
entrance is based primarily on
whether they will be able to
read, according to Dr. Donald
Van Fleet, head of the state
Department of Education's
office of planning and
research. This is basically a

BUENOS AIRES ( AP) — Exercise and nutrition were the
themes for some prize-winning
sculpture in the 14th biennial
San Pablo artists' competition
held here recently.
About 150 artist's from 35
countries took part in the competition, sponsored by the Argentine Center of Art and Communication.
A group of 13 Argentine artists won the $2,500 first prize
for their sculpture showing distinct aspects of, science, including anthropology and chemistry, representing the themes
of exercise and nutrition.

reading readiness test, with those of children starting
because most of learning in at age five indicates a
the primary grades.is based significant difference in
around the ability tberead, to scores. Children starting
learn the alphabet," he said. grade one at age six scored
significantly higher than those
The state Board for entering at age five.
Elementary and Secondary
"Research shows that the
Education has approved six
different readiness tests from maturation of a child plays a
which each local school big part in his or her
achievement," Davis said.
district can select its test.
"Besides exceptional cases, a
Van Fleet said, "There are more mature child would
other kinds of readiness that probably achieve better."
are tested as well. These tests
are designed to predict
Van Fleet said there has
whether or not a child would
been considerable concern
have 'a successful experience about the retention rate or
either in kindergartenot
failure rate, of students in first.
grade. We think it would be a grade increasing. "Over the
mistake to enroll a student if last six years there has been
we know he isn't ready to an increase in first graders
enter and is doomed to failure. repeating a grade. It had
This is just one indication ef4., reached the _point where 14
whether a child would have a percent of our first grade
successful experience in first ._children are failing," he said.
grade or kindergarten."
"Research was done that
The lack of readiness shows indicated many of the students
up early as well as later.
repeating the first grade were
/ According to Dr. B. Glen those that were young, with
Davis, director of the office's birthdays falling between
research unit, research September and December.
,comparing scores of children They really just weren't ready
starting to school at age six to enter school."
• "We're aware that many
younger children are just not
making it,.
the first grade.
Sometimes it takes a year or
two(*School before we realize
it's M their best interest net to
enter them early. We're also
aware that many of these
children probably are ready,
if they do well on the score and
if they are advised. There are
many other things you can
look at than just the-test score.
There are developmental
patterns, the age the child
starts talking, walking or
tying his shoes. All of these
can help determine if a child is
ready."

criminal" is a white male, Byrne.
5'9", 175 pounds, with brown
Byrne was among witnesses
hair and brown eyes.
testifying today before the
The white. collar criminal Interim
Committee
on
may be bilking an elderly Judiciary -Statutes. The
couple out of their life savings commission is conducting a
with a fraudulent home im- white collar crime study
provement contract, getting mandated
by
House
contributions
from Resolution 59, passed by the
businessnfen for phony 1978 General Assembly.
charity organizations, or
The white collar criminal
stealing money from a bank does not face a great risk of
by use of sophisticated being caught, and if he is
computer knowledge.
caught and convicted, chances
All together white collar or are slim that the offender will
economic crime costs the spend time in jail, said Byrne.
United State more than $40
One reason these criminals
billion each year as compared"' may escape punishment is the
to about $4 billion annually victims'
reluctance
to
lost from all other crimes prosecute because of emagainst property, according to barrassrient, stated the unit
a report presented by Maurice report.
S. Byrne Jr., direetor of the
The witnesses gave several
Louisville-based
Economic suggestions for curtailing
Crime Unit.
white collar crime, including
In Jefferson County alone, increasing the penalties, and
economic crimes cause a $176 making it a felony when a
million loss each year, said
white collar criminal is a

repeat offender.
Both
Larry
Roberts,
Commonwealth's Attorney for
Fayette County, and Col.
Lewis Babb, Kentucky State
Police, stated that establishment of an electronic surveillance or wiretapping law
in Kentucky would aid in
prosecution of white collar
crimes.
With built-in guidelines to
guard against abuse, wiretap
legislation would make
available "a great investigative tool for police,"
said Roberts.
Babb said Kentucky law
officers cannot effectively
deal with gambling or
organized crime without
electronic surveillance laws.
In addition, Roberts said
Kentucky needs an immunity
statute to guarantee that
accomplices agreeing to
testify can be free from
prosecution.

Sen. Gus Sheehan (DCovington ), an-attorney and a
committee member, said he
felt a person should he
"convicted on the law" and
not by "behind the scenes"
tactics such as informant
payments and wiretapping.
are
techniques
These
"dishonorable," he said.
Jack Bunnell, director of the ,
of
Securities,.
Division
Department of Banking and.
Securities, gave the COW
mittee a written statement
.concerning white collar
crimes subject to laws
ministered by that division.,for
penalties
While
violations of the KentuckySecurities Law are adequate,
Bunnell said effective enforcement depends in large
part on "public awareness of
white collar crime, and the
recognition of certain activity
as a crime and not just a
matter for the civil courts."

SPECIAL HOLIDAY SAITVGS
GIVES YOU 2 FULL COLOR"BORDERLFSS PRINTS
INSTEAD OF ONE
NOW YOU CAN SHARE THOSE-HOLIDAY PHOTOGRAPHS WITH FRIENDS
OR RELATIVES. IT'S EASY AND SO INEXPENSIVE.

TWIN PRINTS

12 EXP. 20 EXP. 24 EXP. 36 EXP.

•REMEMBER v2 PRINTS
•LOW PRICES

299 3.99 4.19

4 OZ

5.99

Regular or Unscented

Ultra Max
Shampoo

Store Hours
12-7
9-9 Mon.
Sun.
thru Sat.

For Niv•-al Dry or Oily Harr
7 -0Z

This is ... savings at Begley's

- __—
Petroleum Jelly
101 PI a 1/

SALE ENDS APRIL 16

BEGLEY'S

No Identification
Of Bird Disease
2 - 8 X 10
5X 7
/5 2.0-WALLETS

3

REGAL
STUDIOS

DFLOSit WHEN
PHO,OGR•PHEO

EXTRA EMUS

FREE
with package

-5x 7&
WALLETS
5
1

Ws:
DATES:
HOURS:

Thurs., Fri.,I Sat.
Apri112,13 14
Fri. & Sat. 11:00-1:00

By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
While federal officials continue to trace the sale of birds
from a Florida facility infected with a deadly bird
disease, they say there has
been no positive identification
of the disease in Kentucky so
far:
However, Dr. RE„ Winter,
district veternarian in charge
of Kentucky for the U.S.
Department of Agriculture,
says that birds have been
tested in two -Kentucky—pet
stores for New Castle disease.
Winter said federal officials
are continuing to trace sales of
parakeets and cockatielsfrom
the Quality Bird Center in
Miami, Fla. , — where instances of the disease were confirmed last month.
"But there have not bbeen
any positive identifications in
Kentucky," Winter said
Monday.
The foreign strain of New.
Castle disease affects the
respiratory and digestatiVe
systems of all birds and
poultry and is highly. contagious and deadly.,
The current outbreak has so
far been limited to parakeets •
and cockatiels (small, crested
4ustralian. parretsi. Winter,
said the maip concern of
agriculture officials is to keep
• the disease from contaminating coniniercral
poultry.
Winter said the disease is
not a health hazard for people
who eat poultry or eggs, but in
rare_ instances 'people handling the birch do suffer minor
flu symptoms.

Dana Fragrances

Tabu or Ambush
Natural Looking
•Long Lasting
•Lengthens, Mends,
Prevents Nail Biting

Heads High Spatted,
Sensuous And so Long-Lasting
15 OZ
Eau de Cologne Pure Spray
14 OZ Perfume

Gillette
Atra
Blades
-••• irnouss,tr..,

Gillette
Super Curl
Easy Roller
Curl Setter

Shave

You nave' have to iouth a RAW
wile,
•Fast heat cl .10
wes
•13 Sinnott,r,,:.-ets in two
13 clamps r, •etain hair's moisture
, • .ss curling handle

10 Shaving
Cartridges

9.99
Plush Animals
6 Styles
•1 To la IN,.
Asv,ted st,,,k„s
, .1.'y Ariunah1.

Given Away
Sat. April 14

to

overed

Rahhas

• ‘f.t- 8-it THE MURRAY,Ky., LEpGER It TIMES,Wednesday, April 11,

1979

PUT IT IN THE

1

2. NOTICE
FREE ST RE 269,4600

NE3TECE

CARTER
PHOTOGRAPHIC
STUDIO

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES

•Weddings
•Portros fs

All display ads,
classified displays and
regular dispby, must
be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
reader
All
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
before
the . day
ublication.

15342311

amidoligoommi.
. IF YOU
•
NEED THEM
489-2414
Airport ...
753-9332
Ambulance
. 753-6622
Comp. Care .
753-1441
Fire !City)
753-6952
Fire i County ) .
Foster Parents :153-5362
.753-5131.
Hospital
Huin.-Rts. Corn. .753-0849
759-4141.
Humane Soc.
.753-2288
Learn To Read
.753-NEED
Needline
753-1792
Parents' Anon.
.753-7588
Poison Control
753-1621
Police .
753-6952
Reseiie Squad
753-0929
Senior Citizens
753-3151
.
Sheriff
State Pol. . 1-800-592-5401
This list of telephone
numbers is published
through the cooperation of
The Murray Ledger &
Times and the Social
Concerns Committee.
Readers are urged to clip
handy
the list and keep
- near the telephone.

S. LOST & FOUND
LOST APPROXIMATELY 7
mixed breed
old
month
female dog, mostly white
(salt and pepper body) with
in
dark ears and tace Lost
the vac inity of the New
Providence area Answers to
-the name of Pepper If seen
please call 753 7618 after 5.30
pm
BEAGLE SIZE,
LOST
Short haired, brown legs and
face, black and grey Spotted
body Reward Call 759 1158
after 5 pm
LOST PUPPY! Last seen in
648. North vacinity. Female,
black with white chest and
paws, bob tail, no collar. 753-

418"
GOD IS LOVE. I John
ye first the
But seek
kingdom of God, and His
rightousness, and all these
things shall be added unto
hour
you. Matthew 6 33 24
phone, answered by God's
servants NOT A TAPE 7594600. Bible Facts and Free
st'
Store. Hear our broadca
•
Sundays att 2130 on WSJ P.

It's A
Fact
Free Gift
Wrapping
Is A Specialts At

Starks Hardware
nth& Poplar
453-1227
FREE PARKING!

SHERIFF'S SALE
of
Sheriff
The
Calloway County, Kentucky, will Sell to the
.highest bidder the
following property on
Wednesday, April 18,
1979, at 1:00 P.M. at
the south entrance' to
the Calloway County
Kentucky. 'Courthouse:
1965 Model Scotty
Camper (13 ft.) Serial
No. 136413582G
Terms Shall Be Cash.
Max E. Morris,
Sheriff

BIBLE CALL, now
24
automatic,
hours Wednesday
and Thursday hear:
THE GOLDEN YEARS

'159-4444.
WHAT WE do best is care
Needline, 753-6333.

Essex
'Certified
soybeans for sale.
$9.00 a bushel. See
Bobby Mitchell or call
753-18.

,3. CARD OF THANKS
WE, THE family of Reuben
express
E. Rowland, want to
our
with heartfelt thanks
graditude to each and every
•
to
one who helped in any way
the .
ease our burden during
very
A
one.
loss of our loved
special thanks to Dr. Clark,
nurses
Dr. P'Pool, and to the
Elliott,
in C C.U., Rev Glenn
Julian
and
n,
Layne Shankli
Warren and to Mrs Oneida'
White for the beautiful song
is
service. May God bTess you
,
our prayer. Wife, Children
Great
Grandchildren,
Grandchildren

Murray Sport
And Marine
Center
nos' has lawn mower
repair.

---11111:4tit St.
753-1400
PEANUTS

i'M 60iN6 TC`, SIT ON
Wf FRONT PORCH AND
SCREAM AT ALL THE
KID5 WHO TR61 TO
LAI, !
CR055

WHEN I 6E1• OLD
I'M GOING TO BE
,AEAN AND CRABBY

NAM
OH SOY---AT LAST I'M
GOING TO SEE WHAT A
REAL COURTROOM
LOOKS LIKE

A4,ar
,
Sc.'17,

WHAT DO
YOU MEAN?

ASQ-

BEETLE BAILEY
IT DOESN'T
tOOK ttKE'YOUR
"SEARCH AND o
DESTROY"
PLAN IS
WORKING,

5IR

BLUME

BLINA STEAD!.
KNOTHEAD.I

410

I'M GOING TO i<ICK
( YOU PROM HERE TO)
71-4E MOON' r---

8810
Cocker
BLONDE
LOST
Spaniel, 4 rponths old, in
road
Tobacco
of
vacinity
area If found call 753.9181.
Reward!
MINATURE.
LOST
Schnauzer, 5 months old, red
collar with rabies tag 436
5838
$300 REWARD! for the safe
return of my rust and white
Siberian Husky with blue
eyes', called Natasha, and no
clUestions will be asked. Call
492 8857. •
6. HELP WANTED
CAPTAIN D'S is now ac
cepting applications for
counter sales and, fry cooks
for both days and nights. See
Mr Lanier, Monday through
F rictaar;--between 1.00 and
calls.
4 .00 pm No phoneP E.R I EN CEO
MECHANJ,C, Dwain Taylor
753 2617,
Call
Chevrolet.
after 5 pm call 437 4139 and
ask for 0.L Mathis
TIME. route man
Apply in person only, Lynn

.HELP WANTED
HELP WANTED. Summer
work as youth camp coun
sler:362-8660
EN
STUFFING
$2530
self
Send
VELOPES
stamped addressed envelope
to Tayco. P 0 Box 8010,
Stockton, CA 95208
WAITRESSES AND break,
dinner cooks
fast and
wanted, cleys only, apply in
person, Hungry Bear, 1409
Main Street
WANTED,
WAITRESS
Gall imore's Restaurant in
Hazel. 492 9785
WANTED. CONSTRUCTION
field secretary Some con.
struction background helpful
but not necessary Strong
business background in
and
ad
accounting
ministration would be ad
corn
Salary
ous.
vantagi
miserate with experience.
Send resume with salary
requirements to P.O. Box
766, Murray, KY 42071,
10. BUS.OPPORTUNITY
HAVE-A highly profitable
and beautiful Jean shop of
your own. Featuring the
fashions,
latest
jeans,
denims, tops, and sportswear. S15,500 includes
beginning
inventory, fix.
tures...' training, and grand
opening. Call anytime for
Mr. Waters at (502) 568 5125
12. INSURANCE

MOBILE NOME
INSURANCE

EX

I

Wayne Wilson at
302 N. 12th St.
or Call 753-3263 1

o HOME FURNISHINGS

Used Furniture
Used Appliances
Used TV's

Hodge & Son, Inc.
205 So. 5th
17. VACUUM CLEANERS

KIRBY
VACRINE
CLEANERS
For factory authorued
sales, and service call 1901i
642-7419 Located at 102 W
washingionsi Court Square,
Paris. TN

89. FARM EQUIP.
EIRCWSON 3 14" BOTTOM
Fplow Jackie Byerly, Route 6.
Call 753 6085.
SNAPPER MOWER blades,
26", 28", 30", your choice,
55.99'each. Wallin Hardware,
Paris
SPRAYERS, 2 GALLON,
3 gallon, $13.99,
S3299
Stainless steel, 3 gallon,
Wallin
Hardware,
$29 99.
Paris
TILLER, 5 'HP with Briggs
and Stratton engine, chain
drive $209.99. Wallin Har.dware Paris.
TRACTOR BATTERIES, 24
rnontri guarantee, 6 volt 173
ammp. group 3 EH,s44 99,12
volt - 110 amps, group 30 H
Wallin
Hardware,
544 99
Paris
_WEED EATER, Model 500 or
507, 539 99 Why pay that high price &nen you can purchase
RotoShear for
Mode
Wallin Hard
only $3299
ware Par i
WS. $15.88,
s
WHEELBARRO
$2999 $3999 AND $49.99
War,',Hardware, Paris. _
WANT TO buy or leasedark /
cured tobacco ba7
or a
.

14. WANT TO Bu
JU"TARS deit,,,er or wilt
KY -"m4)anY---"na
G rrve,-C-.94Gr
pick up. Call 474 8854 or 527
WANTED.
MECHANIC
1315.
MOst have experience in air
JUNK CAR'§".-Call after 5 pm,
rd-nt end
conditioners,
474-8838
tuneups, and
alignment,
WANTED: 44 or 45- Caliber
brakes lalary plus com
pistol and a Remington 1100.
fringe
good
misSion,
247-9325.
benefits Apply at Goodyear
and
Store, 12th
IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE
Service
Glendale, Murray No phone
CHAIN SAW chains,
please
calls
pitch for 16" bar, $10 59, 20"
4ITERMINATING
E7X
32
4.
Fisher
3
1bar, $11.99, 24" bar. $14.55.
PART- Tr/4E.
a 'sales
Need
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Hunter
the
in
prr
ouilvdeoor f o
c tat
us
6rte
rKeep
FOR SALE: gas range, a
wood stove, and refrigerator.
hours
few
a
Only
this area.
Call before 12 noon, 753.0663.
or
Call
ry.
necessa
week
per
KEN HOLLAND prints, first
write K .0.P., 1516 Beech St
and second series, numbered
Radcliff, KY 40160 (502) 351and un numbered. Call 759_849i1093 or 437 4841_,
SALES.. MANAGEMENT
LAWN MOWER- battery, N._
career opportunity With a
guarantee, $20.99.
month
of
One
field.
owin
leader
Wallin Hardware, Paris
Tennessee's
Northwestern
NtARINE BATTERY, 36
fastestigrowing companies,
month 80 amp. $2699; 60
has an opening for sales
month 95 amp, 536.99. Wallin
manager who is experienced.
74 MISCELLANEOUS
Hardware, Peels.
Will consider grocery Or
B.:THTUBS, WHITE, 5' NEW COLOR tv. antenna,.'
related management type
s'eel, $64.99. Cot rs. $69.99.
have
Must
40' tower, all remote controrS
experience
Paris.
Wallin Hardw
record,
track
proven
and lead in wire. New bed.
CCMMOIDES+ WHITE;
subordinates,
frame, adjustable, si./ .
supervising
$5+:99, Colors. $47.50., Wallin
carton Manual %hit- ad'
and achieving goals Position
Hardware, Paris.-'
-includes salary in the $20,000
ding machine. 759 11
, EARTHWAY .PRECISIOON
range Plus bonus plan,
SKIL SAW sale model 539,,
garden seeder complete with
company car, expense ac.
S29 99, model 574, 534 99"
Wallin
six plates, $30.99
count, -vacation, . company
model 559,'S54 99, model 55:
major
Hardware, Paris
:paid retirement plan,
$66 69. model 553. $77.99
ce,
insuran
healthmedical
26" GIRLS BIKE, also an
model 554, $79.99. -19,311in
•
life 'and Weekly indemnity
exercise bike. 527.8078 Hardware, Paris.
insurance. Send resume or
with steel
HINGS
MOWER
FURNIS
HOME
LAWN
IA.
- apply in person,- Marion
ball bearing wheels,.3! 7 hp'
GE OVEN hood and service
Pepsi Cola' Bottling Com.
Briggs and Slratton engine
after 6
2623
489
Call
West,
$50
unit,
13
Route
Old
pany,
instant height adjustment.
.
Marion, IL 62959
PT•
Hardware
Wallin
$99.99.
Paris.
LARGE CAN drink machine,
for information can 753 9061
RAPID GRO, 8 oz, 11 39, 16
oz., $2 19, 32 or , 53.75; 5 lb.;
57.75; 10 lb., $11.85.Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
RAPID SHARPENER for
precision saw chain filing,
only $12 99 at Wallin Hardware,-Paris. .
sale
for
DUST
SAW
Co ,
Lumber
-Shoemaker
,5777.
19011352
Tn.
e,
McKenzi
STAINLESS STEEL kitchen
sink, double compartment, 4
THAT MAN TRIPPED ON
hole, self rimming, $29.99;
AND
ALK
OUR SIDEW
$3999, 349.99, Wallin Her
A
BE
TO
WANTS ME
dware, Paris.
TEN SPEED bicycle, $20;
snare drum, $25; white tub
and sink, $20. a differential
for a go cart, $12; 100
service without pole, $75. 489
2440.
TRAILER GASfurnace for
sale, 65,000 BTU,$200 or best
offer Phone 436 2769.
TWO FRENCH doors, good
condition, can be seen at 500.
Nine Street or call 753 1657.
la:TV-RADIO
len unities rewire Unarms,'no
WANTED: SOMEONE to
on
payments
assume
beaytifUl combination olor
t.v and stereo: Call 753 7575
27. MOB" HOME SALES
one bedroom
FOR SALE
mobile home, 10 X 40, 53000
Mett-conattiorr -en 86+4 •
E
NICE TWO tiedroom fur
mobile home on
riished
'private lot Call after 5 pm,
759 1981.1976 NEW MOON, 12 X 65;
central air, 2 bedroom, 2
bath, not furnished, set up on
172 X 132 lot Good storage
a II 753 6966 bet
bu d
call
-ween 8 enCi 3; after S pm
Showrr by ap
436 5568
pqintment only
TWO'
EITHERm
12 X 60, 19711 MODEL.
months old, must sell 753
GETTING SLOWER ,
027_0 or 753 5696
OR HE'S GETTING

21.Mal.110MERCNTS
TWO SEDROW turnisiumi
minutes from
trailer, 10
Murray good for students.
Call 527-7621 after 5 PM.
21. HEATING & COOLING
WE BUY and sell used air
conditioners. 753-1551 or 7539104.
30. BUS.RENTALS
SHOPPING CENTER next
to Murray State University
campus has building for rent
Equipped with gas heat and
air conditioning. Call 753,3018
otter 5 pm.
32. APTS. FOR RENT
RENT:. furnished
FOR
apartment near University,
water furnished. 753 4340 Or
436 2411.
FURNISHED OttE bedroom
apartment, appliances in
cluded, $110 per month. Call
753-8271' or 753 0763 after S
pm.
bedroom
TWO
NICE
apartment, partial utilities
furnished. 1414 Vine.
TWO BEDROOM apartment,
available immediat6ly Call
753 4331
33. ROOMS FOR RENT
REDECORATED
NEWLY
sleeping room for rent, one
block from University. Call
753 1812, 759 4909 or 759 4481
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
TWO BEDROOM house in
Hardin. Gas heat. 753-4661
r
TWO BEDROOM house
n
rent, 1'2 miles out of t
753 8681
34. RENT OR
res dark
FOR i9ENT.
fired,'2 acre air ured, barn
available 489 116 after 7
pm_

.

Kelley's Termite

l
& Pelt Contro
151

HAVE
''(OU THINK
F0R6OTTEN WHAT IT WAS
LIKE TO HAVE BEEN A
KID ,OUR5ELF 7

WANT TO rent or lease land
to row crop:or air cure barn
Call 435 4429
37, L1VESTOCK-SUPP.
REGISTERED QUARTER
horse yearling, 7 years old:
good blood lines, trained for
pleasure, $800.
western
Interested persons only 753
6645 after 5 30 pm
38. PETS-SUPPLIES.
BABY RABBITS, assorted
Colors. $3 each. 753 0180
BLOODED, pure
FULL
white, 6 weeks old, German
Shepherd puppies 498-8528
LABRADOR RETRIEVER
puppies, excellent hunting
registered,
blood, AK C
black's and yellow's 753 3406
.
pm.
6
after
TOY POODLE, silver, 6
months, housebroke, $100
tertect for
Has papers
small children or . refired
persons 759 4540
41. PUBLIC SALES
MOVING SALE' Sattirday 8
'am Like new washer, fur
niture, antiques, glassware,
miscellaneous._ .22.1 Doran

•

at
1601 West(Rive
t'y thing
imaginable, don't miss
this one! In case of
rain will be held
following Thursday.
y.e

5 PARTY GARAGE sale!
Thursday, April 12th. 9 till 4.
Room size air conditioner,
set of maple twin beds, fish
Alaskian
aquarium,
dog, dishes,
Malamute
purses,
'shos,
clothes,
--temps,
lots of other items 2 miles
641, across from
1-1 Truck- Lines--D SALE! Thursday 8
to 5 pm; in Stella the red
brick house in front of the
trailer park.
43. REAL ESTATE

-•

flint 11111113 ON MAIM Beeetifelly & L Orlipleally
assigned late lame sale IS
sesseths old 3 la, 2 baths,
wee/burning fireplace, heat
pomp. Large 2400 prateSit•efisil
w erkabes.
eawleeking Hie Win lake ea
throw 'dollen, weeded Wks
jets. Included is predicate
Sim r•nge refrig•rutor
trimizof & disairestarr

John Smith, Realtor

753-1411 (anytime)

FASTER!

#0-TiCE
The following 1119-141 City of Alarm Noose

Motorcycle
Dog Tags

Vt-0 Lrw!)

$ILOS
$15.00 1 1'2 TON or Leis
$20.00 0viri1hje0

•

Time For A Consfusarcial
Building located at the'
corner of 3rd and Main
Streets and known at
the Wallis Grocery
Building. This is an excellent location for any
retail business. Price
reduced to $20,000.
Kopperud
Contact
Realty, 753-1222 for all
the details.

---

23 ACRES ABOUT 5 mites
from Murray, nite building
spot on black top Small lake,
all fenced and permanent
pasture Galloway Realty,
'phone 753 5842.

A

SUBDIVISION ... LAND',
Invest in land advise the
experts This acreage is just
so6th of Murray and joins
sub
prestigio.ws
plat
dIvision.professional
753
available .dial
Loretta
by
1492 offered
Jobs Realtors.

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

'

COMMERCIAL BUIL-DING _ . . 3 floors inbasement,
cluding
19,000 sq. ft. of floor
area, freight elevator.
Truck loading dock.
and railroad,. along
side property - exwarehouse
cellent
facility. Call For All
Details. 'Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
- 12thSt-

Professiona I Set-Vices
.With The Frneorti.Iwarh.'

SAYS
OWNER
SELL!! NOW!! Country lovers, here's your
chance to move into
this 3. bedroom, B.V
situated on 4 acres
West of Kirksey. Built
in 1971, this lovely
home has great-roomn
w/fireplace,,draperies, range,.-refrigerator
all incl ed. Drive-in
in- basement.
gara
MAI(E AN OFFER
DAY. Boyd Majors
'eal Estate, 105 N.
12th St.

NICELY VVOODEDlive acre
on
located
homesites
blacktop road near lake. Any
priced
vely
of these attracti
properties can be bought
with a low down payment
and the balance financed
over an extended period
John C Neubauer, R Nsitor,
1111 Sycamore St 753 0101,
753-7531.

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
MEW OFFICE HOURS
Monday-Friday 7 30-Noon
.

- Closed AU Day Wed.
Saturday 7.30 til 5 00
,

NICE SHAVE $1.25

Fir 444011 a
vent•..Netory Palk Service.

EASTER SPECIAL
Gibson Country
Cured Aged Ham
30` Per Lb. Off Regular Price
Lb. $1.69

Gibson Ham Co.
107 N. 3rd Street

Murray, Ky.
Hours:

7 A.M.to-5 P.M. Weekdays
7A.M.to 12 P.M. Sat.

WANT AN EXCITING
REWARDING CAREER?
Kuhn's Big K Stores CorpOrallOn'has it for
you in retail store management.
We are seeking those individuals who are
sell motivated, positive thinking adults with
a sincere desire and a strong dedication lb
become a successful professional store
manager Experfenced or not we will train
you through Out management training programs.
it you are this\type of person we would like to
discuss your future with us Please contact
your local Blg K or Big K Edwards store
manager for all of the particulars, or send a
resume/fl strict confidence to.

SUN
SLSO

You must hale gpur LICENSE PLATE NUMBER in friar
ycle license and a
to purchase auto/truck /motorc
CURRENT RABIES VACCINATION CERTIFICATE for dog
if
tags. 1978-79 license aspire on May 1, 7919 and
ite_tierchased bi May 31_, 1979 a 10% penalty will be
be per1111014 to the perches, pries. License may
5th and
South
Office,
Clerk's
City
Nall,
City
at
chased
Poplar, between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.,
Monday thru Friday.
Jo Crass
City Clerk

•

• -Live And Earn
Extra nice duplex__
apartment. Each side-.
has 2 bedrooms, living
room, kitchen, and
bath. Modern kitchens
have all built-in appliances. Located just
outside the city limits
so you only pay county
taxes. A beautiful way
to be practical. Priced
at $41,500. Phone Kop,perud Realty,753-1222.

MICE NAIR CUT SI 50

Yard Sale
April 12
7:00 til ?

_okfiTNESS

Truck
Truck

price! 2 bedroom home
located wit111/1' blocks of
rental
downtown ..good
property We will show you
by calling 753 1492 offered
, by Loretta Jobs Realtors

boost coils Ow.col 733-3410 989_6119 is ad-

Or OF /VW MIND

are now on saleAuto

FRESH AIR! Rolling hills
enact clear, smokeless skies
are in abundance at this 12
acre ma tract not too far
out also has 3 bedroom
mobile home and 30 X 30
body shop Call today ..753
Loretta
by
1492 offered
Jobs Realtors

LT MAY be,smaii but So is the

Prt;tesstonal Sen
it Teel. nendl)

I CAN BLOCK IT

"

43. REAL ESTATE

.„

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080_

201

• MURDER

43. REAL ESTATE

DIRECTOR OF PERSONNEL
KUHN'S BIG K STORES CORP.
245 GREAT CIRCLE ROAD
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
37228

KING or

-i
VAttlES
_

WE ARE AN EQUAL OPPOR TUNiT
EMPLOYER. M/F
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
-

43. REAL ESTATE

43. REAL ESTATE

_
TERRIFIC LOCATION. .314
S 9th is the 'location of this 4
bedroom, 2 bath home Close
to hospital, doctors, schools,
and
churches,
shopping
Besidesthe 4 bedrooms and 2
'baths, you have large living
room, kitchen, full basement
and a 32 X 18 swimming pool
and
patron enclosed
by
private wooden fence Call
today for an appointment to
see at $47,500
Nelson
Slit-oat Co , Realtors 759
1707

The

Prutessiunal Services
With The Friendly Touch"

12th at Sv

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate

by

owner. 489 2608

Catch ATalling
2 2/10 acres with new
Price Tog
4 inch well, septic
And move into this
tank, field line laid
neatly decOrated 3
only $5,500. Mouse
bedroom,,!'bath home
recently burned. Call
that is leas than a year
435-4360 or 753-8907.
old. Such extras as top
quality wall to wall
FOR SALE: 12 acres at
Temple Hill. Septic tank,
carpeting, thermopanwell and light pole, $2800. 753.
'e windows and central
7975 or 437-4608.
heat and air for only
46. HOMES FOR SALE
$37,900. Make your
BY OWNER . 3 bedroom, 2
bath, living, dining, and
move today and be the
family room with fireplace,
proud owner of this
eat-in kitchen, gas heat, near
fine home located in
Murray High, 811 Doran
105.
Road. 753 8,
Kirksey community.
BY OWNER. 4 bedroom, 21/2
Kopperud
Phone
baths, Living, dining, and
Realty, 75371222. We
farrtily room with fireplace,
rfcWen. Study, cioutte
are members 0t'
garage and large fenced
Multiple Listing Seryar'd, gas heat. 1701 Johnson
vice.
753.1463

rrioi•

Just lityl tear Cherry
Corner this Grocery,
Resta, rant, living
quarters and acre of
land for $39,500.00. All
equipment included to
own '
your
ACRE LOT nar Kentucky
open
Lake. Call Chuck Thurman,
business. Mobile home
459-1677 Chilton and Hance
hook-up in back.
•
Realty

Three
OWNER:
BY
bedrooms, two full baths,
living room, large den with
fireplace, country kitchen,
two car garage, fenced
backyard, gas heat, central
air. _Low 560•5 ShOwn by
appointment only. Call 7594503 after 5 pm.
FOUR OR five bedroom,
Gatesborough - home. Call
759.1149.
SEVEN YEAR old brick
house, from 1 to 21 acres.
House has 3 bedrooms, 1 1/2
utility, kitchen,
baths,
dining, living room with
fireplace, garage, central
heat and air. Located 8 miles
-northeast of Murray Phone
753 2276 after 5:30 pm.

4,1

WALLIS DRUG
*PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
011011191R OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Fr** Dolloory OirPrescrIplisee hi City Units

ono

,w

ONLY THE NAME9 AND ADDRESSES
HANGE, SON, THE ALIBIS ARE
ALWAYS THE SAME."

rimb
Buy

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

1.7j
• . i se ws µSt .--sul. I, 4Ariss
11.0... vs,14. U 1 lit' i WW1 LI, %

Subjec

192181440wAY•mcKENZIE,TENN.

1NOWN5
Q,UITT111116
p,
AFTE

35YEAI6 in the5AME LOOTioN!
Au.Places moTHER cur 5Ftyr

F.0;13,

IN PRICESufr

?AOC,VO...k.6.Va
-its-K wow.pc56,gd
t410142%

SATURDilt 91u 61/6 FA

viesumE5
sNLE
57-012E 11405
t FITI 4T 9A 43 GEE

PH ._s,, wax.pit

1411 Main St., Murray,Ky..

(0,111..., r. cooly•...., ear alounm

,00vefir5d,
i4()CH
'

Lawnzicrs.SETAY
UNIIIMinaffiligl
seftstX/PONT INTERIOR ENAMEL ,&At _ _1519
9bIt! 11 GLU-1942. SKOTGLN -BRAND NEW - A3995

0654 I8cio xi WEST REFRIGERATDR. CE **KM'419"
1.1t4Z5 ONE GROUP FINECHAIRS Chow.A.-21 89'
Fut.4_8T.....• INNERSPRING 8EE10114Ct 63,73'620e
r412 LA-Z-130Y WALL HUEIGER REID-14E1Z_ P2.19.
•199 WESTINGHOUSE CLOTHES DRYER 1 Arl -

0444 15'PP/11a COASOLI woe 7:v NOVI0199 LANE RECORD CAGINET ifri,' PADDED 11)1r4•
0101KEEPSAKE GOLDEN OAK DESK,1 7fir_ !E39
a_e9trAmPLE aUNKse)w,„„wsp.,Pt/yr/ES:11.90
0.59Y- 134,Hiu. DEOaRATOR,SCIF45,2CMILY-Ea
g1295 9Ik BASSETT Di Nog SUITE Al Is,"fra
17342.WALAIL/T Fug TABLES 10.40 gum - - -' 9's
.46-2 Amax 4'%6'140a.Ra.rd iioiorci RUGS. 4.340
0139q" 9iii2. NYLON RIC* l"ow ,Colton eatioel.9's
•4999-'5fb Kdoisaa PEOEStALDiNETTE,I WWI
142004-Pc Ivy Fon Beo RP* SUITE Ne(-4-tePilisitt359
•47:04Pc MAPLE GEL) FC0M5UfTE NoW - --,2109
•9nl'rSeit gagerrail(&oil,» SLME 45 ri!
399*LW VELVET.SiorEL Rs-moas,5ro coaAr _ ...8 991r
5799*-T 2-Pc FLEX-STEEL 5:FA fr CAN R. OM LY-'299ef
'10911 ALI143130 MAPLE.5DRAK7E9.:NES'1.1915
0.3591-c1"PC VEL VETSOFA LCItAI12, 3ilirE --'1.99
P TV a•OFF

;

1E5-

ALL GIFTS -FINE

CITY Or litrit RAY

EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT 7 PM SHARP
LOCATION

Aoo0f4A

INDUSTRIAL ROAD (3 BLOCKS OFF HIGHWAY 91,
CONSIGNMENT AUCTION

NEXT TO FARRIS GRAIN

CO)

FVE .SELL YOUR MERCHANDISE

TION
TE AUC
ABSOLU
ttoPresentFinancing
Tuesday, April 17, 1.0 a.m.
On Hwy.69 Near Cottage Groh-North of Paris, Tenn.

•

..T-eavneDIWIPSCPUICFnii5ARSAF

Chuck's
Music Center

barn style, of-

Up to 12

Hairlwair &Furniture
OR3.5YEAMS

All New Guitars

FREE

fices,

'at .1 is

OFF

Ray lIcKinzie
Carpet Service
& Installation
call

air

IMIT'
11IN
/111
LIKE
Slcarl
Blue
Clear
A
From

.GUITARS
,2
- 0%

MURRAY, KY.

-

a
or

44. LOTS FOR SALE
, 10 ACRES FOR sale

11E61

$2. BOATS & MOTORS

FOR
SALE

753-4451

e7LL..et
TELEPHONE.

COl RUSIN,Anew

Au, ttyneer Healtor
Appraiser
19. 901 479-3906 479-3713
South ). ultor, Tenn

Murray, Kentucky

st

South

1

53. SERVICES OFFERED
$3. SER VICES OFFE RED
EN
ADDITIONS,
1973 DODGE VAN, as ton, V8 15 FOOT FIBERGLASS CLOSURES,
fireplaces, LlcENSED ELECTRICIAti,
motor
boat. 60 hp Evinrude
building, prompt. efficient service,
automatic, $1250 Phone 436
home
garages,
with trailer. In good con insurance work, new bathS call Ernest White, 753-0605
5524
dition Will pull 2 skiers. Call and kitchens, restorations.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAiil
492 8128
Murray Remodeling, 753
and gas installation, will el)
5167
53. SERVICES OFFERED
plumbing, heating and air
FOR YOUR • chain ank conditioning Call 753 7203
APPLIANCE REPAIR. All fencing
contact
needs,
;
and
models. Montgomery Ward. Free MITCHELL BLACKTOP
makes
TRUCK - '66 Dodge,
PING, driveways and smail
•
and air con- estimates 753-1966.
Refrigerator
jobs a speciality, also paf
good conditon. $650.
work
All
ditiOning.
FOR CHAIN link fencing, chine and seal coating. 753
('.d1 489-2711.
guirintred. Call 753-0762
A fencing, division of 1537.
Circle
anytime.
Atkins Gutter Service. 753
MOBILE HOME anchors,
BROTHERS & Son 8407,
1972 DODGE PtC UP 68,000 BYARS
underpinning, roofs sealed,
home remodeling,
General
Sears, patio
BY
G
miles 753 4661
awnings,
rirlfamitjg, twninum siding, GUTTERIN
gutters
contineus
carports. -Eats
aluminum
1975 DODGE ONE ton Kar
.14
1
'\1,‘ *lib:A
utters, and roofing. Call 17 Sears
your
per
installed
Jack Glover, 753 1873 after 6
Van, 318-straight shift. Can 395-4967 or 1-362-095.
Sears
Call
ns.
specificatio
•
pm
be used as camper. 52500. 705
BACK HOE WORK, septic 753-2310 for free estimates
Sycamore.
NEED A carpenter? We
4
tanks, gravel and dirt
in by paneling anct...actaitictrts
-1963 FORD.PICKUP, short hauling. 753-5808 or 753-5706. - ,-,INSULAT ION BLOWN
Sears, save on these high what have you Call 436 2516.
wheel base, small V8, $450.
CONCRETE & BLOCK work. heating and cooling bills.
489-2440.
ROOFING. NEW houses Re
Block garages, basements, Call Sears, 753.2310, for free
root, built up root, and
1978 FORD BRONCO, 351, 2 driveways, walks, patios, estimates.
trailer roof coating Cal-I 753
7 barrell Call 753-3501.
•
steps, free estimates. 753
JACK'S BLACKTOP paving, 3310.
in
,971 Ur,
tan RANGER XLT, Ford 5476.
also seal coating. WILL DO plumbing, heating
patching,
pickup and camper, ex- CARPEN1ER'S
.
PAone 436 2573.
and air conditioning, repaicp
cellent condition. Call 753- AVAILABLE
to
do
and remodeling arountd,the
for
Call
etc.
remodeling,
3229'
ilhome. 753 2211.
estimates, 753-6122 after 4
51. CAMPERS
WILL MOW yards. Call 753
REPAIR, all pm.
'CAMPER
9210.
brands, Eaz lift and Reese CAN'T GET those small jobs
WILL HAUL driveway white
hitches, electric brakes, and around the house or mobile
49. USED CARS
46. HOMES FOR SALE
rock and also stockpile lime
White Camper home done? Carpentry,
NALLY
NICE, light hookups. East 94 highEXCEPTIO
Call or see Roger Hudson at
plumbing,
painting,
Sales, located
BUILDER: new 4
BY
1973 LeSabre, 4 door, air way, toward Ken Lake, aluminum siding, patios,
me
753-6763 or 753.4545.
I care, so
bedroom, 3 bath house in conditioned, new tires, low
Call
436
small concrete jobs.
WET -BASEMENT? We
Canterbury. Call 753 3903 for mileage. $1350. Can be seen Murray, KY. 753-0605.
before you buy and
make wet basements dry,
further information.
1973 DODGE 22' MINI home 2562 after 5 pm.'
expert exat 1803 College Farm Road.
an
to
talk
work completely guarenteed
at
753CARPET CLEANING,
with alot of accessories.
47. MOTORCYCLES
1974
Chevrolet
FOR SALE
perienced in the field
Call or write Morgan Con
reasonable rates. Prompt
4509 or 436 51148.
1972 HONDA 350 FOUR,Semi Impala, 4 door, new tires
struction Co., Route 2, Box
and efficient service. Custom
of floor coverings. For
chopped,5300 436 5325.
Call be seen at 314 Woodlawn DODGE CITY cab over Carpet Care. 489-2774.
409A, Paducah, KY 42001, Or
camper, excellent condition,
free estimates and
HONDA CL 350, low mileage, or call 753 2365.
call day or night, 1-442-7026_
126.
435-45750.
need stumps
DO YOU
friendly advice, call
excellent condition. Ca11753- FOR SALE: 1974 quick
WILL MOW yards. Call 751
Road
T
AND
STARCRAF
yard
or
your
from
removed
5335.
Luxus stationwagon. $1500.
8251. `
Ray at 436-2124.
travel
Dealer,
We
Ranger
of
stumps?
land
cleared
1977 750 HONDA, 7,700 753-9297.
56. FREE COLUMN
trailors, 5th wheels, and can remove stumps up to 24"
MILES, lots of extras, $1450. FOR SALE: 1970 Chevrolet,
new and used. below the ground, leaving
FREE: 3 YCAR old part
power popup. Both
436-2547.
conditioned,
air
line; parts and only sawdust and chips. Call LANDSCAPING AND lawn Collie and part German
Complete
1973 SL 350 HONDA, road or steering, power .brakes, accessories, hitches, brakes, for free estimate, Steve Shaw care by the job or contract Shepherd. 753-1845. •
- automatic, tinted glass, good and lights; installed. White's 753-9490 or Bob Kemp, 435- for entire season • will rake,
trail bike. Call 753.3798.
for rock
--con4ition..&495ti_cd,__Forune, seed, fertilize, FREE STONES
.
Camper Sales,. Iota tki East 4342
it AUTO.SERVICE gardens and one old bath tub._
between 9 and 5. .
in;care tor
-151k
-Y
if
nunand
Ken
towatd
94
highway
WHITE
CAR BATTERIES, 24 month
You haul. 759 1156.
DRIVEWAYS
1973 GOLD COUGAR XR7. Lake, Murray, KY. Call 753- rocked and graded,, all size shrubs and flower beds. Call
gUarectfee, S22.88. 36 month
436.5570 after 5 pm for free ONE FREE white rabbit, full
759 1432
0605.
•
free
gravel,
guarentee, 80 amp, $26 99. 60 Call
estimates.
pea
_
grown; female 753 0180
estimates.
month guarentee, 95 amp, 1974 MONTE CARLO, white 1972 WI NABAGO CAMPER, Clifford Garrison,, 753.5429
$34.99, Wallin Hardware, on black on. white, slotted 24 foot, sleeps 6, self, con- after 4 pm.
Paris
aluminum wheels, AM 8- tained with air. Call (901) EXTERIOR AND __interior
1
-.4411111116..4
shocks. Call 247-3241 before 3pm.
TIRE SALE: Premium track stereo,
painting-, carpentry work
grade, white wall, A ply 753-8257.
done, decks and porches built
11611
and repaired, gutter cleaning
polyester with Road Hazard NICE 1971 FORD Torino, 2 52. BOATS & MOTORS
small
installation,
or
20 MILE
grantee, A78X13,, $21.39 tone green, new tires, $650
'trailer,
bat
.
.
FOR SALiranb S1.72 FET; E78X14, Call 382-2626. Lynnville.
plumbing, concrete walks,
spare
tilt,
make,
Shoreline
DELIVERY
patios, and driveways also
$25.63 And $2.20 F ET; 1974 TOYOTA COROLLA, 4
F78X14, $2640 and 62.32 speed, excellent condition, wheel, $225. 7518071.
done. Call 436.5570 after 5 PM
753-0984
F ET; G78X14 or 'T5,'578.39 good gas mileage,_ 21,000 14' POLORCRAFT JON for free estimates.
and $2.54 FET7 H78X14 or 15, actual mites. Call 753-5575 beat, 18 hp Evinrude motor, FENCE SALES at Sears
24.
Also
x
and
ready.
Floored
$30.52 and $2.76 F ET; before 6 pm
?railing motor, Moody boat now. Call Sears 753.2310 for
L78X15, $32.86 and $3.06
trailer, $750. Call 753-4657 free estimates for
your
cottages, mobile home ad-ens, and patios, or U
FET. Wallin Hardware, SO. USED TRUCKS
after 4 pm.
needs
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
1968 CHEVROLET STEP
Paris.
Closed From Fri.
van, 6 cylinder automatic; 1117 16' RUNABOUT, RED CARPET CLEANING, free
the best for less.
x 60.
satisfied
p.m. til Sun. 2 p.m
metal flake, white' interior, estimates,
49. USED CARS
ideal for-camper. 474-2267.
hp Evinrude motor, used references, Vibra Vac ste4rn
GOOD FISHING car. 1968 1969 CHEVROLET PICKUP 75
one summer. $3450. Call or dry cleaning..'Call Lee's
Impala. Call 753.8480 or after with topper, needs • clutch. only
or 753.3143.
753-5315
Carpet Cleaning, 753.5827,
Call 753.5923.
6 pm, 753-3599. '

1R5

Ainley Auction Si
Realty Sales

Southside Court Square

WANT TO START
OWN
YOUR
This
BUSINESS???
building on S. 4th
Street with business
area in front, shop
area in back and
possible living area
upstairs could be the•
answer to your needs.
Building is on 100' x
250' lot. Call Today
For Details. Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th St.

at
3
ta

SO. USED TRUCKS

43. REAL ESTATE

FURNITURE,HARDWARE gcPIXTURESSACIZIFICED!
Our Entire. and Complete InvenICAY to be 5old

968 ACRE ROWCROP FARM
750 ACRES OPEN IN CULTIVATION

THE HASSIG FARM
APPROX.$150,000 FARM EQUIPMENT
SELLING ITEM BY ITEM

129 SOWS & EQUIPMENT FROM
FARM EQUIPMENT

FARROWING TO FINISH
SELLING SOW WITH LITTER

5 GRAIN BINS - 48,000 POUND CAPACITY URGE 2 STORY 3 BEDROOM 3 BATH NOME
ADDITIONAL 2 BEDROOM TENANT HOUSE
SELLING IN 9 TRACTS
AND AS A WHOLE 25 ACRES TO 225 ACRES
LONG ROAD FRONTAGE-FENCING-PONDS
ONE OF THE BEST FARMS IN THE AREA

1974,International-715 combine-4 row corn header; 1974 International tractor 1066; 1974 Dual wheel-for
1066; 1976 International tractor 966; 1974 International tractor 666; 1975 Grainder mixer, mobile,mill to
mix sow feed; 1977 Electronic scale for grainder mixer; 1977 Saddle tanks 2x400 gallons incl. turbo pump
mounted on 1066 tractor; 1977-1000 gallon. water tank-mobile for chemicals; 1977 Disc, 21', hydraulic
wings; 1974 Disc, 17 ft.; (2) 1974 Cultivators; 1975 Five bottom plow; Torch; 1974 air pressure engine,
fixed; 1977 Dry fertilizer spreader; 1975 International truck w/14 ft. bed; 1976 International truck w/16
ft. bed tilting; 1974 Cultimulcher; 1974 Datsun pick-up; 1974 Four row planter; 1978 Electronic monitor
1974, gravity
planter; lawn mower; 1974 Post driver; 1976 Front end loader for 666 tractor; 1975 blade;
1975
1974
chisels;
(2)
;
concentrate
swine
tons
9
tank
for
wagon 250 bu.; 1974 manure spreader; 1977 bulk
mobile.
engine,
air
pressure
1974
welder;
Electric
plow;
bottom
four
Terms - Real estate 10% day of sale, balance with deed-possession immediately
Equipment: Cash or certified chock or letter of credit from bank.
for brochure and full details.
Settlement day of sale: Contact Jasper Jones, Delta Auction in Memphis

Registered Trutt Mark

AUCTION & REAL ESTATE CO

INC

EXECUTIVE OFFICES 4990 POPLAR AT MENDENHALL
1st TEN N. BK. BLDG. SUITE 301
MEMPHIS, TENN. 38117 (901) 761-50410.

"DOOR PRIZES GIVEN NIGHTLY"
r/

our new sign
means business

NEW AND USED FURNITURE, POTTERY, ANTIQUES.
NEW AND U,SE0 TOOLS, SPORTING AND CAMPING EQUIPMENT
APPLIANCES, TOYS, VEHICLES, ANTIQUE FURNITURE, ANYTHING OF LEGAL VALUE
TRUCK LOAD OF NEW MERCHANDISE EVERY REEX

0

a

BRING YOUR MERCHANDISE TO THE BARN
BRING YOUR MERCHANDISE TO THE AUCTION BARN BETWEEN 1200 NOON AND SALE TIME
EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON

-reflects our local and
Our attractive new red, white•and blue for sale sign
stalids for total proalso
it
national attraction to home buyers and"Qtlers ..
country. Buying
the
across
ahd
street
the
fessional Real Estate Service, across
-story . : it's,
Living
ndtilr
the
get
to
yourself
to
it
Or selling . . you owe
just plain good business.

TERMS: CASH
NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ACCIDENTS
FOR IMFORMATION CONTACT:
AUCTION SALES ANYWHERE, ANYTIME
LICENSED -BONDED -INSURED

WE ACT AS SELLING KGENTS ONLY
CONCESSIONS AVAILABLE

West Kentucky
Auction Service
Route 4
14. 42086
MI Rosl Estate Soles Kett leintiy Kt* HENDERSCH REAL ESTATE
orintrrsere
Pei Foullinei-Appientice Auctioneers-Rickard
Ph 376-2644
Pi, 376-2114
Randall Roleiflo-Auctiernoin ,
Ph. 1/0-S671

ti • Akkill

.

.

711 Main
Murray, Ky.

-7534492,
MU Italrben059-4900'Shirley WRVeed-753-3043, Geri Anderson

753-1222
(24-Hour Phone)
George Gallogher•753-8129, Bill Kopperud-753-1222, Don Bailey-7594577
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LocalSchools Hold
- Pre-School Screening

If

possible learning
A total of 250 pre-school age children were tested for
ed jointly by
conduct
project
ng
screeni
ool
pre-sch
disabilities at the recent
School
County
ay
Callow
the
the Murray Independent School. District and
Kentucky
West
the
by
ed
sponsor
was
m
progra
funded
ly
District. The federal
Educational Cooperative.
Margaret Franklin,
In charge dl arrangernentg foe the program were
guidance counselor
p,
Waldro
Joy
;
curriculinii director of the city schools
of the Project for
ator
coordin
y,
Kenned
Judy
and
;
schools
with the county
•
1.
PEEEC
(
n
Early Education of Exceptional Childre
screening within the
Parents will be notified by mail of the results of the
next two weeks.
program were: the
Businesses and organizations who contributed to the
-Calloway County
Murray
Center,
on
Exposti
West Kentucky Livestock and
County Schools cafeteria
ay
Callow
ms,
-Willia
Sherwin
ment,
Depart
Health
tive education
staff, Peoples Bank, Murray Ledger & Times, distribu
.
classes, WK MS-TV , WNBS and WSJP radio stations

•

Mi
aftei
wirn
scat
tuck
im
occu
fell
Hy b
Depi
that

PLAYTIME — An area staffed by Murray State student
volunteers was set up for the entertainment of children
who were in between tests.
-

sea.

battery of tests to David
GIVING TESTS — Mrs. Sue Chaney gives one of the
such areas as cognitive
in
Gibbs. The tests included screening for development
skills and speech and
motor
fine
skills,
motor
skills, social-emotional skills, gross
language skills.

Photos By
Kaye Peebles

Tr
COLORING — Do you know your colors? While parents registered, children
were kept amused with crayons and plenty of paper.

cont
"cer
thre,
loca
mett
Nati
Al
24 ho
tuck;
rePli
centi
roug
to Hi
May
raini
toda
mov
Porti
Se
nigh'

Off

1

r

•

WI
How
Cart
use

order of the day for
REFRESHMENTS — Cookies and fruit jukes were the
of the posts.
many
d
children being screened. Community volunteers manne

CORO

such
fashl
No
regu
(Inc
Eher

St

Mi
said
rece
violl
regu

"i

any
act'
Lett
the
Dep

au•di

ay County Health Department
VISION TESTS — Personnel from the Callow
administered Vision tests.

Thursday-Sunday
April 12-15

4lX/
r

A fest of nostalgia on your public radio station, WKMS-FN

Highlights:
Sat"..401 14
All Day: THE GOLDEN YEARS OF
radio
RADIO. Relive the years when
was king! WKMS present 19-hours of
and
the best-,comedy. drama, music
news from radio's golden years.

Thw., April 12
10: a.m. - Darrell Haden presents
favorite oldies
1 p.m. - Tribute to the music of Irving
Berlin.
7 p.m. - Live Concert featuring local
musicians presenting nostalgic music.
fri., spqi 13
All Day: THOSE WERE THE YEARS.
The years between 1934 and 1953 will be
profiled. Hear great old music and a
summary of news from yesteryear!

..a
Here s the carpet sale you've been waiting all winter _for.
sale of thick, nch.plushes, colorful cut and loops, twists and textures,
too. The best of Lees quality carpets at the season's best savings.

Featuring Carpets of Du Pont Antron Iii Fibers,
the wear resistant, dirt resistant crush
resistant super fiber,
the best carpet fiber ,
Du Pont has ever mode

Soo. April 15

•

All Day: CLASSIC 'CLASSICS. The
great classical music performers of our
century, in seldom-heard recordings
that you will long remember.
Hear DUSTY LABELS &OLD WA)Con:

Booth Bay - An elegant hair* of pile. Pile yarns
are spun of 100% dacon Doiyester 14 beautiful
decorator colors to chooss frpi,
Reg S12 95 SALE

WKMS - 91.3 FM
WE NEED YOU!

The purpose of DUSTY LABELS & OLD WAX is to raise
broad$5,000 in contributions to support WKMS radio's unique
tax—
a
g
casting service. Please help the station by sendin
Univer
3227
deductible contribution to: WKMS Special Fqnd,,
sity Station Murray,Ky.42071.

Casual Scene-A multi-level cut and uncut pile. A new
combination of dye techniques creates this beautiful
fresh fashion look woven out of 100% nylon. 19 new
fashion colors to choose from

Pleasant living - A richly textured 100% nylon twist
yarns are twisted and then heat set for extremely
long wear. 18 beautiful new colors.
Reg. S14.95 SALE

Reg S12.95 SALE

ALL PRICES INCLUDE HEAVY RUBBER PADDING lk INSTALLATION
*Open Friday Nights

Murray, KentuckY
11

NU 114._ IE

